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Fix a troubled Mac
Make troubleshooting an art form, do it slowly and step by step.

The dirtymouse disclaimer
You are reading this publication and absorbing any information at your own risk. Anything
written here can cause significant amounts of anguish, loss of data, even possible (but
unlikely) destruction of hardware. If you are doubtful of any of the content, then just treat this
publication as a work of fiction.

Having said that, nearly all of the content in this publication has been used by dirtymouse
specifically for troubleshooting purposes. However, this is not a warranty or a promise made by
myself, dirtymouse, the author (and publisher) that any of this content will work for you.

You must take responsibility for your own &/or consequential actions arising from any advice,
concept, idea, translation or interpretation of any of the content within this publication and its
subsequent revisions.

Limits of Liability and Disclaimer of Warranty
The author (and publisher) make no warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, with regard to
the programs or the documentation, advice or troubleshooting techniques contained within this
publication.

The author (and publisher) shall not be liable in the event of incidental or consequential
damages in connection with, or arising out of, the operation, performance, or use of programs
or associated instructions within this publication.

Trademarks
Trademarked names appear extensively throughout this book. These are indicated by blue text
and where possible (or relevant), an URL link to the relevant manufacturers web site is made
available. The author (and publisher) is using trademarked names for editorial purposes only
and to the benefit of the trademarked owner, with no intention of infringing upon that
trademark. Mac OS X, Leopard, Tiger, Panther, Apple, iPod, MacBook, iBook, Powerbook, G5,
G4, iMac, eMac, and Firewire are obviously trademarks of the Apple corporation. I won’t put ®
next to these names as it messes up the typography and becomes tedious.

Copyright
This publication is a copyrighted work of dirtymouse (© 2004-2008 by Shane Wynter). No Part
of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form
by any means, electronic, mechanical, recording or otherwise without prior written permission
from the author or as stated in the end user license agreement.

End user license agreement
You are permitted to have one copy of this publication on one individual computer for sole use
by that computer’s current user. You may also have one copy for backup purposes that can be
stored on a private network file server, laptop or additional hard drive device, provided it is not
used at the same time as the primary copy. You may not access or copy this document for
concurrent usage unless you have purchased an additional copy for each additional user of
this publication. You are not permitted to sell, loan, lease, sublease, bundle, make available
for download, upload to peer to peer filesharing networks or make additional free copies for
other users for any commercial, educational or private purposes.

 



From the desk of dirtymouse
It has been some time since i last updated this book. Apologies for that, life has been busy
lately. I won’t bore you with all the interesting details... [insert long paragraph] that no one will
read anyway ;)

How this book came about
This is a book that has been written by dirtymouse, who has been working professionally as a
Macintosh troubleshooter for a decade, however, actual troubleshooting experience goes back
to 1989.. So that could nearly be construed to two decades.

This publication is not an expansive technical manual and it is not a step by step ‘how to’
guide on everything you need to know. There are plenty of good books for this. This publication
is a troubleshooting guide. Think of it as your own easy to understand Macintosh IT support
person who would normally get paid an hourly rate to do or explain the things that are
contained within this publication.

The focus of this book is on a few areas that all exist within the realm of troubleshooting. It
provides some time tested methods on getting a Macintosh working again after a crash. It is
also a guide to some troubleshooting ideas when stress is clouding the mind. There is an easy
to read section on networking and servers for those people who are feeling responsible for
their studio or office network.

This publication is written for savvy, self sufficient Mac Users and designated Mac Studio
'Managers'. Some networking experts may find the introduction a little basic (and maybe
incorrect from a purists point of view), but keep in mind, it is aimed at a broad group of
people, using the ‘keep it simple’ approach.

The motivation of this book, is to help empower those people who don’t want to spend a small
fortune on IT outsourcing and maintenance contracts. With a little knowledge (that is found in
this book), you could save a lot of time. dirtymouse has done everything covered in this book
and has found it all to be extremely useful as a professional Macintosh troubleshooter. 

 



FAQ 
Where is the Index?

It’s located in the bookmarks sidebar in
Adobe Acrobat or Apple Preview. 

To maintain a text index like a traditional
book is very time consuming for a
constantly changing ebook. Updates can
occur just days later. I’d rather not have
this overhead.

Can the book be printed?
Yes, its can to be printed on A4 paper. I
have not done this nor intend to. I advise
against printing the entire PDF, as the
benefits of searching, the index and cross
references disappear.

What good is a PDF if my Mac dies?
Not much, so i suggest that you pop this
PDF on an emergency firewire drive (Yes
make one) or on a bootable CD-ROM/DVD
or pop it on an iPod or on another Mac in
your studio for backup purposes.

How do I snap back to previous page?
Preview: cmd [ (go back)
Preview: cmd ] (go forward)
Acrobat: cmd left arrow (go back) 
Acrobat: cmd right arrow (go forward) 

Where is the Mac OS 9 section?
I’m phasing out Mac OS 9 specific troubleshooting. I’ll keep references to Mac OS 9 in the
chapters; ‘Transferring Data’ and ‘Create your own support tools’ as administrators looking
after both Mac OS 9 and Mac OS X systems will still find that information useful.

Deprecated information
Version 2.0 of this book will no longer contain networking screenshots applicable to 10.4 or
earlier. Older command line based troubleshooting tips will also only be tested in 10.4 or later.



Miscellaneous
About the software recommendations 
in this publication

All the software recommended here is
from my personal experience with the
software. I am not paid or sponsored by
any software manufacturers (nor intend
to). They are referenced and linked in this
book for the convenience of the reader.
Almost all the non commercial programs
recommended here are actually freeware
or donationware. There may be newer
versions of software released that are not
recommended within this publication. This
is because I don’t want to recommend
anything that has not been tested and
used by myself.

About the links to manufacturer’s 
web sites

External links to websites are provided as
‘correct at the time of release date of
this publication’. The older your copy of
the book, the more likely that the Internet
weblinks will become broken. Whenever
this publication is revised, all the links
will be re-checked by myself to ensure the
most current information is available.

dirtymouse would like to thank
you for buying this book and supporting
it’s continued development.

this ebook is dedicated to:
My father, who tragically passed away on
the 9th March 2008. 

Contact me
If you have found any errors or omissions
please email me with the page number,
book revision number and a copy of the
relevant paragraph.

If you have any suggestions, or would like
more information covered on a topic
within this publication, I’d like to hear
from you (seriously).

My contact email address:
dirtymouse@troubledmac.com

All cartoon pictures are based on icons available for Mac OS X
You used to be able to download them from http://www.resexcellence.com/ but what on earth
has happened to that website?

mailto:dirtymouse@troubledmac.com
http://www.resexcellence.com/
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software references

AppleJack F U • • • x http://sourceforge.net/projects/applejack
Cyberduck F U º • • ß http://cyberduck.ch/
Do stuff when F U º • • • http://www.azarhi.com/Projects/DSW/
Fan Control F IN * • x http://www.lobotomo.com/products/FanControl/
Font Nuke F U • • • http://www.jamapi.com/pr/fn/
Fseventer F U • • • http://www.fernlightning.com/doku.php?id=software:fseventer:start
FreeDMG F U • • • http://www.kelleycomputing.net/freedmg/
GeekTool F U º • • • http://projects.tynsoe.org/en/geektool/
iStat Server F U • • • http://bjango.com/apps/istat/
JollysFastVNC F U • • • http://www.jinx.de/JollysFastVNC.html
Lingon F U * • † http://lingon.sourceforge.net/
Linotype FontExplorerX F U º • • • http://www.linotype.com/fontexplorerx/
MacGPG Tools etc F U • • • http://macgpg.sourceforge.net/
MacFuse F U • • • http://code.google.com/p/macfuse/
MacStumbler F P • • • ß http://www.macstumbler.com/
Main Menu F U º • • • http://creativebe.com/mainmenu/
Monolingual F U • • http://monolingual.sourceforge.net/
NoobProof F U • • http://www.hanynet.com/noobproof/index.html
OMCEdit F U • • • x http://free.abracode.com/cmworkshop/omcedit.html
On My Command F U • • • x http://free.abracode.com/cmworkshop/
RCDefaultApp F U • • • • http://www.rubicode.com/Software/RCDefaultApp/
Rember F U º • • • http://www.kelleycomputing.net/rember/
SSH Tunnel Manager F U • • • • http://projects.tynsoe.org/en/stm/download.php
TimeMachineEditor F U • • http://timesoftware.free.fr/timemachineeditor/

Butler D U • • • http://www.manytricks.com/butler/
Carbon Copy Cloner D U • • • http://www.bombich.com/software/ccc.html
MacFusion D U • • † http://www.macfusionapp.org/
NetRestore D U • • † http://www.bombich.com/software/netrestore.html
Platypus D U • • • http://www.sveinbjorn.org/platypus/

DoorStop X Firewall S U º • • • http://www.opendoor.com/doorstop/DoorStopDownload.html
Little Snitch S U • • • http://www.obdev.at/products/littlesnitch/index.html
Menu Master S U º • • x http://unsanity.com/haxies/menumaster/
MailServe S U • • • http://cutedgesystems.com/software/MailServeSnow/
Pacifist S U º • • • http://www.charlessoft.com/
Print Therapy S U • • http://www.fixamacsoftware.com/software/psr/
Spotless S U • • • http://www.fixamacsoftware.com/software/spot2/
SuperDuper S U º • • • http://www.shirt-pocket.com/SuperDuper/
Visage S U • • • • http://keakaj.com/visage.htm
WiFind S U • • x http://www.tastyapps.com/

Apple Remote Desktop C U • • • http://www.apple.com/remotedesktop/
ChronoSync C U • • • • http://www.econtechnologies.com/pages/cs/chrono_overview.html
DiskWarrior C U º • • • http://www.alsoft.com/DiskWarrior/index.html
Data Rescue C U ø • • http://www.prosofteng.com/products/data_rescue.php
FonAgent Pro C U • • • x http://www.insidersoftware.com/FA_pro_osx.php
iDefrag C U * • • • http://www.coriolis-systems.com/iDefrag.php
JungleDisk C U * • • • http://www.jungledisk.com
Mac OS X Server C U • http://www.apple.com/server/macosx/
Retrospect C U • • • x http://www.emcinsignia.com/products/software/retroformac/
Speed Tools ATA driver C U • • • x http://www.SpeedTools.com/ATA6.html
Speed Tools C U • • • x http://www.speedtools.com/
TechTool Pro C U • • • • http://www.micromat.com/
Toast C U • • • http://www.roxio.com/enu/products/toast/titanium/overview.html

Red means new inclusion U Universal (both PowerPC & Intel Processor)
P PowerPC only (won’t work on Intel Mac) 
PR PowerPC or Rosetta PowerPC emulation on Intel Mac
IN Intel Mac only (won’t work on Power PC Mac)

• Supports all subversions within indicated OS version
* Does not support some subversions within indicated OS version
º Supports only 10.3.9
ø Supports only 10.4.11
ß Currently in beta for 10.5 or 10.6
x Not supported (possibly incompatible)
† No longer developed/updated (possibly incompatible)

Software Name Cat 10.3 10.4 10.5 10.6 Current active URL link at time of publication 

 



Using the book with an Internet connection
This book contains extensive references to additional information that can be accessed using
a web browser. You can click the blue text to open the URL in your default web browser. The
full version of the book has ‘content selection’ enabled, so you can copy and paste relevant
text and URLs into another Application, like an email program.

Circled above: The example link above is an Internet link to the Apple Tech Info library 

Finding relevant topics quickly
This book contains extensive links to other topics that contain related information. You can
click on the red text to jump to that particular topic, that is covered elsewhere within the book. 

Circled above: The example link above provides quick access to another related topic,
making lateral navigation effective. 

References to the command line are usually shown as this:

On startup: Command-S Single User Mode, after /sbin/fsck -fy and /sbin/mount -uw /

Type each of these commands (bold text), followed by pressing the Enter Key at the end of
each line break 

instruction or explanation text

actual unix command

Any references to the command line that do not require single user startup mode are just
simply stated. In this case, using the terminal program is required. Most commands contain
examples of filenames, usernames and paths, don’t just use them blindly. Think first. 

actual unix command using terminal

About using the Command Line for Troubleshooting
WARNING: this book assumes you have a little bit of knowledge about how to get around in
the command line. You should at least be familiar with commands like cd, rm, mv, cp, ls;
before just banging about on your Mac willy nilly. You need to understand the difference
between cd and cd /, understand the principle differences between root and home. Also know
the importance of typing commands correctly and pay particular attention to spaces.

For a primer, I recommend starting with http://www.osxfaq.com/Tutorials/LearningCenter

Desktop Macintosh: Power, Reset, and Interrupt Buttons, Part 2
http://www.info.apple.com/kbnum/n86225

Refer to To create or edit an administrator user from the command line

History navigation
If you follow a topic link, you can easily return to your previous page. Both Adobe Acrobat and
Apple Preview offer navigation history, meaning your can go backwards and forwards easily.

Preview: cmd [ (go back) cmd ] (go forward)
Acrobat: cmd left arrow (go back)  cmd right arrow (go forward) 

 

http://www.osxfaq.com/Tutorials/LearningCenter
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1010 Be your own IT support
You don't need an IT department for everything
If you did, then you wouldn’t be reading this book. 

The Cardinal Rules
If you follow these three extremely simple rules, you will spare yourself much
pain and anguish, perhaps it will even save you hours of work or thousands
of dollars or euro. I won’t go into much detail about the reasons, this book is really
just a guide, rather than a work of fiction.

Rule 1 – If it isn’t broken, don’t fix it!
For many years, I have mostly followed this rule. A few times I have
broken it and have really regretted making those little fixes or changes. 
Unless ‘fixing’ offers the most amazing benefits and the most compelling
reasons, you really are better off waiting until it is about to break, then fix it.

Rule 2 – What has changed lately?
A very good friend of mine taught me this one. It works every time. You can
apply the question to almost any problem. Once you can answer that, you
have a direction to take, a place to start, or at least go back to.

An example scenario: ‘I can’t connect to the internet’
Your First Question: ‘What has changed lately?’
The Usual Answer: ‘Um, nothing, nothing at all, well, actually, I just moved my desk’
Your Next Question: ‘Can you check that your ethernet cable is plugged in?’

Rule 3 – Is it plugged in?
This one applies to even the most seasoned IT guru specialist. You can 
assume it’s software, or hardware failure, or a virus, or a crash, but 
whatever conclusion you jump to, make sure you include this question to 
yourself: ‘Is it plugged in?’ I have kicked myself too many times over this.

Rule 4 – Always backup (just do it!)
Never trust anything less than two different forms of backup. This applies to
frequency (hourly, daily, weekly), type (full, incremental, archive), device (onsite,
offsite, portable) & media (hard drive, USB flash memory, network server).
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Run an efficient Mac studio

Step 1 – Remember the Cardinal Rules! Teach your staff.
If you can get your staff to follow these rules, Macintosh life will be good. If
they can re-plug in their cables and know the answer to the ‘what’s changed
lately?’ question, you probably won’t have to do much.

Step 2 – Be prepared, keep a library and always backup.
Following the cardinal rules won’t solve all Mac problems. So we need to be
prepared. To this day, I still can’t believe how people just lose their Mac OS
Software install CDs. ‘Put this in a safe place’ doesn’t work.

I have a strategy that works: Keep a software library. Put it on either
a portable firewire hard drive, or manage an archive on a file server.
Keep everything updated, file it alphabetically, by software manufacturer’s
name, organise your fonts, download all the software updates, save your
software licenses numbers and backup everything. 

Step 3 – Do things gradually in planned phases
The transition from Mac OS X 10.4 to 10.5 should be smooth, setting up a file
server should be in stages, upgrading your computers in a studio should
be done gradually, especially if productivity is very important to you. 

You don’t want ‘everyone unproductive’ with a sudden Mac OS X transition. 

You don’t want to ‘enable every function’ on your file server as troubleshooting
it would become considerably more complex.

You don’t want to find out that all the ten new iMac’s that you’ve just 
purchased have the same mysterious sudden power failure problems.

Personal Advice: The ‘latest isn’t necessarily the greatest’. Avoid the ‘first
version of anything’, be it software or hardware. Avoid the trauma of faulty LCD
screens, overheating processors and laptop batteries catching on fire. Wait for
revision B of a particular model. Give the manufacturer time to resolve the
hardware issues. Wait for the software writers to discover and fix the bugs,
wait until the ‘point 2’ upgrade. It could be version 1.2, or 2.2, or 10.4.2. This
advice is especially important for people running a production environment,
where time is money. If you are on your own, or have a couple of Macs, then
by all means go for it. However, be prepared, keep the old Mac for a few
weeks and keep an archive of your software before the major upgrade.

We live in a ‘beta testing’, ‘rush to market’, ‘bleeding edge’ era of technology.

 



12 Be your own IT support
Understand networking

Concept 1 – Resolving the existential crisis
If you have more than one computer, or run a whole studio of them, you will
need to resolve any fears you have with networking. If you don’t, it’s going to
cost you noteworthy amounts of money or hours of time.

It is often the explanation of what networks are and how we all fit on the
internet that confuses many people. It’s very hard to come across an IT 
person who can actually communicate this effectively. They are often torn
between too much knowledge and the exasperation of trying to ‘simplify’ it in
‘normal speak’ terminology. 

For an explanation, refer to: The difference between a client and a server

Concept 2 – Understand the basic terminology & numbers
Lots of people just switch off and never really understand what is connected to
what. You need to understand some networking basics, otherwise, you will
always have to rely on expensive IT support.

Refer to: How networked devices communicate

Concept 3 – What are all these devices?
There are a number of network devices that you need to have a basic
understanding of. Once you get the functionality, a lot of the mystery will go
away and you will be better informed when taking the advice of networking & IT
consultants that pop in and out of your life.

Refer to: What are all these devices?

Concept 4 – What is DNS & what is a domain?
Computers talk in numbers, their location on the Internet or a local network is
either a ‘real’ IP address number or a ‘fake’ IP address number. Humans
prefer words to numbers and thus developed the need for a better way for
remembering and finding network devices without having to deal with long
complex numbers.

Refer to: What is DNS & what is a domain?
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Learn once, the very importance of backup
This section is designed to remind you, that if you haven’t suffered from not
backing up your work, other people have and given time, you will. The good news is
you can minimise this wrath of technology, the bane of any computer integrated
lifestyle; the dreaded ‘data loss’. 

I’m sure you have heard some smug monkey probably say to you over the phone, or
worse, over your shoulder, ‘well you backed up right?’ ‘didn’t you?’

Scenario 1 – I’ll do a backup tomorrow..
Tomorrow never comes. It does not exist. If it did, it is today. What you did
today may not amount to much, then again, maybe it’s your life’s work through
some amazing fusion of events, but you just haven’t realised it yet. If you go
home, with the intention of backing up tomorrow, what will you do if your 
computer is stolen, your studio gets flooded, someone gets trash happy, or
your computer decides to respond badly to a transient power failure?

Scenario 2 – But I did a backup last week!
Last week can be a very long time. How many emails do you receive a week?
How many hours of un-invoiced work have you done? Did you update your 
computer, or entire network with new software that doesn’t work? Or worse
still, did you just reorganise everything, invent a new file structure, rename
everything and then just walk out the door?

Scenario 3 – I lost my backup & the office exploded
What? You have only one backup? “Never trust anything less than two 
different forms of backup”. This applies to frequency, backup type, backup
device, backup media. I have seen people take the designated off-site tape
backup with them to the pub, get drunk and lose it. Then the next morning,
find the office or studio was burgled, flooded or burnt to the ground or the
server was balefully staring at its refection in the sink...

Scenario 4 – I did a backup, but all the data is corrupt
Hmm, better, but not good enough. Never trust anything until you are
reasonably convinced that it appears to be working. Repeating this once more;
“Never trust anything less than two different forms of backup” You can avoid
corruption by doing daily, weekly, monthly backups with rotations with
variations of a theme, like ‘duplicate’ & ‘increment’ onto different types of
media. Something that goes wrong will show up sooner rather than later, but at
least you have a safety buffer.

See Setup a Retrospect backup system and Carbon Copy Cloner
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The benefits of your own servers

Benefit 1 – Control, empowerment...
Some of us like control. Some of us like to feel good from being able to do it
ourselves. Apart from this, you can also save on time and money. Then again,
you could do the reverse and spend a lot of time and a quite bit of money.
Having said that, you would at least feel you had some level of control and a
nice feeling of empowerment. It has been my job for years to empower people
through the use of their Macintoshes. 

Benefit 2 – Save on unnecessary expenses
As mention above, you can save money. If you find that the cost to do it
yourself is cheaper than getting someone else to do it for you, then that
should be reason enough. To do this, make sure you evaluate all the hidden
costs of both; not doing and not doing it. Draw it up on a comparative chart.

Benefit 3 – Save time, make your computers work
Having servers in-house, means you can fix minor problems quickly and not
have to deal with external factors like timezones, phone calls and the time
consuming communication issues that one often encounters with service or
hosting providers. 

Troubleshooting email problems is much easier if you have a mail server on
premises. You can check the mail error logs, you can create new email
accounts and change passwords quickly. Similarly, if you are a web developer,
it is much cheaper to run an internal web server so you can configure test
websites before going ‘live’, you can refresh the html content quickly on your
LAN and save on the download costs from constantly refreshing web pages as
you work. You can even add new web domains and fix mime type problems
quickly. Having an internal webserver makes web development considerably
easier. If you have the need for multiple domains, running your own domain
name server is also an effective cost reduction solution.
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Why setup a file server?

Use a server to store, manage and backup your data
There comes a point when running your own studio or office setup, that the
need for a server becomes blindingly apparent. However, this progressive step
is often fraught with indecision, lack of understanding the concepts, the fear of
hidden costs and the apparent level of commitment to IT support that may be
involved. I have seen many situations, where the attitudes of; ‘the office
simply can’t afford a server’, or the existing setup ‘sort of works, at least we
know the problems’, just prevents the next step from ever happening. 

Servers have many benefits. Servers are not expensive to run, unless you
want to make them expensive to run. Obtain a Macintosh and run Apple’s
Mac OS X server software and keep it simple.

Here is a brief comparison list:

Ad hoc, peer to peer setup Server centric setup
Your data exists over numerous Macs Your data is centrally located
Looking for specific data takes lots of time Looking for specific data is ‘searchable’
You are using inefficient personal file sharing You are using dedicated file sharing services
When one Mac crashes, all the others freeze One Mac crashing does not effect other Macs
Transfer speeds are slow (or variable) Transfer speeds are considerably faster
Backing up data is chaotic at best Backing up data is automatic, even reliable
Web, email, domain name hosting are offsite Your server can do all these things
Setup options are minimal A server is very customisable

Refer to: Setting up a Mac OS X server
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Create your own support tools
If you have been trying to troubleshoot a Macintosh you will very likely need to have
some emergency tools to do the job. Having an emergency firewire drive, will help
you solve a lot of problems quickly. You will need to make sure you own a current 
Mac OS CD/DVD installer and all relevant disk repair utilities before you get started
making your own emergency tools.

Basic use: If you can boot a Macintosh with a ‘known’, reliable, virgin Mac OS,
then you should be able to safely say that the Mac is not suffering from
hardware problems.

Repair use: If you can boot the Macintosh using an emergency firewire drive, or
‘universal boot’ cd, you can resolve almost all common software & hard drive
data corruption problems.

Advanced use: An emergency firewire drive can resolve numerous issues; such
as rebuilding a Macintosh quickly, from scratch in about fifteen minutes,
deploying the same configured Mac OS X in a studio or lab environment, or
applying global updates over a network if you hook it up to a file server. 

Listed below are some of the core components that your emergency firewire
drive should have:

• An emergency Mac OS X installed and configured specifically for using
Diskwarrior &/or Carbon Copy Cloner and for network troubleshooting.

• Apple & third party software updates and all your software installers, with all
your license numbers (stored in an encrypted text file for easy reference). 

• A disk image of a virgin default Mac OS X with all the updates applied
ready for quick ASR using Carbon Copy Cloner or NetRestore.

Refer to: Being prepared (with an emergency firewire drive)
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A bit about networking & servers (a quick tutorial)

The difference between a client and a server
There are many computers on earth. Of these, there are only two types.

The first is a ‘user’s computer’ (client, desktop, laptop, workstation, my 
computer, my friend’s computer), which usually runs user programs like
Photoshop, Mail, Word, Preview, Safari etc. 

The second type is a ‘server’ (a desktop computer, a rack-mount device like an
xServe or even a standalone NAS) which is essentially running a program or a
group of programs that are doing a dedicated task or tasks like file sharing,
web serving, email or domain name hosting etc. Servers ideally run on a
standalone computer, sometimes without a monitor, they are usually hidden
from people and are sometimes only managed by the secret IT dude in a black
coat. Sometimes this dude doesn’t even make an appearance, because it’s all
done by remote control (Apple remote desktop, SSH, VNC etc)

Your network and other networks
Where there is more than one computer, there is usually the need to connect
them together in order to share files and media, communicate or just play
games. Connecting them is usually referred to as ‘networking’ them. This can
be done by a ‘wired’ network or a ‘wireless’ network.

Whether you have a wired or wireless network, it is essentially a ‘local’
network, one that appears in your room, studio, building, or if you are savvy;
across the street. A local network is usually called a LAN (Local area network).

To connect your LAN to another LAN, most people use the Internet as a
‘gateway’. The internet is often called a WAN (Wide area network), but in
reality, what we call the WAN is usually a bigger network, that may be
connected to the internet via a ‘backbone’ or ‘fat pipe’ like an ISP (Internet
service provider).

How networked devices communicate
For computers to connect to a network and communicate with each other, they
all need to work on some common language, or protocol. For years there have
been lots of different protocols and languages and to be quite honest, most of
them have become superceded by the world wide acceptance of the
‘transmission control protocol’ / ‘internet protocol’, thankfully, it’s more
recognisable by the abbreviation: TCP/IP.
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What do all the numbers mean?

For TCP/IP to work, computers need to have a unique identity. We call this an
IP address. There are two types of IP address; private (for LANs) and public
(for WANs or Internet). There is only a finite amount of public IP addresses
available, so most networks are usually setup ‘behind’ a ‘real’ single public IP
address.

What does a router actually do?
In the example above, the router also has a WAN IP address of 203.25.81.62,
which is a ‘real’ public, internet IP address. It is acting as a ‘gateway’ between
the LAN and WAN (or Internet) and has two physical network interfaces (ports),
each with a different IP address. One ethernet interface is private for the LAN,
the other interface (usually a telephone, cable TV or optical fibre connection) is
public for the WAN (or Internet). 

The router is ‘hiding’ a number of private computers on the LAN ‘behind’ a
‘real’ public IP address and it is subsequently translating and transferring all
communications between the two different networks. 

The router is the most glorious of all network devices. It is the most important.
When it fails, you need to know about it. Get to know your router, at least be
able to point to it.

Refer to Hiding behind a router

In the above diagram example, you can see that all the eMacs on the private
LAN have similar (but unique) IP addresses:

192.168.1.x (where x is a number between 1 and 254). 

192.168.1.10

ISP’s WAN or
Internet

192.168.1.11 192.168.1.12

LAN: 192.168.1.254
WAN: 203.25.81.62

Above: We have three eMacs on a private LAN which is connected
to the Internet (WAN) via a Netgear DSL router.
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TCP/IP number rules (IPv4)

So I have very briefly explained the IP address. It is beyond the scope of this
book to go into great detail, but I will give you some one liners about things
you will encounter with basic TCP/IP.

• Each device must have a unique IP address, if it is not unique, 
at least one of the devices will stop communicating.

• Each IP address is made up of four segments separated by a dot ‘.’ 
where a segment is a range of numbers between 0 - 255.

• There are private IP addresses used only for local networks as follows:
Private Class A 10.0.0.0 – 10.255.255.255 
Private Class B 172.16.0.0 – 172.31.255.255 
Private Class C 192.168.0.0 – 192.168.255.255 

• Avoid using the first and last numbers (usually .0 or .255) on your network as
they are reserved for identifiers (subnet ID) and broadcasts respectively. 

• Each IP address, whether public or private, needs to have a subnet mask 
which is used for segregating traffic (and providing an amount of addresses).

Number of IP addresses available bits netmask
1   (do not use) /32 255.255.255.255 
2      (do not use) /31 255.255.255.254 
2      (avoid .0 & .3) /30  255.255.255.252 
6      (avoid .0 & .7) /29 255.255.255.248 
14     (avoid .0 & .15) /28  255.255.255.240 
30   (avoid .0 & .31) /27  255.255.255.224 
62    (avoid .0 & .63)   /26 255.255.255.192 
126 (avoid .0 & .127) (not for class C) /25  255.255.255.128 
254  (avoid .0 & .255) /24 255.255.255.0   
510  (avoid .0 & .511) /23 255.255.254.0   
1022 (avoid .0 & .1023)  /22   255.255.252.0

• There are public or real IP addresses used on the Internet. You cannot
make these up, they are assigned by a internet governing authority and 
are managed by the ISP that you access the internet with.

More about netmasks: http://www.unixwiz.net/techtips/netmask-ref.html

Now that you know a little about TCP/IP, (aware of its existence at least), you
can feel a bit more confident when you are on the phone, calling your favourite
networking guy, or the tired and unintentionally rude ISP support person.

http://www.unixwiz.net/techtips/netmask-ref.html
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What are all these devices?

As previously name dropped, there are a number of network devices that you
need to have a basic understanding of. Once you get the functionality, a lot of
the mystery will go away and you will be better informed when taking the
advice of networking & IT consultants that pop in and out of your life.

A short list of Network devices

Computer (a Macintosh running: Mac OS 9 or Classic, Mac OS X, Panther, Tiger,
Leopard OR a PC running: Windows Vista, XP, 2000 OR Linux OR UNIX) Often
referred to as ‘PC’, ‘desktop’, ‘laptop’, ‘client’, ‘workstation’. There are also
virtual machines like; Parallels, VMware, Crossover, that could be running XP
on a Macintosh running OS X. Knowing what your computer is running makes a
big difference when asking for help from someone.

Server (As above, but running purpose built, or dedicated server programs like
AppleshareIP, Mac OS X Server, Novel Netware, Windows NT Server, Linux or
UNIX Netatalk server etc, or some undefined mysterious Web, Email, MYSQL,
or DNS server software)

Router (the gateway device, that communicates from LAN to LAN, or LAN to WAN
or Internet). This ‘bridge’ device is often integrated with built-in ‘modem’
technology, usually has wired ‘ethernet’ ports and may include ‘wireless’
802.11x technology. Sometimes routers have multiple WAN ports for IP
Failover, just in case the primary WAN port fails.

Modem (from modulator-demodulator) is a device that modulates an analog
carrier signal to encode digital information or demodulate to decode the
transmitted information, either via telephone line(s), (ADSL, BDSL, DSL, HSDL,
SHDSL, ISDN) or via Cable TV or wireless radio or phone technology (HSDPA,
UMTS, EV-DO or CDMA).

Ethernet is not as ethereal as such, but it is ubiquitous, being the often tangled
blue Cat 5 cable, or black Cat 6 used for 100mbit (fast) or 1000mbit (gigabit)
speed networks. It is easily damaged by office furniture and heavy footed
people. Etherent cable plugs into ethernet devices like Hubs and Switched
Hubs, which are multi-port devices used to hook many other ethernet devices
together on a LAN. It can also be used directly, from computer to computer via
a crossover cable, or using a computer that knows what is going on (like a
modern laptop). Other typical ethernet devices are: most desktop computers,
all routers, wired broadband modems, wireless bridges and other strange
hybrid devices like optical fibre media converters, firewall appliances and
VOIP/SIP boxes for telephony over IP networking.
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Wireless is the future and the future has been around for a while now. Wireless

technology can be called ‘Airport’ (Apple speak) or ‘Wi-Fi’ or 802.11 (a, b or g
or n) . A wireless device can act as a networking entity on a LAN or simply as a
peer to peer wireless link directly to another computer. To get wireless to work
with wired ethernet technology, you will need have either a wireless to wired
bridge device, or an ethernet device like a router or hub with wireless built-in or
use the ethernet capabilities of your computer acting as another networking
interface. Yes, it can a little complicated, so basics do become useful.

IP Over Firewire, is also a networkable technology providing up to gigabit
speeds. You can peer to peer network, by simply plugging in your firewire
cables and setting up the relevant software, or do it via a firewire SAN.

HomePlug or Networking over power cable, crazy as it may sound, it’s a viable
alternative when ethernet cabling cannot be laid and wireless signal quality is
poor. Speeds of around 12mb/sec are achievable provided your HomePlug
devices go straight into the wall socket and are not too far apart.

Optical, used normally in the upper echelons of IT expenditure, is fast LAN to
LAN communication, usually between dedicated heavy use File Servers or
between buildings or floors in a building, or used for heavy traffic network
backbones (or fat pipes). The benefits are high capacity over long distance.
There are two types, Single mode, which can handle distances of up to 50kms
and Multimode, which can range from 550m (1 gigabit) or 2km (100 megabit).

Firewalls are security devices, that filter TCP/IP requests coming from one LAN
to another or from a LAN to WAN or WAN to a LAN. You can have individual
software firewall solutions for each Mac that you want to secure, but the more
sophisticated firewalls are actually expensive ethernet devices, usually
rackmounted in the designated ‘server room’. If you have one of these, it’s
likely that you have an in-house IT department. Don’t show them this book!

DHCP is essentially a server program (running on a server), however it can also
be a service that is built into various devices like Routers, ADSL modems and
dedicated Network Attached Storage (NAS) devices. DHCP stands for Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol, which simply means; it will configure your host
(client, workstation, your computer) with the desired TCP/IP settings of your
network. Someone still has to setup the DHCP server first. There should not
be more than one DHCP server on the same network (LAN). Have more than
one will definitely confuse people and computers.

I’ve ignored the depreciated Appletalk over localtalk (phone cable), the ancient
(lord of the) Tolken Ring Network, the antiquated Coaxial & Cat 3 10bt
ethernet, as well as some scary stuff like Microwave links (ahh my gonads!)
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Hiding behind a router

In theory, because every Internet ‘capable’, and hence ‘networked’ computer
can now communicate via TCP/IP and that it has a ‘real’ or ‘fake’ (private) IP
address (using a router), it essentially can exist as an entity on a network or
on the Internet. This means that anyone could communicate with your
computer and you with theirs. 

For this to happen, they have to ‘know’ your ‘real’ IP address. If you are
connected directly (via direct PPPoE or PPPoA) and your computer is lucky
enough to have a ‘real’ IP address, communication is fairly straight forward
(but is also open to security risks). 

If you are on a private LAN, using a ‘fake’ private IP address, then you are
probably ‘hiding’ behind a router. This means that you are not ‘directly’
available to ‘anybody’ on the Internet.

‘Hiding’ ‘behind’ a router means that a protocol called NAT or Network address
translation is enabled and is taking any private LAN ‘outbound’ requests and
forwarding them out to the WAN (or Internet) under the guise of just one ‘real’
IP address. This means, that the numerous people on your LAN are just
appearing as one entity (or real IP address), but they all can access the
internet simultaneously.

Another explanation;
OK, say you go to http://dns.dirtymouse.net using your web browser. 
The communication goes something like this: 

Web browser: ‘Um, ok, the User dude wants to visit a website’
The Router: ‘Yes, Browser, copy that, will process your request shortly’
Web browser: ‘waiting...’
The Router: ‘OK, sending your request as if you are me ok?”
Web browser: ‘Um, yeah, whatever’
The Router: ‘now i’m waiting’
Website Server: ‘Hi, so you want that web page?... here you go. here are 

some pictures to go with that. thanks for your visit.’
The Router: ‘Um, thanks’, (loads of data comes to the router)
Web Browser: (still waiting - a few seconds have passed)
The Router: ‘OK, so, now such & such wanted this web page, let me 

look at my list of fake IP addresses and see who that 
request was from.. (looking) Must be here somewhere...’
‘Hello web browser on the computer that requested the 
website http://dns.dirtymouse.net, it’s here. You ready?’

Web Browser: ‘ahh, thanks, just in time, the User was starting to click 
randomly on the screen’

The Router: ‘well here you go, and suggest to your User that it’s very 
busy in Hong Kong right now, they should be more patient.

 

http://dns.dirtymouse.net
http://dns.dirtymouse.net
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In the previous dialogue between the web browser and the router, the session 
started with an ‘outbound’ request from the LAN. The router handles the 
outbound communication easily and returns the requested data back to
whoever on the LAN originally requested it.

However, if someone on the Internet (or WAN) needs to find your computer,
they need to make an ‘inbound’ request. Firstly they need to ‘know’ your ‘real’
IP address. Secondly, you need to have your software (or server) configured
correctly and you need to inform the router that any specific requests for any
specific purposes need to be sent to a specific computer on the LAN. To
explain further, I’ll use a practical situation using iChat software.

About TCP/IP Port Numbers (an example)
To explain port numbers, I’ll use an example with iChat instant messenging
software. iChat is logged into your account and you can see people in your
‘buddy list’ and you can participate in chat sessions. You may also be able to
make audio and video calls, but for some reason, you cannot receive them.
The problem is to do with TCP port numbers.

The possible problem:
iChat uses TCP port numbers (just like any other internet program) for 
various functions. Most of the basic communication happens when you are
actively logged into iChat; the program communicates with the AIM Servers
and knows you are available. The communication is left open and the router
handles all your outbound requests and waits for inbound replies. People can
communicate with you. FYI, this all this happens on TCP/IP port 80. However,
to do audio and video, the ‘outbound’ request is made on port 80, but then
needs to be transferred to a different TCP/IP port number to setup a
dedicated audio or video stream. With iChat this is on either port 5060 or
5061. If you make the ‘outbound’ request, your router on your LAN knows who
initiated it. However, if your friend on the internet made the request, the router
isn’t expecting TCP/IP traffic on port 5060 or 5061. The router doesn’t know
who the traffic is for and inadvertently blocks the request.

The possible solution:
You need to enable the router to ‘forward’ any ‘inbound’ traffic on ports 5060
& 5061 specifically to your computer, at your private IP address, on your LAN.
This requires configuring the router and perhaps configuring any firewall 
software on your computer as well.

Refer to Basic port forwarding

Refer to Additional TCP & UDP Ports
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What is DNS & what is a domain?

If we were to take a real IP address, like 203.25.81.88 for example, how
would you readily remember this number a week from now? You could be a
number remembering person, but could you really keep track of a twenty or
more IP addresses and add new ones to your memory as required? I couldn’t,
and I am very thankful for the invention of domain names, because us 
hu-mans are not excellent number machines (not like our pet computers).

203.25.81.88 is a real IP address, it is an ‘entity’ on the internet and is also
setup to be found by the domain name system (DNS). There is an entry on a
domain name server somewhere that very clearly states in a little text file, that
this number is the same location for the name; astroboy.dirtymouse.net

astroboy.dirtymouse.net is a fun domain to remember, much easier than
203.25.81.88. If you type http://astroboy.dirtymouse.net into your web
browser, you should find a website with a picture of astroboy. Here is roughly
what happened between your web browser, your LAN, your router, your WAN
connection, a few domain name servers, a top level domain name server, the
authoratitive domain name server, the astroboy web site and maybe forty
separate routers and other numerous expansive WANs involved along the way. 

Web browser: ‘Um, ok, the User dude wants to visit a website called astroboy...’
your Computer: ‘well, i don’t know where astroboy.dirtymouse.net is, i’ll have to ask

my domain name server to get in idea on where to look’
Web browser: ‘um, yeah, like, whatever’
your Computer: ‘Hello, mr DNS, tell me if you have any records for a dirtymouse?
your Router: ‘please hold, will forward your outbound request, over’
your ISP DNS: ‘dirtymouse, hmm, i’ll have to ask the next DNS up the line, hold ok?
a higher DNS: ‘dirtymouse, nope, i’ll ask the top level DNS if they have any records?
a top level DNS: ‘hi, there is an authoratitive DNS in Australia called 203.25.81.98

that knows this dirtymouse and who astroboy might be, if he exists...’
(then in reverse order, back down through all these DNS servers)

from DNS to DNS: ‘go to 203.25.81.98, copy that, over and out’
your local DNS: ‘yes, hello 203.25.81.98, do you know who astroboy is?
203.25.81.98: ‘this is tezuka.dirtymouse.net, astroboy is located at 203.25.81.88’
your local DNS: ‘oh, cool name, thanks, i’ll remember that for next time’

‘hello router, this astroboy.dirtymouse.net exists at 203.25.81.88’
your Router: ‘great, thanks” (now who wanted astroboy again?)

‘OK, hidden computer on LAN, go to 203.25.81.88 to find astroboy’
your Computer: ‘thanks, can you make it so?’
your Router: ‘Yes, processing your request, please hold whilst i get some data’
203.25.81.88: ‘Hi, welcome to astroboy, thanks for visiting. nice robot isn’t he?’
The Router: ‘sure is’, (a bit of data comes to the router)
You, the user: ‘what is taking so long?’

Nerd notice: Since originally writing this, things have changed and I no longer
host my servers on individual IP addresses (I use virtual hosting). So these IP
addresses are now fictional and doing NS lookups will fail. 

 

http://astroboy.dirtymouse.net
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In the dialogue between the web browser and the domain name system, you
can see that there is a lot going on ‘behind the scenes’. Also, you can
appreciate that getting DNS information that is correct, makes all the
difference. Without correct DNS settings, you won’t be able to find any domain
names, even if your internet connection appears to be working. You would have
to resort to IP addresses. Knowing this, it’s a good troubleshooting technique
to use IP addresses, whenever you suspect domain name problems could be
getting in the way.

Having said that, unless you run and maintain your own DNS server, you will
be using someone else’s DNS server, probably your ISP’s, or maybe one on
your WAN somewhere. Using any DNS will in theory work fine, but from an 
etiquette point of view, use your ISP allocated DNS, or your own, or your
friends with their permission. Using one ‘closer’ to you will indeed be faster.
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Moving from understanding the basics
If you’re in charge of running a small or medium working studio or office, or need to
setup a portable workgroup in remote office location, you will likely be interested in
knowing more than the basics. The next section of this chapter will cover some
topics in practical detail. Not necessarily a full manual on how to do everything,
but seriously, i don’t think i’ve ever seen one of those, not in IT anyway:)

Some of the following sections may not be relevant to your work environment, but
i’m sure there will be at least one topic here that will make you go, ‘ah, yeah, how
do i do that?’ OR ‘i’ve been worried about that, what should i do?’ If so, read on.

Setting up an internet connection
(which type of service, what type of hardware)

Configuring a router
(initial setup, multiple IP addresses, port forwarding)

Setting up a domain name
(registering, setting up a name server, editing zone files, setting up records)

Setup a Mac OS X Server
(hardware requirements & basics, hard drive capacities, RAID, JBOD etc)

Mac OS X Server Initial Configuration
(basic setup of DNS & Open Directory, obtaining SSL Security Certificates)

Setting up a file server for a workgroup
(organising and managing and backing up your workgroup data)

Setting up an email & calendar server
(enable secure email and webmail services and iCal shared calendars)

Accessing your services from remote (outside your network)
(setting up the firewall, VPN remote access, server monitoring)
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Setting up an Internet Connection

Mobile, portable or short term 
If it’s just yourself, something as simple as a 3G wireless modem may be all
you need to get connected. Some products appearing on the market now
integrate a small wireless 3G modem with a local wireless LAN capability for
up to 5 devices. If you need faster performance for a couple of busy users, a
3G wireless modem router with an ethernet port would be a better option. I’ve
successfully used such a device on film location for a workgroup of 15 people.
They work well, but data usage is expensive. You really do have to watch your
internet data allowance. If you can’t monitor it, forget it as a solution. Still, it’s
cheaper than a BGAN satellite :)

If you’re setting up an office or studio for any length of time that’s greater than
3-4 weeks, a decent ADSL 2+ internet connection would be a much better
solution. Unfortunately, short term usage is hard to obtain, with many Internet
Service Providers (ISP) wanting a 12 month contract or more. I’ve setup an
office that moved location every month for six months (yes, it was chaotic).
The ISP i used basically charged a $65 disconnection fee every time we
moved and a $125 reconnection fee for every new location (acceptable
considering the chaos).

Long term use or running your own servers 
If you’re in anyway considering running your own mail server, or have remote
access VPN users working from home, then a business level DSL facility with 6
megabit link speed for BOTH downloads and uploads would be your minimum
(about 750k/sec) requirement. Ideally, you’d be looking for a service with a
‘low contention rate’ (anywhere up to 10) between DSL customers. Equal
uplink speeds make all the difference, slow uploads to a remote web site will
quickly become annoying for one person, let alone 15 people. Finally, you need
the ability for your ISP to be able to allocate you a block of ‘real’ fixed IP
addresses so that they can be mapped to any services you are running on
your local network. Without them, managing port forwarding to multiple servers
will be a bit limited, necessitating the use of custom port numbers. A fixed or
static IP address would mean that the mail server you setup, will still be
findable by internet users in a few weeks time. An ISP that provides only
dynamic IP addresses (like a 3G modem) will require playing around with a
dynamicDNS hosting service to map your domain name to dynamic IP address
on the fly. Avoid it if you can.
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Which router hardware to use?

Most ISP’s will be able to sell you a router to match the requirements of the
internet connection service you choose. If you’re looking at just basic internet
access without any serious traffic coming in to your local servers on your
network, then a venerable Netgear ADSL (DG834Gv4) modem (or equivalent)
should do the job. They work fine; just be prepared to smack them about once
a month (ahem, that’s a hard reboot in parlance). Problems you can encounter
are losing ADSL line sync, or not refreshing an ISP assigned IP address if
you’re on a dynamic IP address. A digital timer power socket can come in
handy by power cycling your consumer level router at 4am every morning. As
Jamie Oliver would say, ‘you’ve got to rest it!’(1 minute should do).

If you’re on a business level DSL connection, it will be very likely that your ISP
will try to sell you a Cisco product. They are reliable, but unless you know the
arcane cisco command set, or are happy to spend hours swearing on your
own, you are literally tied to your ISP’s tech support team to make NAT and
port forward changes during business hours only. There are more benefits
than disadvantages, to being able to configure a router yourself, when it’s
quiet, late at night :)

If you want to be able to configure and manage a feature rich, rock solid
device without having to learn a new language or spend thousands of dollars
on features you simply don’t understand or will ever need, then i can wholly
recommend a Secure Computing SnapGear 560 series UTM firewall router.

Left: CDM-882seu is a 3G (HSDPA) wireless modem,
router with an ethernet port. It supports 7.2mbps
download speeds and uses SMA connector for an

external RF antenna. Great for remote locations if you
have 3G reception. Useable worldwide.

Right: SnapGear SG560 (shown) or SG560D (with integrated
DSL & USB 3G support) is a small router and firewall with 4
configurable ethernet ports (supports VLANs & DMZs) as well
as IP failover (for multiple internet connections; ADSL, 3G or
ethernet) with support for DNS caching, IP aliases, packet
filtering, NAT, PAT and direct connections. If you obtain a
SG560 without an integrated modem, you can still use a
Netgear DG384G in bridged modem mode and setup the
PPPoE login Client on the SG560.

http://www.snapgear.com/index.cfm?skey=1557
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Configuring a Router
Basic instructions supplied here are for use with most Snap Gear routers.

Basic setup for internet access
Configuring a SG560 is pretty straight forward. When you first login to a
factory configured router, the IP address should be https://192.168.0.1
You’ll be asked to setup a ‘root’ password. Choose something secure!
The quick setup assistant will guide you through your initial settings, namely
Internet connection type (DSL, direct ethernet, or PPPoE), Router IP address
setup, Ethernet switch setup and DHCP server settings. You can skip any step
and make changes later. If your Internet connection is a direct ethernet
connection (installed by your ISP), then you don’t need to setup the DSL port
specifically. If you are using a modem (like a Netgear DG834G in Bridge mode)
you can setup the connection as a PPPoE client with your ISP login details.

Right: Your ISP will supply you with
3 or 4 settings, namely, the

customer’s Router IP address and
subnet as well as a Router

gateway or WAN port IP address
(They are on the same subnet).
You may also be supplied with
DNS servers, or you can put in

your preferred choice. 

Below Right: If your ISP has
allocated you with a block or range
of fixed IP addresses for your use,

add them into the aliases tab.
These will be used later for

mapping domain names to specific
servers on your local network.
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Basic setup for your LAN

Once you’ve established a working internet connection, you’ll want to setup or
modify your LAN settings to suit your requirements. You should also consider
setting up some basic port forwarding (services) for any servers you intend to
use, as well as names (definitions) of local computers, which will help setting
up your firewall quickly and making it much easier to manage.

Above: After initial setup, you can
do more complex modifications to

your LAN switch. VLAN Tags can be
added to ethernet ports, or you

could split each ethernet port (A1,
A2, A3, A4) into separate zones
(DMZ) for servers, or additional

Internet interfaces (for failover IP).

Right: You can assign individual IP
settings for any interface you

create.

Above: You can setup groups of services (based on TCP/UDP/IP/ICMP), that are used
for connecting (forwarding) users over the internet to the relevant service or server on
your local network. In the above example, ‘service groups’ have been setup for Mac OS X
Server admin related services, like ssh (22), server admin (311), Apple Remote Desktop
(TCP 3283), VNC (TCP 5900) etc and for AFP (Apple file sharing) (TCP 548).

Left: You can setup address
names (definitions) that
map to a local IP address or
IP range. These are not
domain names, they are just
aliases or names, to help
you with administering your
router’s firewall and routing.
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Basic port forwarding (opening holes in your firewall)

If you’ve previously setup your ‘service groups’ (TCP/UDP Ports) for the
servers you require, configuring multiple port forwards for a particular service
is very straight forward. You can still add one port at a time, but it is much
less efficient. Router changes should be quick and easy, especially at 3am.

If you were setting up a VPN server on Mac OS X 10.6, you would require a
number of ports to be forwarded: isakmp ike (UDP 500), PPTP (TCP 1723),
LT2P (UDP 1701) IKE-NAT (UDP 4500) & NDMP (UDP 10000). 

For Mac OS X server 10.3, you also need for PPTP; IP-GRE (IP 47), for L2TP; IP-ESP (IP 50).

Above: A port forward example for VPN services, forwarding a pre-defined ‘service group’ called
‘vpn services’ (created in ‘definitions’) which has all the TCP & UDP ports you require.

Above: You can create a simple port forward
rule manually and optionally forward to a

different port number (optional to ports). An
example would be forwarding port 2277 to

22 to help ‘obscurate’ your SSH services
from standard port scans, avoiding the need

to modify your server’s TCP/UDP listening
ports. The ‘show definitions’ button provides

access to your pre-defined ‘service groups’ 

Right: The advanced buttons allows you to
specify a particular incoming interface

and/or source address variations for fine
grain control.
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Firewall setup (Packet filtering) & Remote Management

The SG560 router is essentially a firewall appliance, with a number of filters
pre-defined and the firewall fully configured. Making changes is straight
forward, but only modify the defaults if you really know what you’re doing.

Top: Default firewall rules. Above: Heed
the warning, it’s annoying locking yourself
out of your router, regardless of location.
Left: Only enable secure services on the
internet side of your router.

Above: I strongly recommend you enable HTTPS, create an SSL certificate and
modify your remote administration https port number. If you enable SSH service,
change that port number as well. You will be amazed how many automatic scripts
run dictionary attacks on open SSH ports on internet devices.
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Setting up a domain name

What you need to know before starting 
Domain names, as you’ve read earlier, are easy-to-remember pointers to actual
‘real’ IP addresses of computers and servers located throughout the internet.
Domain names are also essential if you intend to secure your servers and start
using Thawte or Verisign issued security certificates for SSL protocols for web
based collaborative services, or more importantly, if you intend to host an
actual website or email server that is to be accessible from the internet. 

Without a domain name, you will not be able to obtain a valid security
certificate. Without a domain name, your website or email server will not be
found by anyone. Self signed security certificates or actual IP addresses may
work in some cases, but with virtual web hosting, or sending emails, domain
names are an essential part of directing traffic to the correct location, or
verifying a server correctly.

In a nutshell, blow my mind!
A domain name, is chosen by you (if it is available), it’s registered with a
domain name registrar (for a fee), the domain registrar record should contain
nameserver information (which tells the world where to find you), the name
server (usually with your hosting company) has a zone file (with address and
mail records), and it is this file that is the key to how the entire world finds out
how to direct their computers to your server (hosting your email, website or
pointing to a device on your network). 

The following process is just an example of how to go about it, you will probably
use a different registrar, you might already have access to a name server with
your ISP, DNS hosting company, or web hosting company.

Step 1 – Register a domain name
If you require a ‘country level’ domain (like .ie, .au, .uk, .ru) you will need to
research your own national domain registry. It will also cost you more than
registering a ‘top level’ .com or .net domain name from a registrar like
Godaddy, Network Solutions, Enom or NetRegistry. Most domain name
companies also offer web hosting and email services. If you are not interested
in these, do not purchase them (this is assuming you will be either hosting
your own mail or web service or already have them setup elsewhere).

For a list of international registeries http://www.internic.com/regist.html
North America http://www.arin.net/
Europe, Middle East, Central Asia, Africa http://www.ripe.net/
Asia Pacific, including Australia http://www.apnic.net/

http://www.thawte.com/
http://www.verisign.com/
http://www.godaddy.com
http://www.networksolutions.com/
http://www.enom.com/
http://netregistry.com.au/
http://www.internic.com/regist.html
http://www.arin.net/
http://www.ripe.net/
http://www.apnic.net/
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Step 2 – Domain Delegation

When your domain name is registered with a registrar, you will need to at some
point, specify some ‘nameservers’ (at least two) that will be the authoratitive
answer to requests for your domain name information. The nameserver is the
holder of your domain name records (or zone files). If your server is located with
a hosting company (I recommend ICDSoft) they should advise you (by setup
email) which nameservers to use for delegation. If you don’t have a hosting
company, then you can use a domain name hosting company (I recommend
DNSMadeEasy) and delegate to the nameservers they advise. 

If you’re hard core and are running your own nameserver, then you’ll likely know
what your nameserver address is (just make sure that your ISP has address
records for your own nameservers setup before you delegate any domains).

Refer: http://delivery.troubledmac.com/ConfiguringDNSonMacOSX.pdf

Step 3 – Keep your domain ‘auth key’ safe
Before we continue, make sure you have your domain authentication key or
login details for your registrar in a safe place. Without these, obtaining access
to your domain name may require extensive verification and identification. Also
note, your email address used, as this will need to be kept up-to-date. The
‘auth key’ (or EPP password) is the most important information you have,
without it, you will not be able to transfer your domain to another registrar
should you ever need to.

Right: Your registrar
with have a domain
delegation section

where you can add a
name server.

Use only the
nameservers

advised by your DNS
or hosting company

http://icdsoft.com/
https://www.dnsmadeeasy.com/
http://delivery.troubledmac.com/ConfiguringDNSonMacOSX.pdf
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Step 4 – Decide on your hosting solution

If you intend to host your email or web site with a hosting company
(recommended if you’re first starting out), you should setup an account now.
You will specify which domain name you’d like to associate with your hosting
account. Use the one you’ve already setup with your registrar.

If you are instead, using a DNS hosting company, you will need to setup a
domain name record with them. They will advise you on how to do that.

Your hosting provider should supply online help on how to correctly edit your
zone records. Make sure that there is a provision to restore your zone file from
a backup, or default configuration. Incorrectly modifying domain name records
on a live website or mail server can cause connectivity problems for users for
24-48 hours after you’ve restored a configuration, or edited out any mistakes.

If you have your own NameServer running on a Mac OS X Server, you can
setup a domain name record using the Server Admin program (more on this
later). Only use your own authoratitive nameserver if you have a reliable, high
availability internet connection running on at least business level DSL. You will
also need a backup, secondary nameserver, on a different network to your
primary nameserver. Make sure your IP address on your internet connection
is static and that your ISP has an address record already in place for your
nameserver. Your router needs to fully support ‘port address translation’ in
order for dns lookups to work from within your own network. You also need to
open or forward DNS queries (port 53 tcp & udp) on your router to your local
nameserver as well as on any firewalls that are in place.

Refer to Setting up DNS (Mac OS X Server)

Right: A DNS control
panel with a hosting

provider. This one is of
my troubledmac website,

hosted at ICDSoft.

You can add your own
address records for

subdomains or modify a
mail record to point to

your locally hosted mail
server on your own
network if desired.
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Step 5 – Testing your DNS Server

Testing lookups can be done using Terminal. Firstly, you want to check that you
can do a lookup on your domain name, using your authoratitive nameserver.
The result should NOT have a ‘non-authoritative answer’. If it does, it means
your domain registrar record has no valid nameserver entries or your
nameserver configuration is not correct.

nslookup yourDOMAINNAME.com yourNAMESERVERIPADDRESS

Secondly, you want to check that your ISP’s nameserver, or the one
automatically cached by your router, gives you a ‘non-authoritative answer’
but with the same IP address result from the first test. If a result cannot be
obtained, it means that your records have not had time to propagate around
the internet. Wait another 4 hours and try again.

nslookup yourDOMAINNAME.com

Step 6 – Configure your servers!
If you are pointing any address or mail records to any local (or other external)
servers, you need to make sure they are setup and running. If you are setting
up these servers on the same local network, don’t forget to configure the
router’s or firewall’s relevant port forwarding. For example, if your email server
is not up and running, you will start losing emails after you delegate your
domain name from the registry to your DNS Server. Everything essential needs
to be working before ‘propagation’ starts.

Left: nslookup testing of
troubledmac.com
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Setup a Mac OS X Server

Refer to: Why setup a file server? for an idea of the basic benefits.

Using Mac OS X Client as a ‘server’
Using Mac OS X, you can setup quite a few ‘server solutions’ using the client
software with some third party programs like MailServe, iVPN, Sharepoints and
some under the hood unix tweaking. With Leopard, sharepoint based
permissions are available right within the finder without additional software.
Cobbling together a solution can be very cost effective, but if you want server
functions that are more reliable and scalable, I strongly recommend Apple’s
Mac OS X Server software, especially for a workgroup of 10 or more people.

Apple’s bundled Mac Mini Server
Apple now sell a Mac OS X Server bundle with a Mac Mini, pre-installed with
Snow Leopard Server, ready to configure. All you need to do is the setup. This
bundled solution is very cost effective when you consider that the standalone
server software is usually $499 USD. For essentially $200 USD more than the
top of the line Mac Mini, you lose a DVD drive, but gain 680gb of storage
space with two internal hard drives and the Mac OS X Server software installed
for next to nothing (yes, you still get a DVD installer).

What does a Mac OS X server offer? (Just a basic list)

• File Sharing with managed workgroup based access for Apple Users (AFP),
Windows Users (SMB) and NFS (Unix or Mac OS X users) and FTP (unsecure).

• A secure email server with IMAP, POP, SMTP, HTTPS access as well as virus
and spam filtering protection.

• A full Domain Name Server for multiple zone files, reverse lookups etc.

• Managed Workgroups via an Open Directory Service

• Managed Print Server with dedicate print queues and quotas

• Shared calendars via iCal or web browser using the CalDav protocol,
for private or workgroup access.

• VPN (Virtual Private Networking) access for remote internet users
using L2TP or PPTP protocols

• Network wide Time Machine backups for local network users.

http://cutedgesystems.com/software/MailServeSnow/
http://macserve.org.uk/projects/ivpn/
http://www.hornware.com/sharepoints/
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Hardware Requirements for a Mac OS X Server

There are essentially three ways to go with a hardware setup for your server.

Small workgroup hardware for a Mac OS X Server (5-10 users)
• A Mac Mini Server (with 4gb RAM) 
• 2x internal SATA drive (500gb ea)
• External Stardom eSATA box (5 bay) with 1000gb + drives for data storage
• Addonics USB 2.0 to eSATA converter (with port multiplier support)
• A 750va uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
• iTank i302 (1S-WBS2) removable firewire drive bay for backup use (500gb +)

Medium workgroup hardware for a Mac OS X Server (10-50 users)
• A Mac Pro (with 2, 4, 6 or 8gb RAM) 
• A primary internal SATA drive (320gb) for the Mac OS X boot system
• Additional 1, 2, or 3 internal SATA drives (1000gb) for storage
• Internal Raidon eSATA express PCI card (with port multipler support)
• External Raidon eSATA/firewire box (5 bay) with 1000gb drives for morestorage
• A 1500 or 2400va uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
• External Raidon ST5610 sohotank firewire 800 drives (1000gb ea) for backup

Stardom iTank i302
hot swappable drive bay
(USB, firewire or eSATA)

Mac Mini

Raidon 5 bay
eSATA JBOD 

(or Firewire RAID)

MGE ellipse
750va UPS

Addonics AAU2ESA
eSATA interface

hot swappable drive bay
(USB or eSATA)

Mac Pro

Raidon 5 bay
eSATA box

MGE ellipse
1500va UPS

Left: A Mac Mini has a fast firewire 800
interface suitable for use with a firewire
RAID or firewire drives, as well as a plethora
of USB ports for eSata solutions like the
excellent Raidon 5-bay eSATA box utilising an
Addonics USB to eSATA interface.

USB to eSATA Data throughput is about
12mb/sec write and 22 mb/sec read, more
than suitable for small files, online backups
and archiving purposes. 5 terrabytes online
is better than 5 terrabytes offline.

Stardom and Raidon hard drive trays are
interchangeable

Left: A Mac Pro supports 4x SATA-2 drives

Storage options:
[1] For extra storage: a Raidon ST6600 5-bay
eSATA box can be utilised with an eSATA port
multiplier PCI card, with 5 terrabytes of
online storage over five separate
mountable/hot swap drive volumes. 

[2] For faster performance: a Raidon SR6600
5-bay eSATA RAID level 5 can be utilised with
an eSATA PCI card, with 4 terrabytes
(formatted) of protected storage using five
1000 gb SATA-2 drives.

 

http://www.stardom.com.tw/
http://www.addonics.com/products/io/aau2esa.asp


Large workgroup hardware for a Mac OS X Server (50-200 users)
• An xServe (with 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32gb RAM) 
• A primary internal SATA-2 drive (80gb) for a Mac OS X boot system
• Additional 2 internal SATA-2 (iSCSI) drives (2000gb ea) for removable backup
• Dual or Quad Channel 4Gb fibre channel PCI express card
• A 2400va uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
• External Promise VTrack-E Class RAID (16x 750gb) for 10 terrabytes of storage

Hardware setup basics
This is just a guideline, as each setup will be different, depending on your needs.

• Install RAM and hard drives. Memory is cheap, consider nothing less than
4gb of RAM. For server usage, the fastest (7200+ rpm), largest capacity hard
drives are a much better investment even if the cost is initially higher. Being
prudent on hard drive storage is a waste of time and will inevitably require
replacement when your storage needs increase. This will mean downtime to
install and transfer data to the new drives. Option for at least 1000gb hard
drives, as the cost per gigabyte is much cheaper in the long run, compared to
replacing three or four 320gb hard drives six months later. 

• Partition your primary startup drive that is to be used for Mac OS X server
software. A basic file server install requires only a few gigabytes plus some
extra space for additional software and virtual memory requirements. Also
keep in mind, advertised hard drive size differs to actual raw & formatted
capacities when determining partition size. Here are some examples:

80gb hard drive 2 Partitions: 37gb, 37gb
320gb hard drive 3 Partitions: 37gb, 37gb, 223gb

• Install a UPS (uninterruptable power supply) to avoid power fluctuation issues
and power failures. A server usually has a number of storage devices
attached, so safe automatic shutdown is highly recommended to avoid
corrupting data and having to repair hard drives. Uptime is good too :)
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http://www.promise.com/apple/
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About RAID storage
RAIDs (redundant array of independent drives) have been around for a long while, 
but have until recent years, been held within the realm of either; overly complicated
and expensive devices requiring SCSI interfaces and related voodoo to operate, or
they’ve been relegated to the realm of hokey pokey software solutions that do all or
nothing (work well or fail completely). A RAID is a hard drive formatting scheme that 
uses two or more hard drives to appear as one logical volume. This has the
benefits of a simple large volume and in some cases, increases in data transfer
speed. In more expensive hardware RAIDs, additional data protection features are
implemented by writing redundant (duplicate) data that is aggregated over three or
more drives within a RAID set. If one of those hard drives suffers a failure, the
remaining active drives have enough data to effectively still supply the missing data
(albeit at reduced speed). The more complicated the RAID, the more failures it can
suffer without data loss. Redundancy however comes at a cost; which is usable

data
capacity.

Level 0 Stripped (2 or more drives at 100% capacity, risky, no redundancy)
Level 1 Mirrored (2 drives at 50% capacity, 1 drive can fail without data loss)
Level 5 Stripped (3+ drives at 70% capacity, 1 drive can fail without data loss)

Rather than rabbit on about it, visit: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAID

About hard drive capacities
Hard drive manufacturers define a gigabyte as 1000000000 bytes (one billion),
instead 1073741824 bytes. This difference, coupled with a small amount of
formatting overhead and a 200mb EFI partition, explains the difference between
stated (or advertised) hard drive size and actual formatted (or useable) capacity
after the hard drive has been initialised.

To get the usability factor: 1000000000/1073741824 = 0.931322574

80gb 74.4gb
120gb 111.7gb
180gb 167.6gb
250gb 232.8gb
320gb 297.9gb
500gb 465.5gb
750gb 698.3gb

1000gb 931.0gb

Refer to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hard_drive_capacity

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hard_drive_capacity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAID
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About JBOD storage
JBOD, means ‘Just a bunch of drives’, which can actually mean two things
according to who you talk to. One person will say, ‘oh you mean, concatenation’
(meaning a group of disks appears as one large volume, but without RAID’s
redundant properties) and another person will say, ‘no, just a bunch of disks
each with their own mountable volume’ but physically located in one device. I prefer
the latter description, as it’s really the only type i’ve worked with, let alone trust.
A hard drive should be just that, a hard drive (that can and will fail), and be nothing
more sophisticated, unless it’s looked after by a very reliable hardware RAID
controller (avoid software in any situation).

JBOD or RAID?
The decision on which way to go is not that straight forward. With a RAID setup,
you have a nice large volumous space that affords your users no conceptual limits
when it comes to storage capacity (within limits of course). However, mass storage
poses it’s own problems. If you give users all the space you have, they will use it
all. Combined with this, is the dilemma of not being able to easily backup all that
data. It is these two considerations that gives JBOD an advantage. You can limit the
amount of data consumption (physically without using server software based
quotas), keeping projects within manageable limits. This in turn means backup is
less of a headache, as you can effectively backup like capacity for like (a 750gb
sharepoint can be backed up to a 750gb external hard drive). 

A combination of RAID and JBOD is of course very useful, with a RAID offering
speed and real time data protection (level 5 or 6), ideal for the primary (important)
workgroup sharepoint. 

For more smaller workgroups, or specialised projects, setting up sharepoints on a 
JBOD volume is better, as the data is easier to take offsite or archive when the
project ends, or in the event of an emergency, you can remove the problematic
drive and do data recovery or drive repairs offline, directly connected to your Mac
via an esata to USB or esata to Firewire interface. I’ve yet to run DiskWarrior on a
RAID volume, i believe it can be done, but i’m not game to try it. Are you?

Whatever you do, frequent JBOD backup is better than relying completely on data
protection with a large volumous RAID. Yes, i’ve bitten by the RAID more than once,
and the bigger and more complicated a RAID, the more problems you’ll encounter. I
once had a RAID have all of it’s drives fail within days of each other. I just managed
to hot swap and order a replacement drive, before the next drive went offline. This
nightmare scenario was the result of a bad batch of drives. I have other RAID horror
stories, but i’ll only write about them upon request.
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Setup Considerations
Before you start configuring Mac OS X server software, you need to setup your
hardware environment. Here are some considerations to go over.

• Install Mac OS X Server Software onto the first partition of your boot hard
drive. The second partition should be used as a periodic duplicate system
(mirror), useful should you ever need to recover your system setup to a
previous state. If you have a third partition, use this as a repository for
software installers & font libraries that are ‘read only’ access for your users.

• Install uninterruptible power supply software (for automatic shutdown). Many
server related problems occur after a catastrophic power failure. Your UPS
needs to have enough capacity to match all your online devices (Server, RAID,
JBOD, Backup Drives, Router & Network Switches). Also factor in overhead
capacity for future expansion and additional overhead for uptime or correct
shutdown time. A big system can take up to 5 minutes to fully shutdown.

• Install backup software (for automatic schedueled backups). The choices are
numerous, but i think it’s down all three; Retrospect, SuperDuper! & Rsync.

• Setup your data storage volumes. Use the internal SATA hard drives if you are
using a Mac Pro. If you are using a Mac Mini, the internal 2.5” SATA drives
may not be suitable for large file transfers for more than a few users. If you
have a lot of data traffic, i would suggest using either, an external firewire
drive, esata JBOD or fibre channel RAID. If you need a mass storage solution
without the cable mess, I recommend either external (JBOD) eSATA box & PCI
Card (with port multiplier support), or an eSATA RAID box. Raidon make
excellent products that are well built. Check out their ST3620 (JBOD) or
SR6600 (RAID) or ST6600 (JBOD). If money is no object, you will probably
have opted for an xServe with a really really big fibre channel RAID. eSata, like
firewire can be hot plugged, once you’ve eject any mounted volumes. 

Firewire & USB has a logical address limit of 2 tb (2000 gb) per volume. 
eSATA has a logical address limit of 10 tb (10000 gb) per RAID volume.
FibreChannel has a logical address limit of 64 tb (64000 gb) per interface.

• Install your backup device of choice. Just make sure you factor in the same
capacity as your important sharepoints. Don’t scrimp. Again, JBOD is ideal for
online backup to a collection of hot-plug 2tb drives.

http://www.stardom.com.tw/sohotank_spec.html
http://www.raidon.com.tw/content.php?sno=0000093&p_id=8
http://www.raidon.com.tw/content.php?sno=0000094&p_id=12
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Mac OS X server configuration suggestions
Servers don’t have to be complex. Don’t get bogged down with usernames and
passwords, with numerous, complex sharepoints. The best method is to keep it
simple. If you’re starting out, try the following advice. Get complicated later.

Users and Groups guidelines (non open directory setup)
• Have two administrator users (one for server login, one for IT support)
• Have one main ‘studio’ or ‘office’ user (that everyone uses for general work)

It would be wise to change this password every few weeks.
• Any special users with sensitive data (accounts, managers, directors) can

can have their own privileged area, where only they and the administrator can
access. If this needs to be a group of special users, then keep it simple. 

Sharepoints guidelines
• Have a primary sharepoint (full read/write privileges) that all users and groups

can access. In the example below, ‘design’ is the primary sharepoint. 
• If there is a need for additional sharepoints with restricted access, do these

on a separate folder or hard drive (not located within the primary sharepoint).
• If you have a mixed environment, where you may be running only PC specific

programs for accounting purposes, disable any un-necessary file sharing
protocols like Apple File Sharing (AFP) and File Transfer protocol (FTP) to those
PC accessible sharepoints. Likewise, disable any Windows protocols (SMB) if
you have only Mac users, this stops Mac OS X from logging in using SMB.

Left: Server Admin (10.5 &
10.6) File Sharing tab
provides access to setting up
sharepoints from a selected
hard drive or RAID (or any
folder within a mounted
volume). Once sharing is
enabled, permissions need to
be set for an administrator
and a group (of users). The
Share Point tab provides
access to options for AFP,
SMB, FTP or NFS file sharing
protocols.

Left: Whenever setting up a sharepoint
from scratch, make sure you ‘propagate
permissions’ on that sharepoint folder,
otherwise the Group’s read and write
permissions might not be set correctly,
causing lots of enquiries from your
frustrated users of that group. Do this
after copying over pre-exisiting data.
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Use a Mac OS X server for IT support tasks
A server is also useful for storing your application software and font libraries. 

Create a software library
If you setup a software library as a special ‘read only’ access sharepoint, you
can very quickly update or install new software over a gigabit ethernet network,
rather than going to each individual Macintosh and inserting the CD/DVD,
install the software and then wait for it to finish. If you use the Mac OS X
server to distribute the software, you can update many Macs simultaneously.

Keeping a central software depository that is network accessible is also very
useful for keeping track of software installers. This saves you time hunting
around looking for the correct CD installer license codes for each Macintosh
you maintain. Software installer programs are not unique to license numbers,
so you can use the same installer with different license numbers for different
Macintoshes. It helps to keep your serial numbers together in one place.

For more information on Software installers

Manage your data movement and capacity
Below is an example of a RAID used to share all the studio or office data. In
this case, there are eight sharepoints, each with different purposes and
privileges. The idea of an ‘archived’ sharepoint is very useful in a design
studio or production environment, where the ‘current’ work is constantly
changing. Moving old data to ‘archived’, keeps the workflow uncluttered. If the
‘archived’ sharepoint is ‘read only’ access for the main users, this helps
prevent finished work from changing after it is completed. Separating current
and old work is also useful for prioritising your backups.

A B C D

E F G H

Above: Avoid spaces in the sharepoint names. You will
appreciate this if you have Windows users accessing
sharepoints.

A Primary sharepoint 
(‘read and write’ for all users)

B Archive data 
(with ‘read’ only privileges)

C Administration 
(privileged group access only)

D Accounts
(privileged group access only)

E Unsecure, publically accessible 
(if enabled and online)

F Temporary space
(emergency User backup space)

G A software library
(‘read’ only unregistered Installers)

H A font library
(‘read’ only studio registered fonts)
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Mac OS X Server Initial Configuration
I’m not going to extol the virtues of how easy it is to setup Apple’s Mac OS X
Server. It should be, but in practice it isn’t. Setting up basic file sharing is a walk in
the park, but if you’re looking at Shared Calendars and Secure Email, it’s an
entirely different park with hidden rules and rabbit holes full of little time
consuming distractions that are simply skimped over by Apple’s server
documentation. By having Apple make setup appear to be easy using the GUI tools
they supply, they have in one way, made troubleshooting a real trip. Using Google
to search for answers is going to be a reality at some point. This next section will
will steer you on the safest path for some of the essential services you’re
expecting should work straight out of the box. Mostly they will, up to a point :)

Server Setup Assistant Considerations
Before you enter any data into the Server Setup Assistant (that may launch on
initial login), you should have your IP address for your primary network
interface pretty much set in stone. If you setup with a temporary, or worse,
DHCP assigned IP address, you’ll need some command line voodoo to reset all
the interdependancies between services. It’s really much better to set it right
the first time. If you’re using a Mac Pro and xServe with two ethernet ports,
just choose port number 1 for the initial setup. Avoid dirty IP failover thoughts.

Server setup assistant will be eager to get you up and running quickly, which is
a good thing, but let’s take it slow and just enable DNS services for now. You
can turn on other services at any point using the Server Preferences or Server
Admin program (preferred method). Later versions of Mac OS X Server will ask
if you want to do a basic or advanced setup. Choose Advanced, as the basic
setup will quickly become limiting. Also choose the ‘Standalone’ server option,
as we can change to an open directory master or replica at any point.

Setting up DNS
It’s just better to get this done right, the first time. Lots of Mac OS X services
rely on DNS to be setup locally on the server. Ignoring this will lead to nothing
but errors in your system.log files and strange erratic failures when you are
least expecting it. Don’t consider skipping DNS if you’re intending to use Open
Directory (which in turn is required for iCal shared calendars, shared address
book and wiki services - which is subsequently required for webmail & web
browser access to iCal). Yes, there are dependencies.

In the case of DNS setup, keep it simple. You can just setup DNS for the
server’s ‘internal use only’. There is no need to incorporate the full domain
name system (with ‘real’ public IP addresses), a router with PAT (port address
translation) and IP address alias support will handle that for you. However, if
you are incorporating your server into an existing setup with a couple of
external IP addresses, you can put those address records in.
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Setting up DNS as an Active (authoratitive) Name Server for your domain
If you’re hardcore, you can of course, setup your DNS server to be an
authoratitive name server for your domain name if you don’t want to use an
offsite DNS hosting service. Keep in mind, zone files will require ‘real’ public
IP addresses (otherwise you’ll be telling someone in siberia to use
192.168.0.2), you’ll also need to enable ‘allows zone transfer’ for your offsite
secondary NS server to pickup your zone file when it does an update. Also,
open up TCP/UDP port 53 on your router and firewall. 

Left: Setup just one zone
initially. In this example, the
zone file is for the domain
‘of.io’. You’ll want to check the
‘fully qualified’ checkbox. Do
not enable ‘allows zone
transfer’ to avoid any domain
poisoning issues. If you’re
running your own mail server,
then you’ll want to add a ‘mail
exchangers’ MX record.

Your DNS server is likely on a
local network, so only local
private IP addresses need to
be used in the zone file for the
server itself and for any other
servers on your LAN. External
address records can also be
added if for example, you are
hosting a website offsite.

Left: You need to point your Mac OS X Server’s network
preferences to use your new DNS service only, otherwise
some services (like mail) will revert to its local hostname if
it discovers a conflicting IP address record entry for its
address record (if it contacts an external WAN DNS server).
Alternatively, you could use your router as an DNS server
but you need to add a static host in its dns section.

Right: Mac OS X automatically does all
the reverse IP records for you which a big

time saver. Typing out backwards IP
addresses is indeed tiresome. 

Your server’s primary IP address
(192.168.0.2 in this example) reverse

record entry should resolve to your
desired ‘primary’ domain name record. If
you’re running a mail server, it is wise to
resolve your servers private IP address to
your mail servers address record, in this

example; ‘mail.of.io’ (just look at the
picture if that doesn’t make sense
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Setting up an Open Directory Master (required for email, ical, wiki services)

An Open Directory Master provides a shared LDAP domain that stores network
account information of your users. This service provides a Password Server for
allowing your users to securely authenticate to the services you are running.
Fine grain control of authentication methods and password policies are
enabled. Start with the defaults, implement and test any changes later.

Top Left: Mac OS X
can be initially setup
as a ‘standalone’
server. You can change
to an ‘open directory’
master using the Open
Directory assistant,
that will do all the hard
work behind the
scenes, including
setting up LDAP.

Top Right: Fine grain
control is not available in

the standalone server.
With Open Directory
Master, you can set

Password Policies to
match your preferred

security requirements.

Middle Right: You can
specify how Users access
your services. Don’t make

changes here until after
you run and test user

logins for any additional
services like email or ical.

Lower Right: You can
also disable less secure

authentication methods to
improve your servers
security. If all of your

users are successfully
using kerberos, you

should safely be able to
disable any unused

authentication methods.
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Setting up security certificates (required for email, ical, wiki services)

Mac OS X Server Setup assistant will automatically setup a ready to use ‘self
signed’ security certificate, based on the information you supply. Security
certificates are used to encrypt the communication between the user and the
server using a secure socket layer (SSL). SSL can be used when you access
IMAP or POP on your mail server, or access Webmail via https, or using iCal
from outside your network. If you don’t use SSL (or Kerberos), you are allowing
data to be sent to and from your server in a less secure, or worse; in an non
secure way.

Self Signed or CA issued certificates?
If you use a ‘self signed’ security certificate with your mail server, your users
will be constantly dealing with alerts like ‘this certificate is not trusted’ or ‘is
invalid’ or ‘is not secure’. In some cases, your users can ‘trust’ the certificate
using the keychain program, but in other cases, in particular for Microsoft
Entourage users, there is nothing the user can do to avoid these alerts. 

Your server should use a valid security certificate that has been signed by an
‘Certified Authority’ to its users as a part of good security practise. This avoids
user complacency and will save you many hours of fiddling around with
annoying alerts and general user confusion. 

Above: Click on the server’s name in Server Admin list
(Under Servers) to access the Certificates section. Press

the + icon to create a new certificate identity

Right: If you are intending to setup a Mail server, it’s
recommended you use your mail domain name and check

the ‘let me override defaults’. You can then specify your
full company details, contact email address etc. It’s

important that your certificate name matches the domain
name of the server otherwise your certificate errors will

take on a ‘domain name mis-match’ flavour.

Left: You need to now generate a ‘certificate signing
request’ (CSR) that will be sent to a certificate authority
like Thawte or Verisign to be signed (validated). 
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Certifying an SSL Security Certificate

The next step is to submit your certificate signing request (CSR) to a
certificate authority like Thawte or Verisign. You can do this directly, or through
an online SSL certificate reseller, where you can lodge your CSR online. They
will provide you with the method and instructions in which to get your
certificate validated. 
The certificate your are buying is called an SSL123 (being the cheapest) which
is suitable for your local network use, as well as for email hosting and running
a website that does not process monetary transactions. 

Keep in mind, that the domain name contact email address is used for the
email contact for the online application. You must know it, otherwise you’ll run
into problems. Contact your Registrar directly if you do not know your details.

After your application is accepted, it will take up to a day for your new
certificate to be issued. It will be sent to you by email as a fairly uninspiring
block of text. It is this text that needs to be saved as a file to your Mac OS X

Right: Under the certificates section
in Server Admin, you need to either

press the + icon and ‘import a
certificate identity’ or select from the

cog icon, ‘replace certificate with
Signed or Renewed Certificate’

(either method will work).

Drag the signed certificate file
(domainname.cert.pem) that you

saved from the Certificate Authority’s
email and drag the private key file for

the corresponding domain name 
(located in /etc/certificates/)  

called domainname.HEX40.key.pem
(where HEX40 is a very long 40 digit

hexadecimal file name).

Lower Right: Once successful, your
new or replaced certificate will turn
blue (and that is not due for lack of
oxygen). Go have a beer. You’ll have

to do this next year and for every year
after that, so note the expiry date
and renew again before it expires.

http://www.thwate.com
http://www/verisign.com
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Setting up a file server for a workgroup

Sharing files is probably the most likely reason for purchasing a dedicated file
server. Setup is straightforward and does not require DNS or Open Directory
configured to get started, but nonetheless the latter two do have benefits. 

If for example, your file server will have heavy traffic use (network bandwidth
and massive storage requirements), a two server setup would be highly
recommended. A primary server can be dedicated for Open Directory, iCal,
email, wiki, remote VPN access and Time Machine user backups (Mac Mini)
and a secondary server can be dedicated to heavy file sharing use (xServe). 

If a primary server is setup as an Open Directory Master, the secondary can
be setup as an Open Directory Replica. The benefit of this is centralised user
& group management on the Primary server, leaving only sharepoint
management on the secondary server. The Open Directory Replica can use the
‘network’ users & groups via LDAP (from the Open Directory Master). Another
benefit is you can keep your secondary server protected from the Internet, as
all internet access can instead be handled by the primary server, which may
already be exposed to the internet if its running a mail or iCal server. Remote
access users can then access file services via a VPN connection using the
primary server, which provides centralised authentication and SSL encryption.

Right: A Mac Mini Server could
initially provide file services to VPN
& LAN users directly. If you then
need to scale up your hardware to
meet heavier use or larger capacity,
you could then deploy an xServe (or
Mac Pro) to meet the demands. 

Remote VPN users will not
necessarily see a speed benefit if
you were to use the xServe for VPN
connections directly. A Mac mini
would be capable of handling VPN
clients on a 10 mbit DSL connection
(up to 1.2mb/sec transfer speeds).

Primary Server
(OD Master)

Firewall Router forwards
VPN connection to
Mac Mini Server

Mac Mini Server provides VPN
client authentication and

encrypted access to dedicated
File Services on an xServe

Remote VPN
user via
Internet

Secondary Server
(OD Replica)
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Setting up users & groups

To provide services to your local users, you need to use the Workgroup
Manager program to setup ‘User’ accounts, set their passwords, make them
members of any ‘Groups’ and to enable any additional services, some of which
i’ll cover on the following pages. I won’t cover the basic Server Preferences
here, as you would likely be reading this book as an advanced user:)

In Workgroup Manager, you need to login as either:

‘Standalone Server’ mode:
as the primary ‘local’ administrator account (same as the admin login account
that you use to access the server if you were in front of it).

‘Open Directory Master’ mode: 
as the network administrator account - usually; ‘diradmin’ (this user was setup
if you migrated from standalone server to open directory server, using the
open directory setup assistant).

Left: Make sure that you are correctly authenticated
as an open directory administrator if you intend to
work with ‘network’ user accounts on an open
directory master server.

You can create, edit, delete a User, as well as create
a Group for Users to be members of. Click the ‘New
User’ to create a user account. Click the Groups icon
to access, edit or create additional groups. By default,
everyone is a member of the group called ‘staff’

Right:  When setting up a new user,
you need to ensure that you tick

‘access account’. Double check this
again, after you’ve finished assigning

group memberships and other user
attributes.

Users can login using either their
Name or Short Name(s). 

You can assign a User to additional
Groups at any time, provided that

the Group is already setup. The
benefit being; you can assign

permissions to different file sharing
folders for many users quickly when
using ACL or POSIX permissions for

AFP and SMB services.
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Setting up sharepoints

A sharepoint is a folder that is dedicated for sharing file between Users in a
Group. Sharepoints are managed in the Server Admin program.

Test each sharepoint from a remote Mac to help you double check that
everything is working. Login in as a Group member and start copying test files
and folders, duplicating, deleting, editing folder names, moving folders to
another location. If there are any problems, you’ll need to find them before the
Users start complaining.

Left: Click the Server’s name
in the ‘Servers’ list to access
an array of options, including
file sharing.

You can browse the local hard
drive volume(s) and specify a
folder to share, or you can
edit any existing sharepoints.

In this example, the
sharepoint ‘Backups’ is setup
for time machine clients use.
The sharepoint appears in the
User’s time machine list of
available backup drives 
(over a network).

Permissions can be
propagated down to any
nested folders within, using
either POSIX (unix style) or
ACL (access control lists) or
both. Spotlight, Time Machine
and Administrator privileges
are usually set via ACL for
more fine grain control.

Left: from the ‘sharepoint’ tab, you can
access spotlight indexing (if you have
lots of memory) or specify as a time
machine backup destination.

Click the protocol options to delve into
more specific options, to enable AFP,
SMB, FTP or NFS. Only activate what you
need and turn everything else off.

The SMB tab is a good place to address
any spaces in sharepoint names that
can drive PC users to the brink.
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Setting up a backup system

Probably the most time consuming aspect of setting up a Mac OS X server, is
the implementation of a backup system that covers all contingencies for data
loss, or worse, hard drive failure. Previously i’ve recommended Retrospect
software, but now i’m recommending a whole suite of different backup
programs, as there is no reliable ‘jack of all trades’.

What type of software?
• Chronosync for incremental and archival backups to another drive or server
• Rsync (combined with launchd) to run ‘root privilege’ backup scripts
• hdiutil (to create encrypted disc images for offsite storage)
• SuperDuper! to create a bootable backup and offsite disc images
• Retrospect for backup to tape media (such as an LTO-4)
• Time Machine to do incremental backups of client data to a server

What type of backup hardware?
I’m a strong advocate of using external firewire drives for your backup needs.
The investment is the same (if not less) cost wise when compared to buying
an LTO-4 (tape) device to backup the same amount of data. Once your initial
investment in firewire drives is made, you don’t have to worry about ongoing
media costs which can become very prohibitive after a year or so.

Is firewire & eSATA backup reliable for Server use?
Firewire & eSATA hard drives are now proven and reliable technology, replacing
the SCSI interface with the benefits of cheaper storage capacity, favourable
transfer speeds, and hot-pluggable capabilities that work very well with Mac OS
X server environments. I highly recommend the Stardom series of external
drive bays with up to 2 TB hot-swap drives using Firewire or 10 TB of online
capacity using eSATA (as a JBOD).

Benefits of Firewire or eSATA Hard drives compared to Tape Drive solutions:
• Cheaper backup strategy (media costs reduced)
• Faster to backup, easier and quicker to recover numerous large files
• Independent redundant units are better than one expensive tape device
• A single hardware failure does not stop an entire backup plan
• Less complicated recovery (in times of stress)
• You can manually use the Finder when restoring files (if it’s easier)
• Backup drives can be setup as an emergency ‘read only’ sharepoint
• Backup drives can be re-purposed for project work

When is tape backup a better solution?
If you have lots of small files, that require long term, in-expensive deep
storage, or if you require incremental backup for administrative and database
purposes, an LTO-4 device (800gb per tape) will better serve your needs.

 

http://www.econtechnologies.com/pages/cs/chrono_overview.html
http://www.shirt-pocket.com/SuperDuper/
http://www.emcinsignia.com/products/software/retroformac/
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Offsite backup examples (rotating drives over a period)
A Due to the alternate rotation of the drives, your oldest backup will be only 

one working day old. This does not give you much of a safety margin should 
you discover an incorrect or corrupt backup. A two drive system should be 
coupled with an onsite backup to an internal drive, as a safety measure.

B With a hot-pluggable tray based system you can do a 2 day rotation (with 
2 drives) or a traditional 5 day rotation (with 5 or 10 drives). The more days 
in a rotation, the bigger your safety margin should there be a problem.

C With a larger capacity system, you can have as many rotations as you have 
drives for. Seagate 7200RPM ‘Nearline’ SATA-2 drives are a great choice.

As with any backup system, offsite should also be used in conjunction with
onsite backups for good measure. 

Holistic backup strategy
Apart from standard offsite storage, you should also consider others forms of
backup, to cover the possibility that your offsite backups get lost or stolen, or
in the more likely event of your offsite backup not being successful due to
power failure, user interruption or software failure. A dedicated onsite backup
drive (or JBOD) has the benefit of quick finder (spotlight) based searches and
simple recovery without the need to interact with backup software. Backing up
to another local file server can also be a good idea, as well as utilising cheap
storage services like DropBox. Internet backup must be encrypted for obvious
security reasons. I strongly recommend 256 bit encrypted disk images.

Recommended offsite backup hardware
A Small capacity 750gb per backup (2x tray hard drives)
B Medium capacity 1000gb per backup (2x, 4x tray hard drives)
C Large capacity 2000gb (up to 8000gb) per backup (4x, 8x tray hard drives)

A B

Tray 1
Mon
Wed
Fri

Tray 2
Tue
Thu

(Sat)

Tray 1, 2
Mon
Wed
Fri

Tray 3, 4
Tue
Thu

(Sat)

Tray 1-4
Mon
Wed
Fri

Tray 5-8
Tue
Thu

(Sat)

C
Firewire 800
1x tray

Firewire 800
2x tray

eSATA-2
JBOD 
4x tray
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An ideal backup system

The best strategy for setting up a backup system is to cover yourself for all
and every possible combination of failure. Here are some examples:

A backup to firewire drive set
B backup to locally attached drive array (JBOD) 
C hot swap drive trays that can be rotated with offsite drive sets.
D backup to another server on the same LAN
E backup to an internet server via encrypted disc image

Onsite eSATA JBOD backup 
(5 drives hot swappable for

periodic offsite storage) using
Retrospect, SuperDuper! or

Chronosync software

Backup drive sets can be swapped
out daily, weekly or monthly

Offsite Firewire drive set 
(two or more drives in rotation)

using Retrospect, SuperDuper! or
Chronosync software

Offsite to DropBox service
(via fast DSL internet) using
HDIutil scripts to create
encrypted disc images

A B

C

ED

Other server on
LAN using Rsync

or chronosync
agent

Main data storage server
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Automatic duplicates using Retrospect

Retrospect is generally recommended if you want to make tape backups, but it
is also a more than capable schedueled file copier using the duplicate
function. A ‘duplicate’ script performs a copy of files and folders to another
location (with filtering options). The end result is a duplication of data that is
readily available from the Finder. Retrospect does this job efficiently,
automatically and notifies you of any errors. 

Automatic duplicates using Chronosync
Chronosync offers much of the same functionality of Retrospect, except that
it’s much quicker at evaluating files to copy, supports more filtering options,
copies all the file attributes and ACL permissions and in addition to copying
files to a destination, can maintain a separate archive of deleted files that no
longer exist on the source. You can also run command line scripts before and
after a backup, great for stopping a process like a mail server. Chronosync,
like retrospect, can also backup client computers using the Chronosync agent.

Above: Setting up a script is easy. This example backs up user mailboxes on a Mail server.

Left: There are two duplicate
methods: ‘Replace entire disk’
and ‘Replace Corresponding Files’
(which will maintain old - since
deleted files; that are no longer
on the source volume)

Right: This is an example of a
daily script that duplicates files

from a folder on an internal hard
drive to another folder on

another internal hard drive. 

http://www.econtechnologies.com/pages/cs/chrono_overview.html
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Above: Chronosync options are extensive, yet not buried away like Retrospect. Archive
handling can be configured to suit your environment or expected recovery needs. 
Below Left: Monitor your backups via the Log. Below Right: Run your scripts at anytime.

Above: Chronosync can maintain an archive of deleted data that can be quickly restored
to the source hard drive. If you intend to restore deleted files from a user’s email mailbox
(in this example), make sure you stop the mail server before proceeding. Use caution!
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Advanced backup tools
Selecting which backup method to use can be a time consuming project. I
recommend you evaluate these advanced backup options below.

Refer to: Automatically backup using SuperDuper!

Refer to: Disc Image creation using hdiutil

Refer to: Network backup using Rsync and launchd

Backing up various aspects of your server
Apart from the obvious sharepoint data used by your Users in file sharing,
additional services on your server also have backup requirements. Mac OS X
server is becoming a complex beast with lots of data hidden away within. You
could of course use Time Machine to backup your local server, but this
remains untested, i think it’s unreliable and there is no really great way to get
a handle on any failures. In addition to this, local Time Machine backups have
a nasty habit of using a lot of space in a server environment, thanks to all
those log files. Deleting old or failed time machine backups can also be
problematic with lots of ‘directory not empty’ errors that occur even when
using the rm command in terminal (using full root and recursive privileges).
I’ve found no way to solve this, without reformating the drive and starting over.

Above: Have a dedicated backup drive for daily backups of iCal & mail server
mailboxes as well as a weekly backup of everything server related. Above Right: To
monitor .sparsebundle disc image sizes of client time machine backups, you will need
to allocate administrator privileges. Everything on this backup hard drive should also
be duplicated to a firewire or esata JBOD drive that can be taken offsite.

iCal shared calendars daily
backup using Chronosync

easy access to Chronosync
&/or rsync logs

mailbox daily backup using
Chronosync (with archive option)

set to run when mail server is
offline using a launchctl

command.

mailbox daily backup using
local copy via rsync

time machine client backups
(on a dedicated sharepoint).  

schedueled full backup
using either Chronosync or

to a disc .sparsebundle
using SuperDuper!
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Setting up an email & calendar server

Before proceeding with these services, it’s strongly recommended that you
setup local DNS services on your server (to avoid existential errors and
transient failures), then setup an Open Directory Master (to enable more
authentication options and better user management) and obtain a proper
issuing authority certified security certificate (for SSL authentication and
encryption). Ignoring these recommendations will mean lots more work as you
upgrade your security options or deal with user authentication problems,
including the dreaded invalid certificate errors that occur with email and web
browser software. Configuration is not hard, you just have to follow a pedantic
path to success. Having said that, you could just get an email hosting provider
and keep the idea of your own email server offsite.

Refer to: Setting up DNS

Refer to: Setting up an Open Directory Master

Refer to: Setting up a Security Certificate

Basic Email Server configuration
Make sure your domain name is correctly configured on your DNS server. You
need an MX 10 record setup, as well as an address (machine) record for your
mail server. Once you’ve verified those settings, make sure that your router is
configured to port forward all the standard email protocol ports to your server,
including SMTP TCP 25 (make sure this is not blocked by your ISP). Keep
things very simple, ignore any mailing lists, relaying, filtering (anti virus or
spam assassin) options. I won’t cover those options here. Instead, i’d
recommend an email filtering service like messagelabs to take the heavy
traffic load of junk mail and anti virus filtering.

Left: Configuration of the
mail server is handled in
Server Admin. In this
example, the domain name
is ‘of.io’ and the mail
server is located at
‘mail.of.io’ 

It’s a good idea to have
any undeliverable mail sent
to a default account, in
this example, ‘autoreply’.
You can configure this
account to send out an
automatic reply email
indicating how to get in
contact. More on that later.

 

http://www.messagelabs.com/
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The email server settings listed above are administered my Server Admin, but
should you need to troubleshoot, you may need to delve into the command
line. Only edit the config files if you know what you’re doing. Otherwise, search
Apple’s discussion forum to get help from other users.

The mostly like problem you may encounter will be to do with your mail server
not responding to its domain name, or appending it’s full domain to the
originating domain name, eg: user@mail.domain.com

To check your email server configuration:

postconf -n

To edit your email server configuration to fix a domain name related issue:

sudo pico /etc/postfix/main.cf

page down (ctrl v) to get to the end of the config file, you may need to verify or edit the
relevant configuration lines as follows;

mydomain = YOUR_ACTUAL_DOMAIN_NAME
mydestination = $myhostname, localhost.$mydomain, localhost, $mydomain
myorigin = $mydomain
mynetworks = 127.0.0.0/8

When done, ctrl O to save your changes, ctrl x to close pico. You will then need to:

sudo postfix reload

Left: Keep mailing lists simple. Use the
‘open directory’ groups option. This way you
can avoid the complexities of mailman
mailing lists. 

In the advanced tab, disable any ‘clear’ (text
password) options. If you disable any ‘plain’
authentication methods, PC Outlook users
will not be able to authenticate.

If you intend to use SSL options for any
email clients, you need a valid security
certificate to be selected. You can use the
default ‘self signed’ certificates but your
users will have to manually trust any security
alerts. PC users however will fail to use SSL.

The Hosting option is where you can
manually specify which domains the mail
server will respond to. 
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Setting up User accounts for email

User accounts are managed by the WorkGroup manager program. If you are
running an Open Directory Master, make sure you are authenticated correctly.
Email accounts are tied to ‘directory users’, so you must create an account if
it is to store any email. 

If you only want to setup an autoreply account (for an non-existent or obsolete
user), you can use the shortname of a general account (see example below). 

You can also create an email alias that will forward to an existing user
account, or to another domain name hosted elsewhere (follow example on the
next page) using Postfix aliases. You can also use this technique for creating
very simple mailing lists (without having to deal with mailman).

Left: If you are creating
a user that will have an
email account on the
server, the significance
of ‘short names’ can be
realised, as each short
name can act as a mail
‘alias’. Any emails sent
to an alias will be sent
to that account.

In this ‘autoreply’
example, you can have
obsolete (deleted) users
have their email
forwarded to an
autoreply account which
in turn sends out an
autoreply. 

Right: The significance of
‘Groups’ can be realised
as a way to allow service
specific access for Users.

In this example, members
of the ‘services’ group

can be restricted to basic
services like email or ical.

Mailbox quotas can be
enforced. You can be as

generous as googlemail if
you have a big enough

hard drive :)
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Email aliases, forwarding, basic mailing lists

Avoid the forwarding option in Workgroup Manager, as it’s all or nothing. If you
want to setup a forward but keep the user’s account collecting email, you will
need to setup Postfix style aliases.

cd /etc/postfix/

sudo pico aliases

Within the config file (near the top) you will find a section titled “# Put your local aliases here”
It’s in this location you can add an alias name and have it forward to a real user account. In
fact, you can create a mailinglist name and have it forward to multiple user accounts by simply
separating them with a comma. There is no need to qualify the full domain name, just the
username will do.

# Put your local aliases here

aliasname_A:      accountname1
aliasname_B:      accountname2
listname_A:   accountname1, accountname2, accountname3

You can setup a simple alias to forward emails to another mail server on another domain,
without requiring a local account on the server. You can also setup forwarding and still
maintain a local email account that can still be used to collect email. Useful if you want to
forward office emails to a users private account, or to a separate iPhone account.

# Put your forwards here

accountname3:      email@anotherdomain.com
accountname4:      accountname4, email@anotherdomain.com

When done, you need to ctrl O to save changes and ctrl X to close. Then issue these
commands to effect your changes. If you make a mistake (ie: leave out a colon) you will be
duly notified. Make the corrections and repeat the commands below.

sudo postalias /etc/aliases

sudo postfix reload
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Setting up a Service

To enable a new server function, like an iCal service, you simply add the
service to the left column, just click the + button right down the bottom.

Setting up a Access to a Service
If you intend to supply different services (iCal, email, wiki) to different Groups
of Users, you can configure Service Access Control Lists (SACL) to determine
which services are available. Access is controlled from within the Server Admin
program. Click on the server name and select the ‘Access’ tab. If you get tricky
with who has access to what, just remember to check the SACL before
spending hours wondering what’s going on when a particular User (or group of
Users) cannot login to a particular service.

Left: In this example, only two
Groups of Users have access to
mail services. To avoid login
issues, i’ve set everyone to be a
member of ‘Services’ which
essentially has access to all
general services on this server. 

I’ve added a group called
‘email_only’ which is for outside
(untrusted) users who only need
email access.

Similarly, you can have a separate
VPN group or Time_Machine group
to help manage who can access
what. Good for security and
managing your resources.

Right Above: Adding a new service
can be easily overlooked in the Server

Admin program. Only active services
are displayed, whereas unconfigured
services will not appear until added.
Right: Alternatively, you can hide or

un-hide services from the even more
obscure ‘Settings’ tab, once you’ve

clicked on the Servers Name.

http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/dns4/
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Setting up a Shared User Calendars (iCal)

To enable a new server function, like an iCal service, you simply add the
service to the left column, just click the + button right down the bottom.

Setting up a Wiki WebDav Service (for extended email & iCal functions)
If you want an ‘Out of Office’ auto reply for email accounts (that can be setup
by a user directly), Webmail or a Shared Group Calendar, you need a Wiki.

Left: iCal Server
is actually a http
webserver running
on another port
number, 8008
(not secure) or
8443 (SSL
secured)

Left: You need to enable
a web service on port
443, otherwise you
won’t be able to enable
all the wiki functions. 

You need to setup in the
‘General’ tab, a domain
name that matches the
correct IP address (that
you’ve setup in DNS). 

In the ‘Options’ tab, you
need to enable ‘WebDav’
which activates the Wiki.

In the ‘Realms’ tab, you
need to create a realm
and Add any Users or
Groups with the relevant
Permissions.

In ‘Security’ tab, enable
SSL, otherwise there will
be no ‘out of office’
reply functionality.

In ‘Web Services’,
enable Wikis, Calendar
and Mail & Configure
Server Side Mail Rules.
That was obvious!

iCal Users subscribe to personal calendars using the URL https://domain.com:8443/principals/users/username/
and to group calendars (if wiki is enabled) using the URL https://domain.com:8443/principals/wikis/groupname/
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Accessing your services from remote (outside your network)

Ideally, you should only setup secure protocol access to your server. Use SSH
(secure shell), and services that use SSL authentication and encrypted
communication (iCal, IMAP, Server Admin). For everything else, use a VPN. 

Securing your Server with (two) firewalls
The Mac OS X Server software firewall is the last step once you’ve tested your
initial server setup. It is recommended that before you expose your server to
the internet, that you test all the essential services locally on your LAN before
locking down. Open any active service TCP/UDP ports on the firewall and test
the services locally. For incoming access from the internet, forward only the
‘absolutely required’ TCP/UDP ports on your router to the Server and test the
same services from the outside world, via the WAN port on the Internet.

Refer to Additional TCP & UDP Ports

Right: Knowing which TCP/UDP
ports to open on your software

firewall is dependent on what
services you are running. In this

example; i’ve sorted the ‘Allow’ list
so you can see the most common

services that need access.

Anything highlighted in this list,
should be port forwarded to your
server using your router’s firewall

(after you’ve setup & tested all your
clients using SSL enabled services

via the internet). 

I recommended using VPN access
for everything else. For SSH

backdoor access (in case VPN isn’t
working), i strongly advise

forwarding a higher unpublished
port to your local port 22, using

your router’s port forward
translation ability. It will keep your

secure.log free of hacking attempts.
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Setup remote access

Anyone who manages a Mac OS X server will know that problems usually occur
when you’re not in the office. The backup might need overseeing, group
permissions need to be fixed, or a sharepoint needs to be added. Whatever
the requirement, being able to administer your server by remote is a clear
case of saving yourself a lot of time, by not having to travel back to your
server’s location just to do a few mouse clicks. 

Remote Control using Server Admin, SSH, VNC, Timbuktu
Apple provides a complete suite of GUI Server administration tools for turning
on or off services, adding new users, groups, configuring sharepoints and
adding new firewall rules etc. Unfortunately, you cannot effectively operate
most backup programs from remote. In some circumstances, the Apple Server
administration tools may not work and you need an alternative solution. This is
where Apple’s built-in ‘screen sharing’ or VNC (Virtual network Computing)
comes in to play, with the ability to ‘hands on’ administrate your Mac OS X
Server without being anywhere nearby.

Setup a secure connection to your LAN using a VPN
Many services have secure protocol options, but may not necessarily encrypt
data beyond initial authentication. The communication may be sent in the clear
and packet sniffed by a hacker that is monitoring your WAN port. Some
services may even revert to cleartext options (like email or VNC) if the client
software cannot establish a secure connection. This is were using a VPN has
the benefit of managing a secure connection (both authentication and
encrypted communication), as well as providing a centralised way to view who
has remote access from one location. VPN can also offer access to your other
resources on your network, like printers, scanners or a secondary file server,
or even provide secured access to the internet via your office router (useful if
your Users cannot use WPA/WPA2 wireless in a cafe, airport or hotel).

Left: Setup VPN service with L2TP
(it’s more secure than PPTP)

Above: Keep your IP range outside of your routers DHCP pool
and limit the amount of IP’s VPN can assign, which helps
restrict the number of simultaneous users who can login

(may be a good thing). Right: If you want users to access
other devices only your LAN, enable private ‘network routing’

(with the network address segment ending with a ‘0’)
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Left: Using SSH Tunnel Manager
(or directly via SSH) you can setup a
reverse tunnel that provides an
encrypted pathway to your VNC service
located on Port 5900. In this example,
the SSH service is listening (or perhaps
forwarded by your router) on port 2299,
the reverse tunnel is setup on at your
localhost (127.0.0.1) as port 9478. 

Right: Connect ‘Screen Sharing’ or your
VNC client to the reverse SSH tunnel

that you’ve setup.

To create a reverse SSH tunnel using the terminal program, you can specific options via:
-N (portforward only), -p (tcp port number), -c (compression), -3des or -blowfish (encryption)
-L (Local client port tcp port to use/Localhost IP/vnc tcp port number used). Port 5900 being
the default VNC port number. Substitue USERNAME and IPADDRESS as required.

ssh -N -p 2299 -c 3des USERNAME@IPADDRESS -L 9478/127.0.0.1/5900

About VNC
There is VNC server built into ‘Remote Management’ in the ‘Sharing’ system
preference. I recommend using it via a L2TP VPN, or as a reverse SSH tunnel.

Right: Enable ‘Remote
Management’ and click the

‘computer settings’ to enable
‘VNC viewers may control screen

with password’. Choose a
password that’s not the same as

your admin account.

This is also a great way to
manage client computers on your

LAN from a remote location,
especially if they need help over

the phone. You’ll need to ask
them their IP address.

http://projects.tynsoe.org/en/stm/
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Above: Monitor traffic and
disk space. Left: You can
start and stop services
easily using Server Admin.

Left: Check your security
with port scans and find
out what your devices and
servers are broadcasting..

Right: Using
iNet, you can

scan your local
network using

mDNS or
rendezvous

names. Great
for locating a

Mac that’s
using DHCP.

Right: iDig
allows you to do

a full test of
your DNS server
from the outside
world (over 3G).

Left: Mocha VNC
provides remote control
directly on a LAN, or
using a secure VPN
connection. Useful for
managing backup
software, which would
otherwise be
inaccessible without a
physical visit to the
server. 

Right: With iStat
Server running
on your actual

server, you can
monitor those

nice charts at a
glance, great for
checking up on
backup drives.

Other Remote Management tools
Apart from using Server Admin, Workgroup Manager or SSH over a VPN
connection or directly (securely), there are other managment tools available for
the upwardly mobile person. The iPhone and iPad have great tools for remote
admin and tech support. There is iStat Server, Server Admin, iNet, Mocha VNC
and iDig for testing your DNS server via an internet connection. In fact, having
a diagnostic tool that is connected via 3G internet (instead of your LAN’s
wireless) is great for testing SSL enabled IMAP, POP, SMTP, iCal and Wiki.

http://bjango.com/apps/istat/
http://www.harlekins.org/ServerAdminRemote/Server_Admin_Remote.html
http://www.bananaglue.de/inet/index.php
http://mochasoft.dk/iphone_vnc.htm
http://porcupyne.org/idig.html
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Server Troubleshooting

This chapter wouldn’t be complete without at least a mention of some
troubleshooting tips. If you’ve recently enabled a new service on your server,
there are a number of gotchas to look out for. Before walking away, always test
the new service’s accessibility via a user’s computer, in fact, do this from two
user’s computers; with one running Snow Leopard 10.6 and the other running
Leopard 10.5 (unless of course if you have no active 10.5 users).

If you access the new service using the same user login credentials, from
different versions of Mac OS X, but only one version of the Mac OS X client
suffers a login or service error, you might as well start searching the Apple
Discussion forums for assistance. It will be pretty esoteric to say the least.

Refer to: http://discussions.apple.com/category.jspa?categoryID=264

If you access the new service using the same user login credentials, but
instead both versions of Mac OS X client suffer login or service errors, it’s
very likely the problem is relatively easy to solve, well, we’re hoping so :)

Step 1 – Visit Workgroup Manager
• Check the User has an active account (incorrect password logins can disable 

user access). Reset password, check Open Directory Policies > Passwords
• Check that the User is a member of the correct Group for that service 

(particularly if you manage user access via sets of Groups under SACL)

Step 2 – Visit Server Admin
• Check that the new Service is enabled and not reporting any errors in the 

Log (in the Servers List on the left, the relevant service should be green)
• Check the Access (SACL) is correctly enabled, click the server name and

select the ‘Access’ tab. Make sure the service in question has the correct 
Users &/or Groups enabled, or at least enable ‘allow all users and groups’.

• Check the Mac OS X Server software firewall. Make sure that all the required  
TCP and UDP ports for that service are enabled (on the right interface).

Step 3 – Advanced (not obvious)
• Check that the service in question has the correct settings. This could be a 

custom TCP Port number, or hostname entry, or SSL security certificate.
• Verify the Security Certificates, click on the server name and select the 

‘Certificates’ tab. Make sure they are still trusted, still blue (if the are CA 
issued) and have not expired. Check the client trust settings in Keychain.

• Try restarting the service within Server Admin, or via a ‘launchctl’ command.
• If the problem is occurring outside of your network (via the internet), double 

check your router’s firewall port forwarding is correctly configured, also   
verify that the user is not blacklisted by any intrusion detection features.

http://discussions.apple.com/category.jspa?categoryID=264
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Being prepared (with an emergency firewire drive)
Having an emergency firewire drive, will help you solve a lot of problems quickly.
You will need to make sure you own a Mac OS X CD/DVD installer and relevant disk
repair utilities before you get started making your own emergency firewire drive.

Basic use: If you can boot a Macintosh with a ‘known’, reliable, virgin Mac OS X,
then you should be able to safely say that the Mac is not suffering from
hardware problems.

Repair use: If you can boot the Macintosh using an emergency firewire drive, you
can resolve most software problems & a number of hard drive data corruption
issues using programs like DiskWarrior.

Advanced use:
Beyond repair and booting purposes, an emergency firewire drive can resolve
numerous issues; such as rebuilding a Macintosh quickly, from scratch in
about fifteen minutes, deploying the same configured Mac OS X in a studio or
lab environment, or applying global updates over a network if you hook your
emergency firewire drive up to a network file server. 

Below are the core components that your emergency firewire drive should have:

• An emergency Mac OS X installed and configured specifically for using
Diskwarrior & Carbon Copy Cloner and for network troubleshooting.

• Apple & third party software updates and all your software installers, with all
your license numbers (stored in an encrypted text file for easy reference). 

• A disk image of a virgin Mac OS X with all the latest updates applied.

WARNING #1: Do NOT use Norton Disk Utilities or System Works. It is widely
regarded as an anti-productivity tool and problematic with Mac OS X.

WARNING #2: Versions of Diskwarrior earlier than v4.0 are not compatible
with Intel Macs or the GPT (GUID Partition Table) Partition Scheme. 

• Version 4.1 is compatible up to 10.5.8
• Version 4.2 is compatible up to 10.6.2

 

http://www.alsoft.com/DiskWarrior/index.html
http://www.alsoft.com/DiskWarrior/index.html
http://www.bombich.com/software/ccc.html
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Directory repair – DiskWarrior (v4.0 < 10.4, v4.1 < 10.5, v4.2 < 10.6)

Use DiskWarrior to rebuild the location information of your data on a hard
drive, technically known as rebuilding and replacing any corruptions in the hard
drive directories. DiskWarrior can be used as a preventative maintenance tool
or as an emergency tool. It’s very simple to use and does it’s job well and is
still the number one recommended tool for repairing disk problems.

File recovery – Data Rescue (v1.2.2 < 10.6)
Use Data Rescue to scan for missing (on a failing drive) or trashed files (by an
overzealous person). It’s the best recovery tool available outside of a ‘clean
room white lab coat’ situation. It is recommended to NOT run Disk Warrior if
you intend to use Data Rescue. You might diminish the chances of recovery
files if the directory on a corrupt disk has been rebuilt. Your mileage may vary.

For more information, refer to: Testing Hardware Components

Left: Directory repair dialog box.
Middle: File and permissions repairs.

Right: Hardware diagnostics for
SMART internal drives.

Left: You can check the state of
your directory mess by using
the graph. Keep in mind, most
hard drives operate without
noticeable slowdowns with 50%
of their items ‘out of order’

Left: Data Rescue offers a few
scan options. If you use ‘Scan
file’, you can specify exactly
what type of file types you want
to search for.

http://www.alsoft.com/DiskWarrior/index.html
http://www.prosofteng.com/products/data_rescue.php
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How to make an Emergency Firewire Drive (Mac OS X)

Step 1 – Requirements: 
[a] A firewire hard drive
Preferably a 2.5 inch ‘pocket or micro’ laptop hard drive for portability
purposes. If you have a lot of Macs in a big studio or office environment, a
small lightweight drive will be much easier to use, especially as all 2.5 inch
mechanisms can run on ‘firewire bus power’. If you use a standard size 3.5”
drive, it will need it’s own power supply. A minimum hard drive capacity of
40gb, would be desirable.

[b] A firewire bootable Macintosh:
If you are designing an emergency firewire drive that can boot with Mac OS 9,
then a bootable Mac OS 9 Macintosh will help as well. Make sure your firewire
Macintosh can boot your intended firewire drive. PCI video card model G4s and
G3s cannot boot using the firewire interface. Some model G4s require a
firmware update to enable firewire boot capability.

For Firmware updates: http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1395?

[c] A fast internet connection, Mac OS X software, Carbon Copy Cloner:
It is also desirable to have fast internet access, on a network. If you are
creating a large archive of software updates then this will be essential.
You will need the Mac OS X CD/DVD installer and your chosen third party
software. You also need Carbon Copy Cloner.

Step 2 – Prepare your firewire disk:
Using Mac OS X, run the Apple Disk Utility program and format and partition
using HFS+ (HFS extended) format (with Mac OS 9 Drivers). Do not use UFS
as disk programs like Diskwarrior cannot repair UFS. As a guide, partition your
firewire drive as follows:

Partition 1 (boot): 15gb in size – your clean Mac OS X installation
Partition 2 (storage): 25gb or larger – your Software library, Disk Images etc

Refer to: Dual System bootable Firewire Drive (Intel & PPC on a single drive)

http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1395?
http://www.alsoft.com/DiskWarrior/index.html
http://www.bombich.com/software/ccc.html
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Step 3 – Install Mac OS X into your boot partition

10.4 will boot a G3, G4, G5 or early Intel Mac + 256mb RAM, built in firewire.
10.5 will boot any Intel Mac + 1gb RAM.
10.6 will boot any Intel Mac + 1gb RAM.

• Installing off CD/DVD will boot your Macintosh from the CD/DVD. Do a
‘custom install’ of Mac OS X on your ‘formatted’ Mac OS X partition of your
firewire drive. Custom install is preferable so you can choose only the
language & printer driver support you need. 

• When you are finished, your Macintosh should restart using your freshly
installed Mac OS X on the firewire drive. If it doesn’t, then you will need to
select the relevant Mac OS X partition in the Startup Disk preference pane in
System Preferences and then restart again. 

• Setup a new User with the ‘Apple Setup Assist’ (hard to avoid really) and
configure your Network preference pane if you are not on a DHCP network.

• Connect to the internet to download any software updates, using Software
Update from the Apple Menu. Restart as required. Focus on essential updates
like security, java, firmware updates and Mac OS X system software.

• If required, install any third party drivers for any essential hardware support.
Mac OS X does 90% of the driver support, however you may need updated
drivers for specialised AV or diagnostic equipment.

• Restart and test plugging in each new device you installed software for.
Make sure all 3rd party hardware is recognised in the Apple System Profiler.
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Step 4 – Create an ASR disc image of your updated Mac OS X system
• Open Carbon Copy Cloner and select your ‘Source Disk’ (boot) and select from

the ‘Target Disk’ pop-up menu; ‘New Disk Image’. Save to (storage) as a
read/write sparse disk image. Name it ‘defaultOSX’ or something relevant to
the version of Mac OS X you are using. Carbon Copy Cloner will create a disk
image on the partition where you will keep your software library (storage). 

For more information on using Carbon Copy Cloner

Right: Select ‘New
disk image’ to create

a sparseimage

• In order to create a .dmg without user information in netinfo, you can remove
the data manually so that the Apple Setup Assistant launches as if for the first
time. This is the desired result if you are creating a disc image that is a
customised and updated default Mac OS X system for quick restore purposes,
using a program like NetRestore.

cd /Volumes/DEFAULT_OSX.sparseimage/var/db/ 

rm .AppleSetupDone 

cd /Volumes/DEFAULT_OSX.DMG/var/db/netinfo/

rm local.nidb 

You will need to substitute all UPPERCASE NAMES. Mount the disc image before starting and
double check that you are not doing this on your actual live Mac OS X startup volume!

• An optional step is to select your mounted disc image from within NetRestore
helper and create an smaller compressed ASR ready master disc. Backup!

Left: Use NetRestore Helper to create an ASR
Apple Software Restore disc that enables very
fast restores using NetRestore.

 

http://www.bombich.com/software/netrestore.html
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Step 6 – Customise Mac OS X as follows:
• Customise the Finder and Dock as required. Remove iMovie, iTunes etc.
• Add to the Dock and/or Finder side bar, shortcuts to these Apple utilities;

Disk Utility, Network Utiltity, System Profiler and Terminal.
• Turn OFF any energy saving features in the Energy Saver preference pane.
• Enable ‘Remote Login’ in the Sharing preference pane (for SSH access).
• Set Keyboard to the country of your preference. Turn off the Flag in the 

International preference pane > Input Menu tab (If you find it annoying).

Step 5 – Install Disk Utility programs

Install any standalone Disk Utility programs:
Make sure all your utility programs are up-to-date. I recommend; Diskwarrior,
Data Rescue, SuperDuper!, Carbon Copy Cloner & NetRestore (depreciated).
They’re installed into your Applications folder. Also make an alias shortcut in
the Dock and/or Finder side bar. Setup, test and register as required.

Step 7 – Finishing up
At this point we have a very customised Mac OS X. After a few restarts and
installs we should now have a good idea that it’s working ok. 

• Open disk utility and repair permissions. (You have to be booted off the
relevant Mac OS X partition that you need to repair permissions on).

• Restart again.

Step 8 – Backup your emergency Mac OS X system
Let’s assume at this point, you have installed all your necessary utility
programs for troubleshooting and that your Mac OS X system is working
perfectly. It is wise to now backup your Mac OS X system (again) to a disk
image using Carbon Copy Cloner.

When finished, you will have a cloned copy of Mac OS X as a disk image with
the same name as your Mac OS X partition (with a ‘.dmg’). I recommend
storing this disk image elsewhere, on another separate firewire drive,
Macintosh or on a File Server. In case your emergency firewire drive fails...

Refer to Carbon Copy Cloner

http://www.shirt-pocket.com/SuperDuper/SuperDuperDescription.html
http://www.bombich.com/software/ccc.html
http://www.alsoft.com/DiskWarrior/index.html
http://www.bombich.com/software/netrestore.html
http://www.prosofteng.com/products/data_rescue.php
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Advanced Emergency Firewire drive options
The second partition (storage) can be used for all your software updates, software
installers and various disk images (Mac OS X or OS 9) I recommend filing your
updates & installers by software manufacturer’s name. If for some reason you
cannot remember that EMC makes Retrospect, make an alias for EMC and call it
Retrospect. It’s far easier to keep software updated by manufacturer. For example,
when you update Acrobat, you can remember to also check for updates for
Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign, because you can see them all inside the Adobe
folder. 

Software Updates
Apple and third party updates can be downloaded from the relevant support
web sites, straight to your emergency firewire drive. Make sure all your
downloads are decoded and uncompressed. Doing this will save you lots of
time later and also save you from hunting around for compression programs.

• Apple: http://www.apple.com/support/downloads/
• Adobe: http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/main.html
• Microsoft: http://www.microsoft.com/mac/downloads.mspx
• Virex definitions: http://download.mcafee.com/updates/datmac.asp
• Software updates: http://macupdate.com

Software Installers
There is nothing more annoying that trying to find software install CD/DVDs,
especially when they get misplaced, lost, or just go on walkabout. In addition
to this, installing from CD/DVD is not very time efficient. Imagine if you have
to install twenty new Adobe Illustrator upgrades in one evening. You’d have to
wait for each one to finish before starting the next update. To remedy both
these issues, keep your entire software library on your firewire drive. This way,
you always have everything with you and if you have to deploy new software to
all the Macs on a network, why not mount the firewire drive on a server, login
each client Mac as administrator and do a network install? You can save a lot
of time this way. Oh yes, CD/DVDs also get scratched.

 

http://macupdate.com
http://download.mcafee.com/updates/datmac.asp
http://www.microsoft.com/mac/downloads.mspx
http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/main.html
http://www.apple.com/support/downloads/
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About copying CD/DVD installers
• You can copy an entire CD/DVD to a firewire drive without affecting the way

most software installers behave. Most installer programs look for implicit path
names; so as long as you keep the original VolumeName as the top most
folder and everything within it as the same directory structure of the CD/DVD,
everything should be fine. You might have issues with a certain publishing
program or some sound programs, but generally, most installers are not so
fussy about where they actually ‘exist’.

• To maximise storage space, avoid copying over the tutorials, extra templates
and clipart that usually accompanies installers (unless you really need them).

• Make an alias shortcut for each installer and place them in the top level of
your designated installers folder.

• Keep an encrypted text file updated with the relevant license, registration and
activation numbers. This way, you can avoid typing and retyping those annoying
serial numbers install after install, by simply using ‘cut and paste’. Very few
installer programs limit the cut and paste functionality. This text file can act
also as a basic software inventory file, so you can keep track of what you
actually own. If security is an issue, name the file to something unobvious,
change its permissions, or even make it invisible to the Finder using any of the
numerous freeware programs which can do that for you.

A word about installing software
For the sake of clarity, don’t go installing all your commercial software and 
pre-licensing it. You need to consider the relevant software license agreements
for each piece of software you intend to install. If you have site licenses for
software that shares the same serial number, you can, ‘in theory’, legally
explore this avenue. However, the responsibility is yours, not mine. I didn’t tell
you to do it.
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Emergency firewire drive layout
This is what my emergency firewire drive looks like. It’s partitioned in two, with
the first partition containing a clean bootable Mac OS X (not shown) with any
installed repair utilities. The second partition contains all the software
updaters and ASR disc images for Mac OS X.

Left: Root level of your storage partition. ASR disc
images, Mac OS X updates and Tools for repairs,
backup and troubleshooting. Below: Second level
folder containing the software tools by category.

Left: Website downloaded
Combo Updaters for each
major software revision of
Mac OS X.

Above: A collection of Apple Software Restore (ASR) disc images for
each major version of Mac OS X. (Mac OS X 10.4 contains separate
PPC and Intel versions). All the above disc images were created
using NetRestore v3.3.6 under Mac OS X 10.4.11
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Emergency firewire drive tools

This is a collection of  software utilities that I find useful for troubleshooting all
manner of problems. Most of the software here is referenced throughout ‘Fix a
troubled Mac’. I keep the latest version of Disk Utility for each major Mac OS X
version, just to be safe.

Above: Basic network tools including
a VNC client and a Rendezvous
services browsers (flame). Above: Emergency repair collection, for

disk & directory repairs or recovery.

Below: Maintenance utilities for
various OS X housekeeping tasks.

Above: Essential
tools for backup,
disc image
creation and ASR
restores.
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About APM or GUID Partition Scheme

All G3, G4 & G5 Mac models use the APM (Apple Partition Map) scheme to
describe the partitions created on a hard drive. Current Intel MacBook, iMac,
Mac Mini and Mac Pro models use a scheme called GPT (GUID Partition Table). 

– You cannot setup an external firewire drive with both partition schemes. 
– You cannot boot an Open Firmware PowerMac from a GPT scheme drive. 
– You can boot an EFI Firmware Intel Mac from an APM scheme drive.

The Apple Installer DVD for Mac OS X Intel version will refuse to install onto an
APM scheme drive, so you have to resort to some tricks to get this to work.
The next section covers the work-around for installing an Intel version of Mac
OS X onto an APM scheme drive which allows you to use a single emergency
firewire drive for troubleshooting purposes. 

Refer to: Dual System bootable firewire drive (Intel & PPC on a single drive)

10.4.4 or later versions of Apple Disk Utility support partition structure for
either PowerMac/PPC Macintosh (Apple Partition Scheme), for PC access
(PC Partition Scheme) or Intel Macintosh (GUID Partition Scheme).

New Intel (EFI) based Mac models recognise existing APM scheme drives and
Mac OS X 10.4.4 or later will recognise the newer GPT scheme on existing non
Intel Mac Models. So transferring data will be fine.

Above: Using Apple Disk Utility to setup the correct Partition scheme for use with an
Intel Macintosh. You have to select the hard drive’s actual physical volume (not an
exisiting partition). When you Partition, you are erasing all the data on that drive. No
exisiting partitions will survive, so make sure you have backed up your data!



Step 2 – Install Intel version of Mac OS X 10.5 or 10.6 from Installer DVD
You can install directly from disk without booting off DVD, using Terminal:

open /Volumes/Mac\ OS\ X\ Install\ DVD/System/Installation/Packages/OSInstall.mpkg

Step 3 – Customise Mac OS X for troubleshooting
Only install what is relevant for basic troubleshooting. Uncheck all language
translations, but make sure you keep English. Don’t install any printer drivers.
If you require Rosetta support, this is an optional install in 10.6.

Step 4 – Restart and update via Software Update
Setup a user, then update Mac OS X including any security updates. Restart. 

You can also import an older PPC troubleshooting system if it is already
configured and contains Universal Binary versions of your software.

Refer to: Migration Assistant

Step 5 – Disable Spotlight Indexing (optional)
You’ll want a fast responsive system, so turn off spotlight.

Refer to: Spotlight Issues
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Dual System bootable Firewire Drive (Intel & PPC on a single drive)

If you manage a network of both PowerMacs (G3, G4 & G5) and Intel Macs,
then you wilI likely have tried to create a bootable firewire drive that works with
both platforms. The problem is the Intel Mac OS X installer DVD won’t install
Mac OS X on an APM scheme drive, so you’ll need to install from both an Intel
Mac and a PowerMac, from each respective installer DVD. You will need an
additional external firewire drive for this, which will be used as a scratch space
for two installations, needing a reformat for each version installed.

Step 1 – Boot off an Intel Mac
Run Apple’s Disk Utility and format your external firewire drive as a GPT 
(GUID Partition Table) volume.

Left: Use ‘GUID partition table’
format for creating your Intel 10.4
bootable system ASR disc image.
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Step 6 – Install 3rd Party Software

Install any Universal Binary versions of your troubleshooting toolkit. License
and customise as required. Reboot and test everything you intend to run on
your Intel System.

Step 7 – Use Carbon Copy Cloner to create a new intel disc image
You now need to clone your troubleshooting Intel Mac OS X system to a disc
image, which will be used later to restore a bootable system onto an APM
partitioned external firewire drive. Save the disc image on another drive.

Refer to How do I Backup using Carbon Copy Cloner?

Step 8 – (Optional) Test restore the Intel disc image
It’s a good idea to test your new ASR image, using NetRestore to create a test
bootable startup disk. You’ll want to try it on a spare hard drive or partition.

Refer to How do I restore using NetRestore?

Step 9 – Boot off a PPC (G3, G4, G5) Mac
Run Apple’s Disk Utility and format your external firewire drive as a APM 
(Apple Partition Scheme) volume. This will destroy all the data on the disc
including your Intel Mac OS X system you’ve just built. Make sure you have a
backup and that you are confident your ASR image is restorable (step 7 & 8).

Step 10 – Install Mac OS X 10.4 or 10.5 (PPC) from Installer DVD
You can install directly from disk without booting off DVD, using Terminal:

open /Volumes/Mac\ OS\ X\ Install\ DVD/System/Installation/Packages/OSInstall.mpkg

Step 11 – Customise Mac OS X for troubleshooting
Only install what is relevant for basic troubleshooting. Uncheck all language
translations, but make sure you keep English. Don’t install any printer drivers. 

Right: Select ‘New
disk image’ to create

a sparseimage

Left: Use ‘Apple partition map’ format for
creating your PPC 10.4 or 10.5 bootable
system ASR disc image.
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Step 12 – Restart and update via Software Update

Setup your user, then update Mac OS X 10.4 to 10.4.11, make sure you
install any security updates and newer versions of any hardware drivers that
you require. Restart.

You can also import an older PPC troubleshooting system if it is already
configured using Migration assistant and Firewire Target disk mode.

Refer to: Migration Assistant

Step 13 – Disable Spotlight Indexing
You’ll want a fast responsive system, so turn off those feature’s you’re not
using. You particularly don’t want spotlight indexing drives you’re trying to fix.

Refer to: Spotlight Issues

Step 14 – Install 3rd Party Software
Install your troubleshooting toolkit. License and customise as required. Reboot
and test everything you intend to run on your PPC System.

Refer to: Firewire Target Disk Mode

Step 15 – Use Carbon Copy Cloner to clone to an ASR disc image
You now need to clone your troubleshooting PPC Mac OS X system to a disc
image, which will be used later to restore a bootable system onto an APM
partitioned external firewire drive. Save the disc image on another drive.

Step 16 – (Optional) Test restore the PPC Mac OS X ASR image
It’s a good idea to test your new ASR image, using NetRestore to create a test
bootable startup disk. You’ll want to try it on a spare hard drive or partition.

Step 17 – Boot off an Intel Mac (again)
Make sure you have a backup of your two new ASR images and that you are
confident both the Intel and PPC Mac OS X Systems can be restored to create
bootable systems on both platforms. 

Run Apple’s Disk Utility and partition your external firewire drive into two
volumes, one for Intel and one for PPC. Make sure you click the options button
and choose APM (Apple Partition Scheme). This will destroy all the data on the
hard drive. 



Refer to How do I restore using NetRestore?

After both Mac OS X systems are restored, you should have an external
firewire drive that’s partitioned into two volumes (APM scheme), each with it’s
own bootable Mac OS X system (Intel or PowerPC). Testing now would be
obvious. You also have backups of your troubleshooting boot systems as ASR
disc images. Store them somewhere safe in case you need to rebuild again.

Advanced – Quick method of above
If you already have an emergency firewire drive with two or more partitions
(using APM scheme), containing a bootable PowerPC version of Mac OS X, you
can quickly setup an Intel Mac OS X troubleshooting system without having to
carry out the previous procedure. You will need to have universal versions of
your troubleshooting software installed as well as access to a default
installation of Mac OS X on an Intel Mac, using via Firewire target disk mode.

Refer to: Method 1 – Firewire Target Disk Mode

Set the Intel Mac into Firewire Target disk mode and connect it to the already
booted G4 or G5. The Intel Mac’s bootable drive will appear as another hard
drive volume in the finder. You will now need to run Apple Software Restore
(ASR) from Terminal and clone Mac OS X from the Intel Mac over to the other
unused partition (name it Intel) on your emergency firewire drive. Once done,
you will need to ‘bless the system’, to make it bootable. I haven’t tested this.

sudo asr -source /Volumes/INTEL_MAC/ -target /Volumes/FIREWIRE_INTEL_PARTITION/

Substitute the VOLUMENAMES with the relevant partition names. Data transfer will take quite
a while (approx 60 minutes for a standard installation). When finished, ASR will notify you once
complete, and will alert you to blessing the system to make it bootable.

sudo bless -folder /Volumes/INTEL-FW-DRIVE/System/Library/CoreServices

Note: if hard drive names contain spaces, you will need to proceed them with a forward slash \
to delineate them. Alternatively, full pathnames can be in quotation “PATH/TO/DRIVE NAME/”

8686 Support Tools
Step 18 – Restore both Mac OS X systems using NetRestore

This step will only take a few minutes for each Mac OS X System. NetRestore
works very quickly using block by block copy mode (if you erase target disk).

Left: Enable ‘Erase Target Disk’ Option. Restore
time will be at least five times faster. Do not
‘Restart when finished’, to save time and to
avoid booting PPC off an Intel system and visa
versa. Do check ‘Set Target as boot disk’
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It’s Dead, wrapped in plastic! (DOA)

Believe it or not, new computers can be ‘dead on arrival’ (DOA). Most computer
manufacturers have a DOA policy. Apple certainly does, but generally only under
these limited conditions:

• The computer is new, i.e: just un-wrapped from its packaging (not ex demo or second hand)
• Something in the essential hardware is not working; i.e: ‘it won’t turn on or stay on or turn off,

makes noises or starts smoking’
• The problem is advised to Apple within 10 days of the ‘date of the purchase’ invoice.

From my experience, Apple won’t cover DOA if it’s been sitting unpacked and
unused for three weeks after ordering. You will have a hard time getting a DOA
claim if you are going by delivery date, even if you ‘just missed out by 2 days’. Be
warned, open, test and soak test. After this period the computer will fall under
normal warranty which can mean a return to the dealer or manufacturer for repair.
This can leave you without a new Macintosh for a few days, or worse; a few weeks.
Not fun, especially when it’s a nice new spiffy Macbook Pro.

Nead an Apple service centre?

Applecare Australia, New Zealand and Pacific Islands Apple Service Providers
http://store.apple.com.au/buy/service/

Apple Service Providers in the United States
http://www.apple.com/buy/locator/service/

Apple Service Providers elsewhere (good luck, searching can be quite daunting!)
http://www.apple.com/support/

http://store.apple.com.au/buy/service/
http://wheretobuy.apple.com/locator/service.html
http://www.apple.com/support/
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Startup Problems – Is it a Dead Mac? – Step by Step Guide
This hardware troubleshooting flow diagram assumes you have a moderate 
understanding of Mac hardware. It is designed to ask the right question and direct
you towards the most applicable troubleshooting techniques. The emphasis here, is
to guide you away from the ‘garden path of distraction’. Stay focused, employ
scientific method and mostly importantly, don’t jump to conclusions.

Some basic troubleshooting notes:
• Eject any CD-ROM or DVD - a badly mastered one can cause chimes of death or

‘dead Mac like’ symptoms (Refer to Startup Keystrokes Chart).

• Unplug USB &/or Firewire devices then try starting up. If they appear to be the
problem, try another port, check or replace the cables. Does the device have enough
power supply. Exceeding USB or firewire bus power can cause erratic behaviour.

• Unplug Ethernet cable, network problems can cause startup problems.

• Startup Mac OS X in ‘safe mode’, sometimes this will remove any strange behaviour
and a simple shutdown and startup again can resolve the problem

• Reset PRAM (Command-Option-P-R) or Laptop Power Manager (Disconnect the AC
Adapter and battery, press and hold down the power button for 5 seconds. Reconnect
the battery and AC Adapter and startup again).

How to reset PRAM and NVRAM http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1379

Refer to Reset the NVRAM (Open Firmware Reset) or Power Manager

Left: 
Flow diagram for hardware troubleshooting. 
Click on the diagram on the left or the
icons below to see more detail.

Startup
Keystrokes

Mac
Startup
Failure!

 

http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1379
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Hard drive jumper settings (SATA, ATA & SCSI)

• SATA: In case you were wondering, the newer SATA drives do not require jumpers to
be set. They are auto-configuring, there is no master or slave, it’s point to point and
each drive is considered a master. There is a jumper block next to the SATA interface
connector which can be ignored. The jumper block on a SATA-2 (300mb/sec) drive can
be used to force the drive to SATA-1 (150mb/sec) data transfer speeds if required.

• ATA (IDE or EIDE): Check that all your internal hard drives are securely connected and
are set to either ‘Master’ or ‘Slave’. Don’t have two of the same on an ATA bus (same
ribbon cable). Any CD/DVD & Zip drives are usually on a separate ATA bus with
separate ribbon cable and will have unique jumper settings as well. Avoid changing
non-hard drive jumpers (it’s confusing at best).

Above: A typical IBM or Hitachi 3.5” ATA-100 or ATA-133 hard drive enabled as ‘Master’. 
Note: A Mac can boot from either ‘Master’ or ‘Slave’. Most manufacturers have their jumper setting
instructions located on the drive mechanism as a sticker. Follow the jumper settings for your
desired ‘Master’ or ‘Slave’. Avoid other options. Below: This hard drive is enabled as a ‘Slave’.

Right: This hard drive has been
removed from an external firewire

case which had the jumpers set to
cable select. You can carefully add

or remove jumpers with a
leatherman (or similar) tool. Take

care not to apply too much
pressure and don’t bend any pins.
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• SCSI-1 or 2 & SCSI-3 LVD: Check all SCSI devices are ON, cables are secure and not

broken or bent and that all ribbon connectors and power cables are secure. If
relevant, check that the end SCSI device is terminated and that all device SCSI ID’s
are unique (don’t forget any internal drives). You can use the Apple System Profiler >
Devices to check all SCSI ID’s of all your devices.

• Basic Mac SCSI Bus 0 rules: On older Macs (prior to G3’s), you can expect the
following SCSI-1 and SCSI-2 interfaces (bus 0) to have the following SCSI IDs already
used by Apple supplied SCSI devices:

Internal hard drive SCSI ID 0
CD-ROM drives SCSI ID 3
The Macintosh SCSI interface SCSI ID 7
Default settings for Powerbook SCSI Mode SCSI ID 2

Jumper settings from manufacturer websites:

Western Digital hard drives
http://support.wdc.com/techinfo/general/jumpers.asp

Hitachi and IBM hard drives
http://www.hitachigst.com/hdd/support/jumpers.htm

Seagate, Maxtor and Quantum hard drives 
http://www.seagate.com/www/en-us/support/

Left: Chart for correct SCSI jumper
settings for IBM SCSI-1 and SCSI-2
50 or 68pin hard drives.

Right: Chart for correct SCSI jumper
settings for IBM SCSI-3 68 or 80pin
ultra fast / LVD hard drives.

http://support.wdc.com/techinfo/general/jumpers.asp 
http://www.hitachigst.com/hdd/support/jumpers.htm 
http://www.seagate.com/www/en-us/support/
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Reset the Power Management or System Management 
You only need to do this step if you are still troubleshooting a hardware problem after trying
to reset the parameter random access memory (PRAM) and nonvolatile RAM (NVRAM).

This situation can happen after a sudden power failure for some Macintosh models. It
can also happen after faulty hardware has been installed (fairly frequent problem on
older PPC models) or when some PCI cards are installed but are not recognised by
the I/O hardware (Try swapping the PCI card into another slot).

Other situations were you would consider resetting the power managment unit (PMU)
or system management controller (SMC) are when the cooling fans are running loudly
during normal use, or the battery is not charging or MagSafe light does not correctly
light up when charging (on a MacBook), or when the display or keyboard backlight
ambient light sensor is responding erratically, or erratic responses to ‘power on’ key
or incorrect wake/sleep function. Specifically, hardware problems. Not Software.

How to reset PRAM and NVRAM: http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1379

How to reset SMC on a MacPro: http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1806

Some desktop Macs no longer require access to the motherboard, you can achieve a
SMC reset by powering down, unplugging the power and waiting 15 seconds.

More frequent use of resetting the power management occurs with notebooks, usually
the result of having the battery is so depleted, that the system does not recover from
‘deep sleep’.

How to reset SMC on a MacBook: http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1411

How to reset PMU on a Powerbook or iBook http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1431 

• Reset the SMC_RST button on the motherboard of an Intel Mac next to the diagnostic
lighs. Press it once for a second, then release.

• Reset the CUDA or PMU button on the motherboard of most G3, G4 & G5. Press it
once for a second, then release.

WARNING: Don’t press the PMU/CUDA or SMC_RST button twice in 30 seconds,
doing so apparently drains the PRAM battery.

For model specific information on resetting the PMU or SMC:
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1894

Left: PMU or cuda switch located near the
RAM slots on an eMac.

Take care not to press the switch twice in
30 seconds. Do not use a metallic object
to reset the switch.

http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1379
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1806
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1411
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1431
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1894
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Replace the PRAM battery 
Trivial as it sounds, this solves many problems, especially on older models. A PRAM
battery usually lasts 5-7 years. Symptoms of PRAM battery failure can cause ‘flashing disk’
symbol at startup and ‘date resets’. Removing the PRAM battery will reset a number of
default settings on a Mac. Namely, Startup disk and Time settings.

Where do you find PRAM batteries?
If you go to an Apple reseller or service centre, they will try and charge you the PRAM
battery as an Apple supplied part. You will be paying top dollar (or Euro). You can
source these batteries from any electrical store. Just ask for a 1/2 size AA size 3.6v
lithium battery. If you need to buy ‘Apple part numbered’ service parts, check the link
below:

Batteries and Part Numbers
http://support.apple.com/kb/TA21569
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT2295

Top Left: PRAM battery on an
eMac. When replacing the
battery make sure the new
battery polarity is correct. There
will be a + symbol on the circuit
board near the battery housing.
The ‘nib’ end of the PRAM
battery goes towards positive +

Lower Left: PRAM battery on an
G4 AGP. When replacing the
battery make sure the new
battery polarity is correct. There
will be a + symbol on the circuit
board near the battery housing.
The ‘nib’ end of the PRAM
battery goes towards positive +

The other circle is the
PMU/CUDA switch which is right
next to the PRAM battery on
some G4 models.

http://docs.info.apple.com/article.html?artnum=11751
http://docs.info.apple.com/article.html?artnum=86181
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Repairing hard drives that won’t mount

Most ‘Mac startup failure’ situations get better. The Mac will eventually turn on but
then you may encounter the dreaded ‘flashing disk’ icon or stalled ‘grey’ screen. 

Restart & Boot off your emergency firewire drive, run Diskwarrior to fix any
‘volume wrapper’ issues and to ‘preview’ the hard drive volume. During
preview, you can backup essential data & preferences before ‘rebuilding’ any
disk directories. You’ll need space to do this, like another external drive, or a
spare non-corrupt drive on the Macintosh you are working on. 

Refer to How do I transfer data?

Refer to Moving Mac OS X to another drive

Refer to Disk Warrior

Overlapped files alert in DiskWarrior
If there more than 20 overlapped files, you could be in for a long wait. 
I’ve read somewhere than 2000 overlapped files took 2 weeks to repair. Keep
in mind, overlapped file repairs are usually successful, they just take a while.

Recovery files from DiskWarrior Preview Mode
If you complete the first stage of a rebuild, now is a good time to ‘preview’ the
volume and copy any important files to a safe location (another drive). You
won’t be able to make a complete backup from a preview (due to permissions
issues), but you can certainly backup your User’s Folder. Once you’ve done
your nerve racking backup, go back to Diskwarrior and press ‘replace’. 

Is there success?
Your mileage may vary using DiskWarrior booted from a read-writable Mac OS X
volume (like an emergency firewire drive). 100% success is better achieved
using the DiskWarrior bootable CD supplied by Alsoft. You will need v3.0.3 for
Mac OS X 10.4.x or earlier on a PPC, v4.0 or later for Intel running 10.4.x and
specifically v4.1 for Mac OS X 10.5.x and v4.2 for Mac OS X 10.6.x.

Above: DiskWarrior can do essential repairs to external
hard drives that refuse to mount. The trick is to have
DiskWarrior running before plugging it in. Ignore the
Finder’s alert dialogue box, press the ‘ignore’ button.
Left: Rebuilding a HFS+ Mac OS X directory can take
some time. Leave the room for a while :)
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What if I don’t have DiskWarrior?

If you are using Mac OS X 10.4.2 or later on your emergency firewire drive
then you’re in luck, as Apple’s Disk Utility program can now repair overlapped
extents allocation errors and any files that cannot be remapped safely should
be symbolically linked from a ‘DamagedFiles’ folder. You can then see what
has been affected and then retrieve the relevant files from backup.

What if I don’t have a Emergency Firewire drive!
If you have access to another Mac with 10.4.2 or later, you can access the
problematic drive via Firewire target disk mode, or even boot the problematic
Mac from the other Mac’s working startup disk. Whichever suits the situation.

Refer to Firewire Target Disk Mode

The hard drive is making strange repetitive noises
If Diskwarrior or disk utility is unresponsive and taking a long time to do
anything, it could be an indicator that your hard drive has a seriously corrupted
directory, or has encountered a series of bad blocks, or is suffering from an
intermittent mechanical failure. Listen to the drive while it is being accessed,
as it can give you a good indication if there is an underlying mechanical
problem. Harsh repetitive noises are bad, whereas erratic ones are usually
normal. If it’s the former, stop any repairs and shutdown the Mac. If you have
valuable non backed up data that needs to be recovered, send it off to a hard
drive recovery company. If you continue with repairs in this situation, you risk
making an erratic failure permanent. 

Refer to: Checking for and remapping bad blocks

Problematic hard drive crashes the Mac when plugged in
If you’re trying to repair a hard drive from another system or emergency
firewire drive, but it will not mount (or worse, it causes a crash when
accessed), it’s possible the you have a corrupt journaled disk. You can check
for this if you boot up in verbose mode (option ‘v’ on startup), or check the
system log for errors. Look for journal errors like these;

• journal magic is bad
• failed to open/create the journal
• Journal replay fail
• read-only and journal is dirty. Can not mount volume.

It’s likely your data is OK, but you need to pull out the big iron and get serious.

Refer to: Disable HFS+ journal (journal magic is bad)
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Common Hardware Problems

Software problems masquarading as hardware faults
In recent years, some of the seemingly obvious software problems actually present 
like a hardware related problem, often confusing the new Mac owner. Some
examples of faux hardware problems are; keyboard no longer working, LCD screen
is too blue, cannot burn a DVD, cannot write large files to a hard drive, Mac won’t
wake from sleep. I’ll cover some of those here.

Keyboard no longer works! (and it’s not numlocks)
I had a problem with my keyboard on my MacBook Pro 13” (like everyone else
on the Apple forums). The keyboard just stopped responding to key presses
(whilst i was actually writing this book update). Interestingly, it was a
progressive failure over about 2 minutes, thus allowing me to save some work
and switch applications and try and shutdown (without pulling out the power).
After numerous restarts, the same problem kept happening after login.
Racking my brain, I remembered I had this problem when I first got the
Macbook Pro. The issue occurred right after a user migration from 10.4.11,
but without any new applications or startup items or preference panes
installed. Everything else was seemingly default Mac OS X. Interestingly, an
external keyboard worked, which really led me to suspect a hardware problem
(faulty ribbon cable connector perhaps?).

Like last time, flustered and annoyed, i finally made the connection, that i
must have inadvertently activated some strange ‘Universal Access’ setting in
Mac OS X. Must have hit that ‘option’ key 5 times in a row. Problem solved.

Left: Don’t tell me you’ve never
heard of Universal Access?

Left: To be safe, turn off ‘Assistive devices’
unless you know what you’re doing :)

Right: The main culprits for failing
keyboard chaos are; ‘Mouse Keys’

which have been inadvertently
activated (don’t ask me how, it has

happened once or twice for some
people including me), and ‘Sticky

Keys’. Oddly enough, i haven’t
understood why the mouse

stopped responding as well.
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My MacBook LCD screen is too blue!

After updating to 10.4.8, Apple changed the coloursync profile for their
MacBook LCD screen. The result is a much bluer cast that is cooler in colour
temperature. You can try tweaking the calibration in the Display preferences, or
you can download the older (10.4.7) profile from Apple directly.

Refer to: http://support.apple.com/kb/TA24420

Burning CD/DVD - failed to calibrate the laser power level!
There is a bit of voodoo on the internet about this one, even a suggestion to
change your language settings. Just use a can of compressed air
(hydrocarbon) aimed through the optical media slot, to blow dust off the laser.
You can also avoid cheap optical media.

Problems with large 2gb+ file sizes
Almost every USB (& firewire) hard drive OEM company formats the hard drive
to either MS-DOS or MBR (master boot record). Mac OS X will quite happily
mount these formats (albeit, sometimes slowly) and for all intents and
purposes, everything will work swimmingly until you try copying large files (like
disc images and video). The problem may not even be discovered until after a
year of use. At which point, the strange errors start to indicate that perhaps
the hard drive is failing. If the hard drive is to be used with Mac OS X only,
reformat it to Mac HFS+ (extended) using Disk Utility. You cannot boot off, or
use Diskwarrior etc, with MS-DOS or MBR. I’ve been caught out one time too
many on this; “it’s just started playing up, it’s been fine for a year”.

Won’t wake from (or go to) sleep! (< 10.4)
I’ve seen some strange problems relating to waking or putting a Mac to sleep.
Symptoms result in a seemingly frozen computer, with no mouse, keyboard or
trackpad input, forcing a hard restart to bring the Mac to life. My MacBook
would occasionally not go to sleep at all, it would just pretend (turn off the
LCD backlight) and keep running in my backpack fan spinning and heating up.

It’s possible that the hibernation (sleep image) is slowing down things as well.
Disabling it in NVRAM will result in much quicker lid closing satisfaction.

Refer to: Delete the sleep image

Left: If you’re experiencing erratic, hard-to-reproduce wake from sleep
problems, try disabling ‘remote management’ in the ‘Sharing’ in
System preferences.  Below: Sometimes bluetooth devices interfere
with going to sleep. If you are still troubleshooting, trying disabling
‘Bluetooth’ in the system preferences.

http://support.apple.com/kb/TA24420
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Bigger than 128gb formatted Hard drives

The issue of size
Older G4 and G3 Macintosh models do not have the boot firmware or the ATA-6
interface required to access larger than 137gb hard drives (128gb formatted).

This can be fixed with an (S)ATA-6/7 compliant PCI/PCIe interface card or external
firewire drive enclosure (ATA-6/ATA-7). Alternatively, you can use the built-in ATA
interface and install Speed Tools ATA Hi-Cap support driver, to access larger
capacity hard drives if your hardware doesn’t support PCI Cards, like a G4 Cube.

For more info about ‘Using 128 GB or Larger ATA Hard Drives’
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT2544

Right: IntechATA6.kext software
driver that enables formatting

128gb + capacity hard drives in
an older ATA-5 G4.

Testing hardware components (RAM)
If you suspect faulty hardware is causing intermittent startup problems or
unexplained crashes or data corruption, I would suggest performing memory
chip (RAM) testing (if you have the time) using a utility like Rember (GUI for
memtest), or use AppleJack in single user mode (to run memtest, activate the
experimental menu by typing ‘x’ in the AppleJack main menu, then choose
option ‘2’). Your mileage may very when using Apple’s hardware diagnostic
DVD or a program like TechTool. If time is a consideration, it will be quicker
and more reliable to remove the suspect RAM. 

Left: Hardware test for
RAM. When suspecting
any hardware issues,
always start with RAM
testing. Removing or
substituting RAM chips
will quickly ascertain
whether RAM is the
problem.

 

http://www.speedtools.com/ATA6.shtml
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT2544
http://www.kelleycomputing.net/rember/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/applejack
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Testing hardware components (Hard drives)

Using S.M.A.R.T diagnostics
Most modern hard drives now contain self diagnostics called S.M.A.R.T.
Programs like Diskwarrior & SpeedTools S.M.A.R.T Guard can communicate
directly with an internal (S)ATA drive to run diagnostics. If you suspect pending
hard drive problems, this is the best place to start.

Checking for and remapping bad blocks 
If you are not in the situation to backup and use Apple’s Disk Utility program
to erase and ‘zero all data’, then you may find an alternate solution using the
SpeedTools program Media Scanner. This program scans your data storage
part of the hard drive (from any point) and can reassign bad blocks (sectors).
All drives have a certain amount of
bad blocks which are pre-mapped
by the manufacturer. More can
develop over time and can be auto
remapped as required, but
impacts on performance. Once
mapped, they cannot be retrieved.
Each block is 512 bytes in size.

Right: If you suspect that bad blocks
appear half way done the drive, you can
save a lot of time and jump straight to

that point and test from there. Also
great for testing sections over separate
tests without having to scan the whole
drive again (which is time consuming).

http://www.speedtools2.com/
http://www.speedtools2.com/MediaScan.html
http://www.speedtools2.com/SMART.html
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Replace faulty hardware yourself
The most common hardware failures on a Mac can be easily fixed by a non-
certified Apple technician. Hard drives and RAM generally fall into this category.

Customer installable parts Apple website
https://selfsolve.apple.com/GetWarranty.do

How to make your own CAT 5 twisted pair network cables
http://www.tomax7.com/aplus/cat5.htm

Troubleshooting hardware issues FAQ
http://forums.xlr8yourmac.com/faq.lasso 

General hardware upgrade information from xlr8yourmac
http://www.xlr8yourmac.com/systems.html

MacBook Fixit Guides (advanced technical)
http://www.ifixit.com/Guide/Mac/MacBook/86/

Youch! My Mac is too hot!
The current range of Apple laptops, (ahem notebooks) run rather hot. In
Australia, this is particularly problematic, especially with global warming
temperatures. Apple releases a number of SMC (System Management
Controller) firmware updates to address issues like this.

http://support.apple.com/kb/index?page=search&locale=en_US&q=SMC

My MacBook is still hot after SMC update
Try Fan Control, a preference pane to increase the base speed of the fan, so it
runs cooler than the default 1500rpm setting. 3000rpm is quiet but effective.

Left: I have my MacBook cooling
fan set to a base speed of 3000
rpm. This generally maintains 45-
50° c (without Rosetta programs).
Whereas Apple’s default setting
creates strong bursts of fan noise
but usually after the Mac has
become too hot to have on your
lap. You can change the target
range by adjusting the threshold
values. (This screen shot was
taken on a very hot day with loads
of Rossetta applications running)

 

http://www.info.apple.com/usen/cip/index.html
http://www.tomax7.com/aplus/cat5.htm
http://forums.xlr8yourmac.com/faq.lasso
http://www.xlr8yourmac.com/systems.html
http://www.ifixit.com/Guide/Mac/MacBook/86/
http://support.apple.com/kb/index?page=search&locale=en_US&q=SMC
http://www.lobotomo.com/products/FanControl/
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Where else to get help with Apple hardware problems?

The Apple knowledgebase website. 
http://support.apple.com/kb/index?page=search

Search for references of resetting the Cuda switch
http://support.apple.com/kb/index?page=search&locale=en_US&q=cuda

Troubleshooting, how to isolate a problem
http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1388

Troubleshooting a startup issue
http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1411

Macintosh: Computer Starts to Text-Based Open Firmware Screen
http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1812

How to reset PRAM and NVRAM
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1379

PowerBook and iBook: Resetting Power Management Unit (PMU)
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1431

Chart of available firmware updates
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1395

What is safe mode?
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1564

What is a Kernel Panic?
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1392

Debugging Kernel Panics?
http://developer.apple.com/technotes/tn2002/tn2063.html

Flashing question mark at startup?
http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1440

http://kbase.info.apple.com/
http://support.apple.com/kb/index?page=search&locale=en_US&q=cuda
http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1388
http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1411
http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1812
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1379
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1431
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1395
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1564
http://docs.info.apple.com/article.html?artnum=106227
http://developer.apple.com/technotes/tn2002/tn2063.html
http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1440
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Should I salvage parts from my dead Macintosh?

Before getting gloomy, see Testing hardware components before reading this.

Sadly, when a Macintosh motherboard dies outside of the warranty period, the
repairs are often quite expensive. Especially for MacBooks. It’s a strong argument
for taking out extended warranty that is offered by Apple. If you take out Applecare,
you effectively get an extra two years warranty beyond the standard one year. 

Should your Macintosh have a significant hardware failure and is not covered by 
warranty, sometimes you are better off salvaging for spares. Ask a technician first.

• 3.5 inch ATA hard drives will work in any model Macintosh after the beige G3,
right up until the last generation G4 tower. If you have a G5 or Mac Pro, you
will need to install a third party ATA PCI card.

• 3.5 inch SATA hard drives will work in any model Macintosh after the G5

• 2.5 inch ATA laptop hard drives will work in any iBook or Powerbook,
12.5 mm is the maximum height supported in some models. 

• 2.5 inch SATA laptop hard drives will work in any MacBook or MacBook Pro. 
9.5 mm is the maximum height supported in some models.

• All SATA or ATA drives, 3.5 inch or 2.5 inch can be installed in the relevant
firewire, USB or eSATA enclosure supporting the relevant interface type.

• RAM can be removed and installed in other Macintoshes of the same or
similar model. RAM is cheap and is constantly revised, buying new is better.

A general RAM rule: if it’s faster RAM, it should work in a slower Macintosh.
If its slower RAM, it definitely won’t work in a faster Macintosh.

• Power Supplies are expensive to replace. Keep them for similar model
Macintoshes if you have a few in service. Trade ‘em on eBay.

• PRAM batteries, ATA, SATA, SCSI & Hard drive molex cables are reusable.

• PCI interface cards & AGP graphics cards can be reused in most models that
support expansion slots. Check with AGP slot compatibility before trying.

Hardware Problems

http://www.apple.com/support/products/
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How do I transfer data?

Method 1 – Firewire Target Disk Mode
All current Macintosh models have built-in firewire and support ‘target disk
mode’. This provides for the simplest and fastest method of transferring data
between two firewire capable Macs. On some earlier Macintosh desktop
models, additional ATA devices are also accessible (or bootable).

• Turn off the Macintosh that is intended to be used as a ‘target’ disk 
• Turn on the Macintosh again and immediately hold down the ‘T’ key until you

get the firewire symbol as shown above.
• Plug in the firewire cable into each Macintosh firewire port (as shown above).
• Turn on your ‘host’ Macintosh (if it isn’t already on). The firewire target disk

will mount after a few seconds, appearing as a firewire drive in the Finder.
• When you are finished copying data, you can ‘Eject’ or ‘unmount’ the firewire

target disk. Turn off the target disk Macintosh by pressing the power key once.

Supported models: http://docs.info.apple.com/article.html?artnum=58583

Using Firewire devices connected to another Mac
If you plug-in a firewire cable from your Mac, into another desktop G4 or G5
that is turned off, you may be able to access any connected bus powered
firewire devices on that Mac. Particularly useful if those devices are a DVD
drive or large capacity hard drive that are not directly connected to your Mac.

Also refer to Permissions issues when using Firewire Target Disk Mode

Firewire Target Disk Mode Booting Rules (Intel & PowerMac/PPC)
• You cannot boot an Intel Mac via a PPC startup disk using Target disk mode.
• You cannot boot a PPC via an Intel Mac startup disk using Target disk mode.

Left: iBook in firewire target disk mode.
To activate, shutdown the Mac. Power
up again and hold the ‘T’ Key down
until the yellow firewire symbol appears
on the screen on a blue background.

http://docs.info.apple.com/article.html?artnum=58583


Access faulty hard drives by using separate firewire enclosure or controller
I have succeeded in recovering data from a failing drive this way, without any
data corruption. It may take time, but when the hard drive fails or stops, turn
the drive off and then on again, click OK to the ‘error’ alert and continue.
Repeat until you get what you need. Not recommended if you value your data,
in which case, please pay a data recovery company to do this job.
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Method 2 – Using a portable firewire enclosure or spare ATA-FW bridge

If firewire target disk mode is not possible, perhaps due to hardware failure,
you can remove the internal ATA or SATA drive and temporarily access it using
the relevant size firewire enclosure or firewire bridge board taken from an
unused firewire enclosure. Earth yourself first to prevent static discharge.

Left: 2.5 inch bus powered firewire-ATA drive bridge board take from a 2.5” ‘clearlight’ enclosure.
Highly recommended as it’s really quick to assemble or disassemble and is available in firewire
400 or firewire 400/800/USB 2.0. Right: 3.5” hard drive hooked up to an unused old Lacie P3
firewire-ATA bridge board, which supports capacities above 127gb. Power is supplied to the
firewire bridge and the ATA drive via the external Lacie power supply. It’s a bit Fiddly, but works
for most 3.5” ATA drives and also with 2.5” drives if you have the relevant step down adapter. 
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Method 3 – Using purpose built technician tools

I’ve spent years cobbling together solutions for recovering data from failing
hard drives, or dying Macs. This year, after many months of deliberation, i
finally decided to spring for a couple of Wiebetech interfaces. Sure, they are
expensive, but the robust design, flexibility and speed is well worth the spend. 
Below is my current toolkit, setup for any hard drive recovery combination but
portable enough that it packs down into a toolkit case less than 5cm thick.

A1: Wiebetech ComboDock v4
for use with all ATA 3.5” drives with support

for ATA 5 or 6 capacities (127gb +). Power is
supplied through a molex connector that

feeds from either the Power supply (A2) or
directly from any internal 12/5v PSU

connector found in most PPC, G3, G4, G5
and Mac Pro desktop or tower models. The

combo dock can also used with most
standard 3.5” to 2.5” ATA adapters (D)

C: IEC to dual figure 8 adapter
You might have to make one of these

yourself. Basically it’s 2x figure 8 cables
terminated into a female IEC power plug

D: 2.5” to 3.5” IDE/ATA HDD adapter
you’ll find many in-expensive adapters on ebay 

I’m using a Digital Intelligence TB-TDA5-25

A2: ComboDock
Powersupply

requires a standard figure 8 cable

B2: Mini USBDock
Powersupply

requires a standard figure 8 cable

B1: Wiebetech Mini USBDock
for use with all SATA 3.5” or 2.5” drives.

Power is supplied through the USB bridge
connector. Now superceded by the

SataDock v4 or UltraDock v4

A1

C

D

A2

B2

B1

B1

Left: ComboDock supports both firewire 800 (or 400 via an adapter or 800 to 400 FW
cable) and USB 2.0. Middle: Transferring data from a 2.5” ATA drive using the ComboDock
with a 2.5” to 3.5” HDD adapter using firewire or USB 2.0. Right: Using the Mini USBDock
to access either 3.5” or 2.5” SATA drives (no adapter required) using USB 2.0 only. All this
has been superceded by the new UltraDock v4, however there are major benefits in having
two different units as shown on the next page. Achieving this with two UltraDocks would be
a bit more expensive. There are performance benefits when copying data from Firewire to
USB or visa versa, especially on slower laptops. Avoid USB to USB transfers if you can.

A1 D

http://www.wiebetech.com/home.php
http://www.wiebetech.com/products/miniUSBDock.php
http://www.wiebetech.com/products/ComboDock.php
http://www.wiebetech.com/products/ComboDock.php
http://www.wiebetech.com/products/miniUSBDock.php
http://www.wiebetech.com/products/UltraDock.php
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Scenario A: Transferring data from a failing
ATA drive to a newer replacement SATA drive. 

Scenario B: Transferring data from a failed
Macintosh (ATA) to a new MacBook (SATA).

Scenario C: Transferring data from a failing
laptop drive to a backup SATA drive. 

Scenario D: Transferring data from a dead
iBook (with working drive) to a portable backup.

Left: The most common scenario is to simply
transfer data from a ATA 3.5” hard drive to another
Macintosh as a result of either; an upgrade or
failing motherboard (that is having problems with
I/O comms over built-in firewire or the ATA bus).

Below: Other combinations:

A: Transferring data between a 3.5” ATA/IDE and  
a newer 3.5” SATA, SATA-2, SATA-3 hard drive.

B: Transferring data between a 3.5” ATA/IDE and  
a newer 2.5” SATA or SATA-2 laptop hard drive.

C: Transferring data between a 2.5” ATA/IDE and  
a newer 3.5” SATA, SATA-2 or SATA-3 hard drive.

D: Transferring data between a 2.5” ATA/IDE and  
a newer 2.5” SATA or SATA-2 laptop hard drive.

A B

C D
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Method 4 – Using an iPod

An iPod is just another firewire or USB hard drive, albeit a very small 1.8 inch
hard drive. Plug it in and it should mount on the desktop as another storage
device. If it doesn’t, you will need to enable ‘disk use’ from within the iTunes
preferences for that iPod.

You can even boot off an iPod, provided you keep your iPod cable handy.
Newer Macs supports USB 2.0 booting. Older iPods are still very useful, as
the firewire interface is still faster than USB when it comes to transferring lots
of little files. Don’t disconnect the cable until the iPod says it’s ok to do so. 

Manually force iPod disk mode (includes reset)
The iPod should automatically mount on your desktop if the settings in iTunes
are set to ‘enable disk use’. You can also press and hold the play/pause and
menu buttons until the Apple iPod logo appears (resets). Then immediately
press and hold the previous and next buttons until the disk mode screen
appears. A reset does not lose data, but may revert iPod settings.

Above left: This iPod
contains a disc image
of all my important
data. I just slip it into
my pocket without
even thinking about
the phrase ‘offsite
backup’. Above right:
The ‘pocket dock’
connector made by
Sendstation utilises
standard 6 pin firewire
cables. Left: A USB
connection.

http://www.sendstation.com/us/products/pocketdock/fw.html
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Method 5 – Using a USB Thumbdrive

Storage is getting cheaper every year. 4 & 8gb thumbdrives can now be had
for around $50, making them a very portable and comparatively in-expensive
data storage device when you need to transfer a few media files, or backup to
encrypted disc images. Don’t try booting off them, you’ll be at it for weeks.
Reading from memory is usually 8 times faster than writing to memory, so
patience will pay off when you retrieve the data.

Left: 2x Imation 4gb
thumbdrives serve my
immediate backup
needs.

If you do use small
media, it’s prudent to
encrypt it using a disc
image. If it’s small,
you might just lose it.

Method 6 – Using a SD flash memory card
At a push, if you need to transfer a moderate amount of data, you can always
use flash memory cards. Similar technology to the USB thumbdrive, but usually
more expensive and sometimes a bit slower. Still, 8gb is 8gb. You can data
transfer a typical User’s folder (without Music) in that amount of space.

Left: a SanDisk SD
card reader that
supports the newer
generation SDHC 8gb
or larger capacity
memory cards,
commonly found in
digital cameras.

You can also utilise a
Micro SD adapter to
read/write data to
really really small
media cards found in
mobile phones.
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Method 7 – Transferring files via IP networking over Ethernet Cable

As an alternate to transferring data to a portable storage device, you can also
use ethernet. You can use an existing network server (if you have access), or
you can use a direct connection using an ethernet cable (requiring file sharing
enabled). Most Macintosh models now automatically sense direct connection
to another host, so the need for crossover cables is now a thing of the past.

Transferring files via a cross over cable
Earlier Macintosh models do not have the ability to direct connect using a
standard ethernet cable. In this situation, you will need a ‘crossover’ ethernet
cable or ethernet cable joiner that has been modified to be a crossover.

Transferring data between two or more Macintoshes, requires designating one
Macintosh as a ‘file server’, if you don’t already have one setup (on an
existing ethernet network or LAN). You can also use SSH (Mac OS X only).

See Setting up a TCP/IP connection

See Transferring data via SSH secure copy

Left: Ethernet cables come in a few different
colours. Any current Mac will work with pretty
much any type of ethernet cable

• blue (cat-5) (8 to 35 mb/sec)
• yellow (cat-5) (8 to 35 mb/sec)
• black (cat-6) (at least 35 mb/sec)
• red ‘crossover’ (up to 12.5 mb/sec)
• beige (cat-3) (up to 1.3 mb/sec)

Just make sure you use something recent,
that has all the 4 pairs (8 strands)
terminated in the connector (supports
100mbit or faster). Anything with dodgy
looking wiring will slow things down.

Left: This small (robust and portable) cross over ethernet
connector enables you to use two normal Cat 5 cables of
up to 50 metres in length, joined together to make one
very large cross over cable. Below Left: If you have a cat-
5 crimper tool (to terminate cable), you can make your
own cross over cable following this wiring diagram.
(Connectors are viewed underside of clip)
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Method 8 – Transferring files via IP networking over Firewire

As an alternative to using ‘firewire target disk mode’, you can also transfer
data directly between Macs (with built-in firewire ports) by using one single
firewire cable. I have tried this with variable success. I’ve read that transfer
speeds are comparable to that of gigabit ethernet, but I myself have not
experienced this. You can setup firewire connection natively in Mac OS X 10.3
or later by simply adding ‘built-in firewire’ as a network interface.

Refer to Setting up new network connections

Method 9 – Using Wireless
Yes, you could use wireless, but when it comes down to transferring numerous
files, wireless just does not cut the mustard. Even 802.11n variant is still only
slightly faster than 802.11g. The practical ‘real world’ transfer speed is never
really more than 3mb a second, coupled together with the security
requirements, using WPA, transient connections etc, you still need to enable
file sharing. For the effort, go back to Method 7. Wireless is best used for
network or internet ‘activity’ rather than large one-off file transfers.

IP over firewire could be useful if you have a troubled Mac with a difficult to
access internal hard drive and/or a failed ethernet port. 

Note: The maximum distance between directly connected firewire devices
should be no more than 4.5 metres (15 ft). A firewire repeater/hub at 4.5
metre intervals is required to extend to a theoretical maximum distance of 72
metres (237 ft).

Above: Directly connected Firewire cable for IP over Firewire networking.
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Moving Mac OS X to another drive

Check the previous section How do I transfer data? It gives you a summary of
how to use the different technologies like Firewire and Ethernet to transfer
normal files and folders and other media.

Moving Mac OS X
Transferring an ‘entire’ Mac OS X system, applications and your user data is
considerably more complex due to the number of files that need to be moved
(around 200,000 files for an average system) and the special ‘permissions’
required to do so. The best method is to use Carbon Copy Cloner.

Refer to How do I transfer my Mac OS X System to another volume.

What technique do I use?
Mac OS X (Built-in Firewire) Method 1 – Firewire Target Disk
Mac OS X (Early Built-in Firewire) Method 2 – Firewire disk
Mac OS X (Third Party Firewire) Method 2 – Firewire disk
Mac OS X (Dead Mac, drive OK) Method 2 – Firewire disk enclosure

If your Mac OS X system is on a Macintosh that has a DVD burner, you could Use Carbon Copy
Cloner to make a disk image (Maximum 4.5gb in size if using 4.7gb DVD-R media) and burn
that to DVD-R using Disk Utility (Panther or Tiger) or Disk Copy (Jaguar). If you have a big
enough USB storage device, you could use that, but it will take a very long time. If you are
using SCSI, you will need to move the SCSI HD and PCI Card to the ‘Target’ Macintosh if
required and if supported. You might need SCSI drivers for this from the manufacturer of the
SCSI card you are using.

http://www.bombich.com/software/ccc.html
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Some additional information about Hardware and Software limitations 
• The Finder cannot be used to copy the entire Mac OS X system, due again to

Mac OS X being a ‘secure operating system’ and thus protecting the user from
such activities as moving essential core components around. As a result, it’s
next to impossible to just copy Mac OS X without delving into the command
line as a sudo or root user.

• The Mac OS 9 Finder cannot be used to copy the entire Mac OS X system
either, as it has no ability to create symbolic links to core OS X components,
nor the ability to ‘bless’ the system. 

• You can copy the entire Mac OS X system using DITTO and effecting some
symbolic links and blessing the bootinfo using the command line, but really it
is much easier to use Carbon Copy Cloner.

• Certain Firewire capable Macintoshes that use PCI video cards cannot support
Firewire Target Disk Mode. Some models require a firmware update.

For Firmware updates: http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1395

Migration Assistant – Moving User data from one Mac to another
Apple has a utility program called Migration Assistant, which is located in the
Utilities folder. It’s the same program that appears when you first setup a new
Mac. It’s now 99.999% reliable in 10.6 and is my preferred method these
days. You can run Migration assistant at anytime, should you need to restore
or transfer User data from a Time Machine backup, or a ‘cloned’ external hard
drive or from another Mac in firewire target disk mode. The later two
techniques allow for transferring all installed Applications, top level Library and
other files and folders.

Above: Select your transfer or migration method.
The ‘to another Mac’ method is generally used for

non firewire Macs like the some MacBooks and the
MacBook Air. Top Right: If you are restoring from
Time Machine backup, you can only choose User
data. Right: If you a transferring from a mounted

external hard drive (with a previously cloned
bootable backup), you can restore User, Application,

Library and top level files and folders.

http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1395
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How do I transfer my Mac OS X system to another volume?
To make a bootable backup, use either Carbon Copy Cloner or SuperDuper!

Method 1 – Using Carbon Copy Cloner
The current version is 3.3 (for 10.5 & 10.6) You can use 2.3 (for 10.4) 
I’ll cover the latest version here, however, v2.3 as some nice options
which I’ll maintain here for using the Apple Software Restore (ASR) features.

How do I Backup using Carbon Copy Cloner?
You need a ‘target’ hard drive or partition to backup your data. This can be
another internal drive (or partition), a bootable firewire or USB drive, an iPod, 
even firewire target disk mode Macintosh.

Refer to How do I transfer data? Method 1 – firewire target disk mode

If you are using a new hard drive, make sure you format (and optionally
partition) as HFS+ (Mac OS X Extended), using Apple Disk Utility. Some
external firewire drives (eg: Lacie) are pre-formatted for MS-DOS or MBR.

Refer to Erase and Format using Apple Disk Utility

Step 1 – Select ‘source’ volume A and ‘target’ volume B

Backup Options (v3.3 for 10.4 >)
Carbon Copy Cloner v3.3 allows you to select one of four backup methods
when selecting the ‘target disk’.

Refer to: Backup Options (v2.3 for 10.4 or earlier)

A

A

B

B

Above: A sparse disc image is an editable and
resizeable disc image that can have additional
backups made to later. It can also be converted
later to other formats using Disk Utility.

Left: You will need to
check that you enough
space on the ‘target’
drive. For v2.3 you
need to use ‘Get Info’
in the Finder to do
your checking.

http://www.bombich.com/software/ccc.html
http://www.shirt-pocket.com/SuperDuper/SuperDuperDescription.html
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Step 2 – Are you copying everything?

You can choose from either ‘backup everything’ or ‘incremental backup of
selected items’ (if you need to conserve on storage space or reduce copy time
for items are not required for a bootable backup).

Source filtering options
Carbon Copy Cloner now allows for setting up filters that can automatically
select sets of items on your source disk. Check out the advanced options too.

Top Left: If you choose
‘Incremental backup of
selected items’ make sure
you don’t uncheck:

bin, Applications, etc,
Library, mach, mach.sym,
mach_kernel, private, sbin,
System, tmp, Users, usr,
var, as these items are
required for a bootable 
Mac OS X system.

Centre Left: Items that you
might want to exclude from
a bootable backup (if space
is a consideration), are other
Users, large music libraries,
big projects etc.

Lower Left: Note the
contextual warnings
regarding space required to
complete the backup or
whether the selected items
will make a Mac OS X
bootable backup.

Above: If you are cloning a
source disk to create an ASR

disc image to be used as a
default Mac OS X system,

deselect all the Users, except
‘Shared’ (which is required).



Backup Options (v2.3 < 10.4)
For the earlier version of Carbon Copy Cloner, there are three types of backups
available, that can be configured when you press the preferences button.

A Make a bootable backup (to an drive, volume or partition)
B Make a disc image backup (using a sparse disc image)
C Make a disk image backup compatible with NetRestore or ASR.

A sparse disc image is an editable and resizeable disc image. It can later be
converted to a read-only, encrypted and compressed disc image

Refer to: Optional – Converting sparse .dmg to a compressed .dmg
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Left: for a bootable backup, enable ‘repair permissions before cloning’ and
‘make bootable’ in the ‘target disk’ options. Right: To create a disk image

that you would like to make changes to later, enable ‘Create disk on target’.
This will create an editable ‘sparse’ disc image on your selected target disk.

Right: If you want to use Apple
Software Restore or NetRestore for
quick deployment of a new default

Mac OS X system, enable the 
‘ASR options’.

Check the ‘Prompt to remove users’
which will not copy over existing user

account(s) from the source drive. 

Check the ‘Run setup assistant’ to 
re-virginize Mac OS X, so Setup

Assistant runs when the restored
system is first booted.

Select ‘Read only compressed’ format
for fast block-level restores using

NetRestore software.



Step 3 – Clone
Before cloning, you will need to authenticate as an administrator user.

Step 4 – Wait
Cloning an entire Mac OS X system can be a lengthy process. I recommend
making a complicated coffee or partake in a green tea ritual. Do something
that will take up to an hour. If you’re cloning from an active boot system, don’t
do anything major during the process. Best to leave it and go for a walk!

Things to consider before disc image cloning: 
Creating disc images can take up to twice as long as a direct copy from one
hard drive to another. 

A sparse disc image will take less time than a compressed disc image. 

A compressed disc image will need up to twice the amount of space during the
conversion process on the target volume.

Things to consider before cloning for another Macintosh: 
If you are copying a full Mac OS X system from an older model to a newer
model, make sure you update the ‘source’ Macintosh to the minimum 
supported Mac OS X version for the newer model before making a bootable 
backup clone and restore.

For Carbon Copy Cloner v2.3 using the Apple Software Restore options:
If you have selected an ASR disc image, this will take considerably longer, as it
has to be verified, compressed, resized. This may extend to 90 minutes. If you
are making an ASR image with the ‘prompt to remove users’ option enabled,
wait until you are prompted to remove users, before going off for a long walk.
Failure to do this within 15 minutes will result in having to start over again!

Avoid using older versions of firewire or USB drives that suffer from wake from
sleep issues as they can halt the whole cloning process. A quick power cycle
on the external drive might unstick such a problem.

Step 5 – Success?
Depending on the cloning method you are using, you should have either a
bootable Mac OS X volume or a .sparseimage or .dmg disc image file. If you
have cloned to another hard drive, it would be prudent to boot off it to verify
that your backup is indeed bootable.
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Optional – Converting a sparse .dmg to a compressed .dmg

If you have created a sparseimage, you can ‘mount it’ in the Finder and make
changes or additional backups. Useful for adding ‘drag and drop’ installable
programs and other data, that you have forgotten to include. Do not apply any
Apple Mac OS X updates. They may install, but they rarely work unless they are
applied to an active Mac OS X system. You can then convert it to a smaller
compressed, encrypted, write protected disk image using Apple Disk Utility.

Advanced – Make a sparseimage ready for Apple Software Restore (ASR)
Older versions of Carbon Copy Cloner provided this ability in the preferences.
In order to create a .dmg without current user information in netinfo, you will
need to remove the data manually so that the Apple Setup Assistant launches
as if for the first time. This is the desired result if you are creating a disc
image that is a customised and updated default Mac OS X system for quick
restore purposes, using NetRestore.

cd /Volumes/NAMEOFMOUNTED_.DMG/var/db/ 

rm .AppleSetupDone 

cd /Volumes/NAMEOFMOUNTED_.DMG/var/db/netinfo/

rm local.nidb 

You will need to substitute all UPPERCASE NAMES. Mount the disc image before starting and
double check that you are not doing this on your actual live Mac OS X startup volume!

Next step is to select your mounted disc image from within NetRestore helper
to complete the final step which then creates an ASR ready master disc. This
can also be done directly from a hard drive backup.

Left: Use Apple disk utility to convert to an
encrypted read only disc image. 

Left: Use NetRestore Helper to create an ASR
Apple Software Restore disc that enables very
fast restores using NetRestore.

 

http://www.bombich.com/software/netrestore.html
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Method 2 – Using SuperDuper!

SuperDuper! is easier to use, if you don’t need to specify files and folders to
exclude in your backup (one thing Carbon Copy Cloner is ideal for).
SuperDuper! is more suited to a custom setup on one Mac. Exclusions can be
done but they require modifying backup scripts and setting up rules.

Refer to Option 6– Automatically backup using SuperDuper!

How do I Backup using SuperDuper!?
You need a ‘target’ hard drive or partition to backup your data. This can be
another internal drive (or partition), a bootable firewire or USB drive, an iPod, 
even firewire target disk mode Macintosh.

Refer to How do I transfer data? Method 1 – firewire target disk mode

If you are using a new hard drive, make sure you format (and optionally
partition) as HFS+ (Mac OS X Extended), using Apple Disk Utility. Some
external firewire drives (eg: Lacie) are pre-formatted for MS-DOS or MBR.

Refer to Erase and Format using Apple Disk Utility

Step 1 – Select ‘source’ volume A and ‘target’ volume B

Step 2 – Copy Now
When you’re ready, press the Copy Now button. 

Above: SuperDuper!, select source and destination and
backup script type. Right: You can also backup to a ‘Disk
Image’ which makes for a nice way to archive off monthly

bootable backups.

A B
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Restoring from another volume?
To make a bootable restore, using Carbon Copy Cloner, NetRestore or SuperDuper!

Method 1 – Restoring a bootable System using Carbon Copy Cloner
Carbon Copy Cloner can then be used in restoring your Mac OS X system to a
replacement hard drive in the event of an re-install, upgrade, reformat or dare I
say; after a hard drive failure... 

Simply Select your source volume A and ‘target’ volume B and restore

Method 2 – Restoring a bootable System using NetRestore (depreciated)
You can perform a simple and very fast restore using NetRestore. This can be
achieved from any hard drive volume, ASR disc image and even over a network
connection. Use v2.0 (for 10.3), v3.3.6 (for 10.4) and v3.4.6 (for 10.5 >).

There is one problem. Unless you already have Netrestore, you’re going to
have a hard time trying to find it. It is no longer developed or downloadable.

Drag the source volume or .dmg onto NetRestore and Restore
Enable ‘Erase Target Disk’ to benefit from a faster block-level restore method. 

A

A B

Left: You can select either a backup hard drive or a disc
image or a remote mac to restore from. Below: If you
choose to ‘erase the target’ volume, a disc image backup
created as an ASR Master disk (using NetRestore Helper)
will use the quicker block-level copy method. A plain or
sparse disc image restore will likely use the slower file-
level copy method.

Right: Drag your disc image
onto the source field. Select

the intended target volume
and restore. All that hard

work from before now just
pays off in minutes. If you’ve

been paying attention, you
can’t restore from a source

disc image that is on the
target as in this picture:)
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Method 3 – Restoring a bootable System using SuperDuper!

Restoring is pretty much the same as Carbon Copy Cloner.

Simply Select your source volume A and ‘target’ volume B and restore

A B Left: Restoring from a
previously created
sparseimage backup
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Avoiding the Kernel Panic (Crash or Freeze)

Before a clean install or major OS upgrade... (or after if you are unlucky)
Most kernel panics occur after a fresh installation or major upgrade of 
Mac OS X. Whenever installing a fresh Mac OS X, follow these steps:

Step 1 – Backup your data, if you have already been using an earlier version of
Mac OS X and are performing a major upgrade, say from Tiger 10.4 to Leopard
10.6. If you have partitioned your drive previously, then you need to backup
those partitions as well if you are going to ‘repartition’ and ‘zero all data’.

Refer to Backing up using Carbon Copy Cloner

Refer to How to rebuild Mac OS X from scratch

Step 2 – Erase, format (zero all data) your intended startup hard drive before
the installation or restore process starts. You will need need to boot off your
emergency firewire drive and use the Apple Disk Utility program. The ‘Zero all
data’ option when erasing also remaps any corrupt sections of your hard drive,
so that they don’t get used again and cause any subsequent problems later
with virtual memory, drive directories and other essential Mac OS X functions. 

Refer to Erase and format using Apple Disk Utility (with zero all data)

Step 3 – Install Mac OS X, either a fresh install using carbon copy cloner from
your ‘default’ Mac OS X system or install from the Installer CD/DVD, or if you
have backed up your previous Mac OS X system that you ‘know is good’, then
use carbon copy cloner to restore that instead (skip step 5).

Step 4 – Restart, boot off your ‘fresh’ or ‘restored’ Mac OS X, repair
permissions using Apple Disk Utility, connect to the internet, run Software
Update or download the latest ‘Combo Updater’ from the Apple website.

Step 5 – Restore User & Application data (using Migration assistant)

Refer to Migration Assistant

Troubleshooting Mac OS X
It can come as quite a shock when Mac OS X suddenly stops working. It’s generally
extremely reliable. This section covers numerous areas of troubleshooting. If you
are currently having a startup problem, then jump to the next section:

Refer to Step by step for resolving startup problems
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Dealing with the Kernel Panic (Crash or Freeze)
Many kernel panics are the result of a recently connected USB hardware device,
intermittently faulty or mismatched memory (RAM), a problematic Airport card or
from a failing hard drive. You can easily remove suspect USB devices and if this
does not help, you can try re-seating anything that appears loose. A failing hard
drive requires an immediate backup to something that is working. 

Refer to: Repairing hard drives that won’t mount

Refer to: Reset the Power Management or System Management 

Refer to: Testing hardware components (RAM) 

Refer to: Testing hardware components (Hard drives) 

Ask yourself; What has changed lately? If you have recently plugged
something in or installed new hardware, try undoing it. If this resolves the
problem until you plug that device in again, then you might assume that you
have a driver support incompatibility. Look for a newer revision of the driver
software from the relevant manufacturer’s website. Occasionally you might
have to do the opposite, and get an older version of the software. This has
occurred with ATI video card drivers that have had been updated from an
incremental Mac OS X update. If the device is USB (iPod or iPhone), make sure
it is plugged directly into the built-in USB port. It is possible that it requires
more power than it is currently getting via a hub. Cycle the power, replug.

Check the Apple Discussion Forums, someone there usually has the answer.

Apple offers this advice: http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1388

Dr Smoke from thexlab: http://www.thexlab.com/faqs/kernelpanics.html

If it’s serious, check the flow diagram: Startup Problems – Is it a Dead Mac?

Verbose mode (or unix console mode)
You can start with Verbose Mode (Command V on startup) to get a better idea
of the ‘nature of the problem’. If Mac OS X hangs on startup, it will show you.
‘Google’ the error that proceeds a hang or freeze.

http://www.thexlab.com/faqs/kernelpanics.html
http://docs.info.apple.com/article.html?artnum=25392 
http://discussions.apple.com/search.jspa?threadID=&q=kernel+panic&objID=&dateRange=last90days&userID=&numResults=15
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Step by step for resolving startup problems
After each step, you will need to restart. Stop if you resolve the problem ;-)

Step 1 – If you cannot boot, reset the NVRAM (Open Firmware Reset)
This is similar to resetting the PRAM, but you invoke it from the open firmware
mode. On startup: Command–Option–O–F. Press return after each command.

reset-nvram 

reset-all 

Step 2 – If you can boot, run fsck (file system check) otherwise go to Step 3
Performing fsck will fix directory problems, fix missing or invalid nodes and
other important repair functions. If you are using Journaling (ON by default
since 10.3), this step is normally skipped when booting into Single User Mode.
You can invoke a similar check by booting into ‘Safe Mode’ by holding down
the ‘shift’ key on startup. The command below forces fsck to run. 

On startup: Command-S to startup in single user mode, then wait for the
command prompt.

Type each of these commands (bold text), followed by pressing the Enter Key
at the end of each line break 

/sbin/fsck -fy 

/sbin/mount -uw /

After repairs, redo command again until repairs are no longer performed. 
Mac OS X 10.4 or later repeats repairs automatically. When completed.

reboot

Refer to: About using the Command Line for Troubleshooting (Warning)

Single User Mode repairs with Open Firmware Password Protection enabled 
< 10.2 Boot the machine to the login window, Login as >console, from the console, login as
an administrator, then type sudo shutdown now. The Mac will then shutdown to single user
mode and once there you can run fsck to verify the drive. When finished, reboot.

10.3 > ‘sudo shutdown now’ no longer works, instead boot into Open Firmware mode, as in
step 1 above. After ‘reset-nvram’ you will need to enter in your open firmware password before
continuing. After reset, you can boot into single user mode. To setup Firmware password
again, you will need to use the Open Firmware Password program again.

Can’t remember the bloody password! You can bypass Open Firmware security measures by
removing a RAM Chip and Zapping the PRAM three times (Command-Option-P-R) on startup.

http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1352
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Step 3a – Repair the Disk and Repair Permissions (with Installer DVD) 

You should repair disk & repair permissions using Apple Disk Utility. If you
cannot boot off your startup drive (normally, safe mode or in single user) or
from your emergency firewire drive, then you will need to access the Apple
Disk Utility program from the Mac OS X Installer program when booted off Mac
OS X installer CD/DVD. Select from the Installer Menu > Open Disk Utility. 

Repairing invalid sibling links (with Installer DVD) (Recommend DiskWarrior)
If disk utility reports you are suffering from ‘invalid sibling links’, you can run
terminal from the Installer Menu as well. You will need to know the drive name
that contains your Mac OS X system to repair. It should be /dev/disk0s2 but
check first using ‘df’. If it is different, substitute the device name. You might
need to run ‘fsck_hfs -fr’ 2 or 3 times. -r means recursive rebuild of catalog.

df

umount /dev/disk0s2

fsck_hfs -fr /dev/disk0s2

Repairing permissions (with Installer DVD)
This willl resolve the problem of deleted symbolic links such as etc, mach, tmp
& var essential for Mac OS X to work. If any of these are missing, Mac OS X
will fail to boot and will show the prohibitory symbol.

More information: http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1892

Step 3b – Repair Permissions using DiskUtil (without an installer DVD)

On startup: Command-S Single User Mode, then /sbin/fsck -fy and /sbin/mount -uw /

diskutil repairPermissions /

Step 3c – Repair using AppleJack (needs to be pre-installed) (< 10.5) 
Applejack is useful if you do not have access to an emergency firewire drive or
an Apple Mac OS X Installer CD/DVD. For extensive help, type ‘applejack’ after
startup in ‘single user mode’. You can repair any internal drive volume or
partition, but permissions can only be repaired on volumes with Mac OS X
installed. External SCSI or eSATA devices may not work. 

On startup: Command-S Single User Mode, then /sbin/fsck -fy and /sbin/mount -uw /

applejack

Left: Accessing Disk Utility from Installer menu.
Do NOT use an earlier installer CD/DVD for the Mac OS X
version you a repairing. Don’t use 10.3 CD/DVD installer
on 10.4, or 10.4 DVD installer on 10.5!

http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1892
http://sourceforge.net/projects/applejack
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Step 4 – Use DiskWarrior 

If using Apple Disk Utility failed to work, or if you are still suffering from
startup problems, you may need to replace the directories on the startup drive
using DiskWarrior. If your Mac is suffering from a failing hard drive or transient
power failures, DiskWarrior is definitely your next option for troubleshooting
(v4.0+ for Intel Macs, v4.1 for 10.5, v4.2 for 10.6).

About overlapped files: On a Mac OS X volume, this can take many hours if
your hard drive has numerous overlapped files. DiskWarrior will repair these
files, but the time required to do this may be more than you have patience for.
I have heard of 2000 overlapped files taking more than a week to fix. In this
case, erase the hard drive and restore from backup. Another reason to backup
your work. Don’t rely on disk utility programs to save your bacon.

Refer to: Using Diskwarrior

Refer to: Repairing hard drives that won’t mount

Step 5 – Disable HFS+ journal (journal magic is bad) 
A corrupt HFS+ journaled disk can cause Mac OS X to not boot (stuck on grey
screen), or jump into a kernel panic during startup. The same problem on an
external hard drive could also cause problems when accessed during the boot
process. If you’re in verbose mode, you might see ‘journal magic is bad’ or
‘Journal replay fail’ or ‘journal is dirty’. The end result is the hard drive will not
mount and can not be written to during startup.

Diskwarrior should be able to repair this problem, but if it cannot, then we
have to do resort to some advanced stuff to get the magic journal working.

If you can boot off an emergency firewire drive or installer DVD, run the
terminal program and see if we can do the easy fix. The problematic hard drive
does not need to be mounted in the finder, just visible to unix.

first you need to determine the UNIX device name of the problematic hard drive.

df  

Substitute the device number XsX as required.

diskutil disableJournal /dev/diskXsX 

reboot

After a restart, if you cannot access the drive in the Finder, attempt repairs
with Disk Utility or DiskWarrior again. You can ‘enableJournal’ later.

http://alsoft.com/DiskWarrior/index.html
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If diskutil did not work, download ‘disable_journal.c’ (uncompiled) from
http://dmunsie.files.wordpress.com/2007/12/disable_journal.c

You’ll need to compile (requires xCode developer tools to be installed).

cd /PATH/TO/DOWNLOADED/disabled_journal.c

gcc -o disable_journal disable_journal.c

Give it executable permissions (if required)

chmod 755 disable_journal

If you don’t have xCode, you can download an intel version from here
http://fixa.troubledmac.com/disable_journal.zip

Move the executable to your home folder as the following commands will look
for it there. The next step is really a last resort and you are doing it at your
own risk. You should have backups before proceeding.

first you need to determine the UNIX device name of the problematic hard drive.

df  

The next command will copy the partition header to a file called ‘fixjournal’ (it can be any
name). Substitute the device number XsX from the previous df as required. Please ensure that
the device number is of the hard drive that has a corrupt HFS+ Journal. Triple check it!.

sudo  dd if=/dev/diskXsX count=4 bs=512 of=fixjournal

(enter password)

i recommend a backup of this partition header data just in case you need to restore it

cp fixjournal fixjournal.backup

the next command will run the executable program that will ‘zero out’ some bytes of partition
header data in the file ‘fixjournal’. 

sudo ./disable_journal fixjournal

(enter password)

finally, this command will replace the new ‘zeroed out’ data back onto the corrupted disk’s
partition header. This effectively disables journaling on that corrupted drive.

sudo dd if=fixjournal count=4 bs=512 of=/dev/diskXsX

Finally, you might need to run Disk Utility to repair the drive. After which point,
it should mount in the Finder. If successful, you can then re-enable journalling.

http://dmunsie.files.wordpress.com/2007/12/disable_journal.c
http://fixa.troubledmac.com/disable_journal.zip
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Step 6 – Disable a User’s Global Preferences

mv /Users/YOURUSERNAME/Library/Preferences/
.GlobalPreferences.plist .GlobalPreferences.plist.disabled

Note: There is NO space after Preferences/

reboot

Command line troubleshooting
I’ve supplied the following troubleshooting steps using the command line, as
it’s quicker than booting into Safe Mode and using the Finder to move stuff
about. You can avoid permissions issues and you can see what you’ve been
doing by renaming disabled items like ‘ITEM.disabled’. Troubleshooting from
the command line can be very useful, especially if the Finder crashes.

Before using the commands below, you need restart and run fsck:

On startup: Command-S (Single User Mode), 
then /sbin/fsck -fy wait, then /sbin/mount -uw / and finally reboot

Step 7 – Disable a User’s Caches Folder (all cache files)

cd /Users/YOURUSERNAME/Library/

mv Caches Caches.disabled

reboot

Step 8 – Disabling System Preferences
There are other preferences that can cause problems. You can try disabling
these files if you think you know which one could be causing the problem. 

mv /Library/Preferences/com.apple.loginwindow.plist loginwindow.plist.disabled

mv /var/db/NetworkInterfaces.xml NetworkInterfaces.xml.disabled

mv /var/db/BootCache.playlist BootCache.playlist.disabled

mv /var/db/volinfo.database volinfo.database.disabled

mv /System/Library/Extensions.kextcache Extensions.kextcache.disabled

reboot
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Other Mac OS X startup problems

Prohibitory Symbol – Rebuilding Mac OS X symbolic links
Mac OS X has unix files that can be visible when booted from another system,
viewable in unix or enabled in Pathfinder. If you delete or rename these, you
will encounter the prohibitory symbol next time you try to boot Mac OS X.
Repairing permissions will resolve the problem of deleted symbolic links.

Refer to: Repair the Disk and Repair Permissions

If you do not have access to an emergency firewire drive or CD/DVD installer
with Mac OS X, you will have to rebuild the symbolic links yourself.

On startup: Command-S Single User Mode, after /sbin/fsck -fy and /sbin/mount -uw /

List the root level of your hard drive

ls -al

You will see a list of a number of files, folders and hopefully symbolic links (indicated by ->).
The symbolic links required for Mac OS X to boot correctly are listed below (I’ve removed all
other folders from this list for simplicity).

lrwxr-xr-x   1 root   admin etc -> private/etc
lrwxr-xr-x   1 root   admin mach -> /mach.sym
lrwxr-xr-x  1 root   admin  tmp -> private/tmp
lrwxr-xr-x   1 root   admin  var -> private/var

These are the relevant commands required for re-creating the respective symbolic links.

ln -s /private/etc etc 

ln -s /private/tmp tmp

ln -s /private/var var

If you encounter the alert: ‘File already exists’, delete the symbolic link using the rm command
and then try again. Do not accidentally delete real files or folders, be very careful!

Verify that you have created the required symbolic links (they should appear as the list above). 

ls -al

If the symbolic links are not created (perhaps there are bigger problems), you will need to
reinstall your Mac OS X system software from CD/DVD installer. In either case, you need to:

reboot

http://cocoatech.com/
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Flashing startup disk? – perhaps you need to rebless the System

If you have a valid Mac OS X installed but your Mac does not 'see' it, or has
lost the link to where the boot info is located, then you will need to ‘re-bless’
the system on your intended startup drive. If you have an emergency firewire
drive, you can simply boot off that and reselect the desired startup disk from
the System Preferences > Startup disk preferences. However, in some rare
situations, this may not work and you will need to resort to the command line
to do the job.

You will need to boot off your emergency firewire drive in single user mode.

On startup: Command-S Single User Mode, after /sbin/fsck -fy and /sbin/mount -uw /

To enable read/write access:

/sbin/mount -uw 

The next command does NOT contain line breaks. Substitute YOURDRIVENAME!
Important note: For PowerMac/PPC (G3, G4, G5 processor):

sudo /usr/sbin/bless -folder /Volumes/'YOURDRIVENAME'/System/Library/CoreServices
-bootinfo /usr/standalone/ppc/bootx.bootinfo -label "'YOURDRIVENAME'" -save9 -verbose 

Important note: For all Macbooks, iMac, Mac Mini, Mac Pro and xServe (Intel processors):

sudo /usr/sbin/bless -folder /Volumes/'YOURDRIVENAME'/System/Library/CoreServices
-bootinfo /usr/standalone/i386/boot.efi -label "'YOURDRIVENAME'" -save9 -verbose 

Note: Substitute YOURDRIVENAME for your actual intended startup drive name. There is one
space after CoreServices’. You will get a lot of feedback detailing what was done.

shutdown -r now 

Login screen won't accept my password
If your login window appears but shows no username, or just ‘shakes’ when
you keep entering in your ‘correct’ password, it is possible that the NetInfo
directory has been corrupted. Try booting off the Mac OS X installer CD/DVD
and from within the Installer program you can then select the user with a failed
login password and reset the password. 

Left: The Installer menu when booted off Mac OS X install
CD/DVD. Right: Within the Reset Password program, you
can select the desired disk and reset a users password.
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Reset User Password on startup (10.4 >)

You can reset a users password from Single User Mode. 

On startup: Command-S Single User Mode, after /sbin/fsck -fy and /sbin/mount -uw /

launchctl load /System/Library/LaunchDaemons/com.apple.DirectoryServices.plist

dscl . -passwd /Users/USERNAME PASSWORD

Replace [USERNAME] with your short name. Replace [PASSWORD] with a new password.

reboot

Reset User Password on startup (< 10.3)

On startup: Command-S Single User Mode, after /sbin/fsck -fy and /sbin/mount -uw /

sh /etc/rc

(after system started)

niutil -list . /users 

This will show you a list of users in the current netinfo database

passwd [username] 

Replacing [username] with your short name. You will be prompted to enter your password twice

reboot

Reset All User Accounts on startup (< 10.3)
You can start over from scratch using this following method. Warning: This will
prompt you to create a new user account after you reboot. You will need to
import your previous user data into the new user account afterwards.

On startup: Command-S Single User Mode, after /sbin/fsck -fy and /sbin/mount -uw /

cd /var/db/ 

rm .AppleSetupDone 

cd /var/db/netinfo/

mv local.nidb local.nidb.corrupt 

reboot

Refer to Transferring data from one user to another user
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Programs are misbehaving again
Mac OS X has proven to be very reliable operating system. Having said that, you
can still experience slows downs and strange behaviour. When problems do occur,
it can come as a bit of a shock, as we have become quite used to not having to
actively troubleshoot much these days. The following section contains a series of
ideas to help you with suspected problems. You will need to have a little
understanding of the nature of the problem, as just sequentially running through
this ideas list will be a bit time consuming. At the same time, it won’t hurt if you do
(just consider it as the wholistic-sledgehammer-approach).

For the prepared person (use Applejack – Command S on startup)
If you were reading the earlier part of this chapter, you might have followed my
advice on installing AppleJack before problems start occurring. If you don’t
desire getting under the hood, use AppleJack to have a look at Mac OS X and
see if it can easily resolve any problems you might have. AppleJack can repair
the disk, repair permissions, clear out caches, look for corrupt preference files
(plists) all whilst you (depending on your personality) either make a nice cafe
latte or green tea, OR stare nervously at the screen trying to make sense of it
all. You will need to boot into single user mode.

Refer to: Step 3c – Repair using AppleJack

Refer to: Single User Mode repairs with Open Firmware Password 

For the unprepared person (use Safe Mode – Shift key on startup)
Safe mode is the first line of defense for people who are not prepared or
cannot install AppleJack (no internet connection). Safe mode runs file system
check (fsck) and disables third party system preference panes and kernel
extensions. If you also hold down the shift key after manual login, you can also
prevent other startup items, programs and some menu items from launching
as well. Sometimes, just booting into Safe Mode is enough to resolve the
problem. Instability just mysteriously goes away and that’s that. Or will it show
up again later...?

http://docs.info.apple.com/article.html?artnum=107392
http://sourceforge.net/projects/applejack
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Idea 2 – Is it a corrupt preference?
If you have instability, freezes or crashes in one particular program, then you
should suspect a corrupted preference. The following technique is going to be
tedious unless you have a good idea as to what the corrupt preference is
actually called. If you are using Mac OS X 10.4 or later, you can use Fseventer
to help show which preference files are being written to.

Refer to: Tracking down problems

Preference files are (should be) located in one of three locations depending on
whether it is a ‘User installed’ (A or B) program or a ‘Globally installed’ (C)
which is accessible by other users (eg: Quicktime or Software Update).

A User’s folder > User with problem > Library > Preferences
B User’s folder > User with problem > Library > Preferences > ByHost
C Library > Preferences

Idea 1 – Is it a corrupt cache?
Mac OS X uses caching extensively, in the User’s Library, Library and System.
If you are suffering from general system instability, across a few programs, I
would likely suspect a corrupt cache. I recommend Main Menu for the job.

Fonts have caches too, so refer to: The Nature of Fonts

Left: Begin with ‘Clean User caches’ for
the current ‘user’. Restart and see if you
problem goes away.

You can also clear the ‘font cache’ if you
suspect font’s to be the problem.

Left: Move the suspect
plist into a ‘preferences
disabled’ folder (create
one) then log out and log
in again.

Using ‘View by List’
mode, you can sort by
‘Date Modified’ making it
much easier to see
problematic preferences
when you launch a
troublesome program.

Above: If the user Aqua interface is playing up, search for ‘systemuiserver.plist’
in USERNAME/Library/Preferences/ByHost/ - This can resolve strange menu bar
glitches and artifacts from a problematic menu extra items (like Bluetooth).

http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~rpointon/osx/fseventer.html
http://www.nonamescriptware.com/forums/index.php?&act=Downloads&CODE=02&id=3
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Idea 5 – PreBinding (yeah right!)
I’m not sure if this actually required anymore, but you can force it to do it.

sudo update_prebinding -root / -force

Left: ‘Main Menu’ offers easy
access to all those background
tasks that help resolve little
problems. You can set batch tasks
to include repair permissions,
update prebindings and run Daily,
Weekly and Monthly cron tasks.
Also helps with rebuilding the
spotlight index.

Idea 4 – Do some housekeeping (maintenance jobs)
Mac OS X does its housekeeping quietly in the background, but not much
happens on a sleeping Mac. Manually running periodic command helps
keep log files trim and db files up-to-date on earlier versions of Mac OS X. 

You can setup an automatic daemon like Anacron that can automatically check
and run missed housekeeping jobs in the background. There is no need to
install Anacron on Mac OS X 10.5 or 10.6 as launchd will run skipped jobs the
next time your Mac boots or wakes from sleep.

For Mac OS X 10.3 or earlier
sudo periodic daily weekly monthly

For Mac OS X 10.4 or later
sudo launchd periodic daily weekly monthly

enter in your password

Idea 3 – ‘We could assume it’s a permissions problem’
This resolves many problems including fixing problems with broken etc, tmp
and var symbolic links that can cause problems with Printing, Launching
Classic, CD burning or File Sharing. People argue that repairing permissions is
now redundant in Mac OS X, but it does not hurt to do it.

sudo diskutil repairPermissions /

enter in your password then press return

Refer to: Repair the Disk and Repair Permissions

http://www.alastairs-place.net/anacron.html
http://creativebe.com/mainmenu/
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Idea 6 – Unexpected freezes with Networking or Internet? – Restart lookupd
You are unlikely to have this problem after Mac OS X 10.4.2, however if you
are experiencing problems with web browsing, or accessing networked file
servers or being continually asked for email passwords when checking email, it
could be, that the unix program that all networking programs depend on (called
Lookupd) which resolves domain names to IP addresses has crashed. In
earlier versions of Mac OS X, Lookupd has a bug in its cache cleanup code
that causes it to randomly crash. This can result in the Spinning Beach Ball of
Death for any dependent internet and network sharing programs.

There are three things you can trying depending on your setup:

A Disconnect and reconnect your ethernet cable (if using ethernet)
B Restart lookupd from the Terminal program (if it hasn’t crashed)
C Flush the lookupd cache from the Terminal program

to restart lookupd from the Terminal (if it too hasn’t crashed)

sudo kill -HUP `cat /var/run/lookupd.pid`

Flushing the lookupd cache will only help if the cache is corrupted in the first place

lookupd -flushcache

Your success will depend on whether parts of Mac OS X are still responsive. If
the lookup crash has affected too many Mac OS X components, a hard restart
may be required. 

Idea 7 – Performance is slowing, disk is being trashed, low memory alerts
Sounds like you might be low on free space on your startup hard drive. Ideally,
you should 15% capacity free, or at worst 5gb. Performance can also be
affected if the hard drive becomes seriously fragmented, causing virtual
memory to become very slow to page memory from RAM to hard drive.

Refer to: Virtual Memory & Free Space Requirements

Idea 8 – It is no longer working – what has changed lately?
Did you update Mac OS X? Did you install new software? Are you Searching
google effectively? try this: “image doesn’t open in photoshop”

http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=Image+doesn't+open+
photoshop&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
http://www.adobe.com/support/techdocs/329996.html

http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=Image+doesn't+open+photoshop&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
http://www.adobe.com/support/techdocs/329996.html
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Problems with LaunchServices 
Mac OS X sometimes exhibits strange behaviour with launch services. The problem
is with the launch service registry containing incorrect or duplicate records of what
application appears in the contextual menu and ‘open with’ pop-up menu when you
use the ‘get info’ window. This can happen if you have applications that are no
longer installed, if you have multiple copies of the same application, or have copies
available on an external drive volume, including your Time Machine Backups. 

If after a few restarts you find that these duplicates or out of date references don’t
resolve themselves, you may need to apply the heavy handed approach. 

If you are using Time Machine in Mac OS X 10.5, it’s recommended that you do not
browse the Applications folder on your Time Machine hard drive.

Rebuild the LaunchServices database (10.3, 10.4 & 10.5)
After running the command below, you may notice slower performance with
application launches and you will experience a number of security alerts in
later versions of Mac OS X. After a couple of restarts, things will speed up.
Unfortunately, you will need to press the OK button a few times.

Quit all applications first and run this command from the Terminal. Reboot when finished.

10.3 and 10.4 users only:

/System/Library/Frameworks/ApplicationServices.framework/\Frameworks/LaunchServices.framework
/Support/lsregister \-kill -r -domain local -domain system -domain user

10.5 users only:

/System/Library/Frameworks/CoreServices.framework/Versions/A/Frameworks/LaunchSe
rvices.framework/Versions/A/Support/lsregister -kill -r -domain local -domain system -
domain user

Circled: examples of
duplicate Applications

appearing in the Contextual
Menu (and other places)

Left: A security alert will
appear when you launch a
file type for the first time.
This is an annoying ‘side
affect’ of rebuilding the
LaunchServices database.
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Editing Global Preferences
Mac OS X stores numerous settings inside the invisible ‘.GlobalPreferences.plist’
which is located in the root Library and the Users Library Preferences folder(s).
One standard troubleshooting trick to resolve strange problems, is to simply disable
or delete this file. However, if you are trying to resolve a specific problem that
keeps corrupting something within this large preference file, it will quickly become
annoying to have to keep setting up your preferences multiple times.

Refer to Step 6 – Disable a User’s Global Preferences

Examples of editing with Property List Editor
• Energy Saver Preferences fails to load if you use customised time formats. 
• Mac OS X Server performs automatic logout, even when ‘idle’ programs 

like SuperDuper! and Server Admin are performing monitoring tasks.

If you have installed the Apple developer X-Code CD, you already have 
Property List Editor, probably located within the /Developer/Applications/

Open the .GlobalPreferences.plist using Property List Editor by invoking this command in the
Terminal. You need to specify the application’s location (path) in these commands and you will
also need to substitute YOURUSERNAME for your actual username where required.

open -a /PATHTO/Property\ List\ Editor.app
/Users/YOURUSERNAME/Library/Preferences/.GlobalPreferences.plist

Note: This command is truncated due to lack of space. There is one space after Editor.app

If editing .GlobalPreferences.plist in the root Library, you will need to change directories and
permissions before editing the .plist, or your changes won’t be saved. Logout is also required.

cd / Library/Preferences/

chmod u+w .GlobalPreferences.plist

open -a /PATHTO/Property\ List\ Editor.app /Library/Preferences/.GlobalPreferences.plist

Left: Deleting problematic time formats that cause Energy Saver preferences to crash.
Right: Deleting autologout (otherwise not available on Mac OS X server for ‘security purposes’).

http://delivery.troubledmac.com/PropertyListEditor.app.tgz
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Working with DirectoryServices (10.5 >) 
Users are managed by DirectoryServices in 10.5 or later. Below are some 
nice command line shortcuts to managing users from single user mode or from
terminal, without having to deal with the System Preferences.

To create or edit a user account from the command line
If you are in single user mode, you will need to start directoryservices.

/sbin/mount -uw /

launchctl load /System/Library/LaunchDaemons/com.apple.DirectoryServices.plist 

If you are already logged in using Terminal, you need to precede these commands with sudo
NOTE: Substitute NEWUSER for actual username details and PASSWORD for actual password.

To create a new user, you must use an unique UID above 500. This will allow you to see a list
of all users (above 500) on your system. You need to choose a UID that is not in the list.

dscl . list /users  UniqueID | grep "5[0123456789][0123456789]"

To create a new user:

dscl . -create /Users/NEWUSER

Assign it a new unique UID. Do not create a new user with an existing UID.

dscl . -create /Users/NEWUSER UniqueID 503

To create and set the shell property to bash

dscl . -create /Users/NEWUSER UserShell /bin/bash

To set the realname to something relevant:

dscl . -create /Users/NEWUSER RealName "bilbo baggins"

If you need to determine what groups are available to choose a ‘gid’:

dscl . -list /Groups gid

set the user’s primary group to ‘Staff’ (use 20), or ‘Admin’ (use 80)

dscl . -create /Users/NEWUSER PrimaryGroupID 20

To enable administrator privileges for the user (if you previously used ‘Staff’):

dscl . -append /Groups/admin GroupMembership NEWUSER
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to set or change a users home directory

dscl . -create /Users/NEWUSER NFSHomeDirectory /Local/Users/NEWUSER

to set or reset a password for a user:

dscl . -passwd /Users/NEWUSER PASSWORD

Refer to Transferring data from one user to another user

Deleting a user account from single user mode
When in single user mode, you will need to start directoryservices.

mount -uw /

launchctl load /System/Library/LaunchDaemons/com.apple.DirectoryServices.plist &

Only delete an account if you’re obsoletely sure you no longer need or intend to use.

dscl . -delete /Users/USERNAME

If the account is an Admin account, you need to revoke it’s administrator status

dscl . -delete /Groups/admin GroupMembership USERNAME

If the User’s account data is no longer required, then proceed with deleting files. Take care not
to delete any accounts you are intending to log in with.

rm -R /Users/USERNAME/

If you are intending to erase ALL user accounts and associated user data, repeat the process
for all existing users. Only do this if you want to wipe a clean slate and have the Apple Setup
Assistant startup on next boot. WARNING! - only do this if you want to nuke everything.

rm -R /Library/Preferences/

rm -R /Library/Logs

rm -R /var/log

rm /var/db/.AppleSetupDone

shutdown -h now
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Using More Force – Command Line Tools
When you need to do things that the GUI is still thinking about.

Deleting - an annoying file or folder (that is in the trash)
So you are suffering from a file or folder that will not trash, even with the
‘option’ key pressed. Make sure that the file isn't in use by another program. 

The following command will -r recursively -f without confirmation -v in a
verbose manner, remove a file (or folder) called WHATEVERJUSTDIE.EXE
(substitute the correct path and filename or end directory you want to trash).
MAKE SURE YOU INCLUDE the SPACE after -r fv

sudo rm -rfv .Trash/WHATEVERJUSTDIE.EXE 

Trashing a file that is in use
If a file you want to trash appears to be in use, you will need to do the
following:

Type each of these commands (bold text), followed by pressing the Enter Key
at the end of each line break 

Go to the trash (in your home directory):

cd .trash 

List all the files within:

ls -al 

For example, if the file called "STUBBORNBASTARD" is your culprit, find out the file status as
follows:

fstat STUBBORNBASTARD 

If the file is indeed in use, it will have a process ID (PID) associated. (In this example: 1088)

you can check which program is using the file:

ps -wp 1088 

Substitute 1088 with your relevant PID

You should then get feedback as to which program has the file open. If you desire to kill that
process (provided you know what you are intending);

kill 1088
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Hung Program, stuck or crashed

You can ‘Force Quit’ a particular program from the Apple Menu or alternatively,
use the ‘Option’ Key to force quit a select program from the Dock. 

If you are running a vintage version of Mac OS X with Classic applications, 
you can force reboot classic from the command line.

kill -9 `ps awwx | grep TruBlueEnv | grep -v grep | awk '{print $1}'`

You can also find out what is going on from the command line. If you suspect
a program has become stuck and won't update its windows, or provide any
sort of feedback, then read on:

The command; ps -aux, will simply list all the processes, daemons, finder,
programs etc, with unique individual process IDs. If you know the program is
stuck, note its process ID number.

ps -aux 

If you were specifically searching for the program iTunes from a long list of processes, 
you could try ‘pipe to grep’:

ps -aux | grep iTunes 

Any iTunes processes will be listed.

There are a number of ways to kill a particular process. In this example, the iTunes process ID
is ‘1249’. This command will attempt to just kill it:

kill 1249 

If that didn't work, you can kill with extreme prejudice. 

kill -9 1249 

Alternatively, you can hangup, restart kindly (makes the attempt to restart that process and
reload its configuration info). 

kill -HUP 1249
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Restarting Core Services without rebooting (< 10.3, 10.4 depreciated)

Apple provides a command line program called SystemStarter which is used to
start and stop scripts located in the /System/Library/StartupItems and also
/Library/StartupItems. You can use it to restart services like networking,
printing etc without having to restart Mac OS X. 

sudo SystemStarter restart PrintingServices 

sudo SystemStarter restart Appleshare

sudo SystemStarter restart NetInfo

sudo SystemStarter restart Network 

Cannot use file sharing, Classic, CD burning, printing or software update?
All these functions require the symbolic link to the /private/tmp/ folder to be
available. If ‘tmp’ is missing, required temporary files cannot be stored
anywhere, which will lead to all sorts of strange errors and alerts.

this will disable the old tmp symbolic link (if there is one):

sudo mv /tmp /tmp.delete 

enter your administrator password

this will re-create the symbolic link that points to where the tmp folder actually exists

sudo ln -s /private/tmp /tmp

Software update has problems

cd /Users/YOURUSERNAME/Library/Caches/

rm com.apple.SoftwareUpdate

cd /Users/YOURUSERNAME/Library/Preferences/

rm com.apple.SoftwareUpdate

cd /Users/YOURUSERNAME/Library/Preferences/ByHost/

rm com.apple.SoftwareUpdate [press ‘tab key’ to auto complete]

cd /Library/Preferences/

rm com.apple.SoftwareUpdate.plist
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Unlocking a file

If you need to delete a locked file, you will need to do the following:

For example, if the file you want to unlock a file called ‘LOCKEDFILE’ that is sitting in the
invisible folder .trash in your home directory:

cd /Users/YOURUSERNAME/.trash 

This will turn off the immutable bit (not subject to change) and will allow you to trash it.

sudo chflags nouchg LOCKEDFILE 

enter your admin password

Removing DS_Store files (Mac OS X Server or CD/DVD authoring)
If you open a folder in a Finder window in Mac OS X, an invisible file named
‘.DS_Store’ will appear within that folder. This is where icon positions and view
format information is stored. This however, doesn't affect Mac OS Classic
users as that information is stored at the root level of each hard drive in a file
called ‘Desktop DB’ and ‘Desktop DF’. Removing the ‘.DS_store’ is useful for
the purposes of sharing folders with Mac OS Classic and Windows users over
a network and also for authoring CD/DVDs for non Mac OS X users.

This is how you can quickly remove all the ‘.DS_Store’ files from the top level down (including

all the nested folders within). Be careful, as this will delete all ‘.DS_Store’ files without asking.

sudo -s find /Volumes/PATH/TO/FOLDER -name "\.DS_store" -print0 | xargs -0 rm 

Deleting contents of Network Trash (Mac OS X Server)
Items trashed by a network connected user may not get removed if the user
fails to empty the ‘trash’. For maintenance purposes, you can forcefully delete
all contents out of these Network Trash Folders within the top level of each
sharepoint (substitute with the correct path and sharepoint name).

To view the contents of the “Network Trash Folder” in a sharepoint located /Sharing/

ls -al /SHARING/SHAREPOINTNAME/Network\ Trash\ Folder/

If you have numerous “Trash Can #” items, you can forcefully delete them to clear up space

sudo rm -rfv /SHARING/SHAREPOINTNAME/Network\ Trash\ Folder/*

To fix the problem where users have to ‘empty trash immediately’

sudo chmod 755 /SHARING/SHAREPOINTNAME/Network\ Trash\ Folder/
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Suffering from Ethernet Problems?

To test the connection, try pinging an known active IP address: 
(for example, your router maybe: 192.168.1.254)

ping 192.168.1.254 

You should get either a continuous ping result in milliseconds or at least ‘a no route to host’
error. If you get the latter, try:

ifconfig -a 

This will list all your ethernet interfaces (if you have more than one), starting with en0 (usually
built-in) and if you have more, en1, en2 (possibly third party PCI cards, airport wireless,
firewire over IP, etc).

If you were having a problem with your built-in ethernet interface, (not auto-negotiating or
setting the correct speed) you can force it to:

sudo ifconfig en0 media 100baseTX mediaopt full-duplex 

This would set the built-in ethernet interface to 100-megabit, full-duplex mode. This requires
having an ethernet driver that supports force configuring. You can also do this in the System
preferences > Network pane in Mac OS X 10.3 or later.

You could make an alias or an additional IP address (eg: 192.168.1.120) to the built-in
ethernet port like this:

sudo ifconfig en0 alias 192.168.1.120 netmask 255.255.255.0 

Alternatively, you can duplicate the ethernet interface in the Network Settings Preference Pane
in the System Preferences.

Also Refer to Setting up an Ethernet Interface

Also Refer to Restarting Core Services without rebooting 

Above: Using ifconfig -a (interface configuration) you can view which interfaces are active.
Below: You can use the Apple System Profiler to access the interface names that make sense.

 



Permission quick fixes
These examples recursively fixes the folder ‘WhateverFolderName’ and its
contents. You may not need all these commands, it depends on the problem
you are encountering. Please note, you will need to be in the parent directory
where you are encountering these problems.

To change the Group of a folder and its contents to ‘staff’:

sudo chgrp -R staff WhateverFolderName/ 

To change the Owner of a folder and its contents to ‘administrator’:

sudo chown -R administrator WhateverFolderName/ 

To enable owner and group permission to read & write (rw) and to be able to open (execute)
on folders (directories) :

sudo chmod -R ug+rwX WhateverFolderName/ 

To fix Mac OS 9 locked files within a folder, you need to recursively remove the immutable bit:

sudo chflags -R nouchg WhateverFolderName/ 

Why not use the Get info window?
Sometimes the Get Info window in the Finder (or the Workgroup Manager in
Mac OS X Server) will refuse to make access permission changes ‘stick’. If
they fail, the command line will prevail. Keep reading for more information.
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Permissions problems - Cannot open folders or copy files
Permissions problems were my biggest issue with Mac OS X and permissions will
continue to show their ugly head on a number of Mac OS X file servers that I
maintain from time to time. Getting to grips with permissions in the command line
has made a significant difference when it comes to fixing the apparent lack of
privileges one has over their own Macintosh. The first time I read about chmod,
chown and chgrp, my eyes glazed over. Then when a friend of mine tried to explain
it to me, my eyes watered. I will do my best to explain dealing with this all 
pervasive permissions problem. BTW; this is personally my most referred to page.
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How do Permissions work?

When using the terminal; if you go to any directory (folder) on your Mac and
use the ls -l command you will be presented with permissions info as follows:

In this example we are looking at a folder that has full access to everyone:

d r w x r w x r w x OWNERname GROUPname Date and Time created FOLDERname

To explain further, there are four sections with regards to permissions:

[ d ] [ r w x ]  [ r w x ]  [ r w x ]
OWNER     GROUP     EVERYONE

[ d ] indicates that this item is a directory (folder)
[ r w x ] indicates the OWNER(USER) has READ WRITE EXECUTE permissions
[ r w x ] indicates the GROUP has READ WRITE EXECUTE permissions
[ r w x ] indicates EVERYONE ELSE has READ WRITE EXECUTE permissions 

In this example; the OWNER is called BILBO and the GROUP is called STAFF,
the permissions for a file called CONSENT.MOV would be as follows:

– r w – r – – – – – BILBO STAFF Sep 11 2001 08.54 CONSENT.MOV

[ – ] [ r w – ] [ r – – ] [ – – – ]

[ – ] indicates that this item is not a directory (it’s a file).
[ r w – ] indicates the OWNER(USER) has READ WRITE permissions
[ r – – ] indicates the GROUP has READ ONLY permissions
[ – – – ] indicates  EVERYONE ELSE has NO permissions 

Using ‘chmod’ to fix file and folder permissions
This is how you would change the permissions on a file called CONSENT.MOV

• to disable WRITE permission for the OWNER (USER):

chmod u-w CONSENT.MOV 

The permissions would look like this:

– r – – r – – – – –
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• to enable WRITE permission to the OWNER (USER):

chmod u+w CONSENT.MOV 

The permissions would look like this:

– r w – r – – – – –

• to enable READ WRITE permission for the OWNER (USER) and GROUP

chmod ug+rw CONSENT.MOV 

The permissions would look like this:

– r w – r w – – – –

Execute Permissions on Folders
With folders you need to ensure they have execute permissions otherwise the
folder will not open, appearing with a padlock in the Finder. This is how you
would change the permissions on a folder called TIGHTSECURITY

• to enable EXECUTE permission to the OWNER (USER):

chmod u+x TIGHTSECURITY 

The permissions would look like this:

d r w x r – – – – –

• to enable READ WRITE EXECUTE permission for the OWNER (USER) and
GROUP and recursively apply this to all contents within this folder.

chmod -R ug+rwX TIGHTSECURITY 

The permissions would look like this:

d r w x r w x – – –

to set permissions as:
r w x r – x r – x 
chmod 755 WHATEVERFILENAME

to set permissions as:
r w – r w – r – – 
chmod 664 WHATEVERFILENAME 

How to remember what the numbers mean:
7 changes r w x
6 changes r w –
5 changes r – x
4 changes r – –
3 changes – w x
2 changes – w –
1 changes – – x

chmod shortcuts (using numbers)
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chown to fix ownership permissions

If you don't understand how permissions work, please review chmod first.

To change the ownership of a file or folder, the command chown is what you
need. You need to know the owner’s username to effect a chown command.
Also note, that usernames, groupnames, folder and file names should be
substituted for the relevant names and in the correct case.

If you need to quickly find out who you are (ie: display your shortname):

whoami 

Using the ls -al command in the desired directory, you should be able to see
the OWNER name. In this example, it is BILBO on the folder called
TIGHTSECURITY:

d r w x r w x r w x BILBO STAFF Sep 11 2001 08.53 TIGHTSECURITY

sudo chown FRODO TIGHTSECURITY 

Enter your admin password

The owner should change as follows:

d r w x r w x r w x FRODO STAFF Sep 11 2001 08.53 TIGHTSECURITY

To change the owner and recursively apply this to all contents within this folder:

sudo chown -R FRODO TIGHTSECURITY 

Enter your admin password
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chgrp to change group permissions

If you don't understand how permissions work, please review chmod first.

To change the group of a file or folder, the command chgrp is what you need.
You will need to know the group name to effect a chgrp command. Also note,
that usernames, groupnames, folder and file names should be substituted for
the relevant names and in the correct case (not necessarily UPPERCASE). 

If you need to find out what groups you belong to, or display your current
memberships, use the groups command:

groups 

Using the ls -al command in the desired directory, you should be able to see
the GROUP name. In this example, it is STAFF on the folder called
TIGHTSECURITY:

d r w x r w x r w x BILBO STAFF Sep 11 2001 08.53 TIGHTSECURITY

sudo chgrp HOBBITS TIGHTSECURITY 

Enter your admin password

The group should change as follows:

d r w x r w x r w x FRODO HOBBITS Sep 11 2001 08.53 TIGHTSECURITY

To change the group and recursively apply this to all contents within this folder:

sudo chgrp -R HOBBITS TIGHTSECURITY 

Enter your admin password

Also refer to ‘Troubleshooting Permissions Issues’
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT2963

http://support.apple.com/kb/HT2963


Permissions issues when using Firewire Target Disk Mode
If you are using firewire target disk mode to access another Mac OS X System
to perform a software installation, update or repair permissions, you need to
be aware that sometimes Mac OS X may mount an external drive or target disk
volume with ‘ignore ownership on this volume’ enabled. 

To avoid this problem, select the hard drive icon and Get Info from the File
Menu. Uncheck the option at the bottom of the window under Ownership &
Permissions section. When permissions are enabled, repairs can be made.

Could not disable ignored permissions (10.4 >)
Some backup programs may not function if the ‘volinfo’ database has been
corrupted. The problem also recurs in early versions of 10.5, in which case
you may need to run this each time you do a backup in the affected program.

sudo rm /var/db/volinfo.database

Permissions Problem with Leopard – ‘Unknown’ User (10.5 only)
When trying to change file permissions using the Finder’s ‘Get Info’ window,
the Finder itself may crash after the ‘+’ button is clicked. This issue can affect
some user accounts that were migrated from Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger

The 'unknown' user in this case is the missing ‘private group’ that was setup
when a User is created in Tiger 10.4. It appears that during the 10.4 to 10.5
migration using the ‘Archive & Install’ method, Users who had ‘private groups’
that matched their User number (501, 502 etc) ended up with that group not
existing in the Directory Services database now use by Leopard. This is
located at /var/db/dslocal/nodes/Default/groups/

Refer to: http://support.apple.com/kb/TA25100

Substitute USERNAME with your actual Username as it appears in the Users folder. Note the
second command has an ‘_’ underscore before the last instance of USERNAME.

sudo dscl / -create /Groups/USERNAME GroupMembership USERNAME

sudo dscl / -change /Groups/USERNAME RecordName USERNAME _USERNAME

alternatively, you can set to Leopard’s default, which is the Group called ‘Staff’ (group 20)
or if you are an Administrator, you can use the Group called ‘Admin’ (use 80)

sudo dscl / -create /Users/USERNAME PrimaryGroupID 20
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Left: In the ‘Get Info’ window (command-i)
Make sure ‘Ignore ownership on this
volume’ in unchecked

http://docs.info.apple.com/article.html?artnum=307128
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Using the Get Info Window to fix permissions issues

If the command line is too much, you can use the Apple GUI method. If it does
not ‘stick’ the first time, try again. If you are still encountering problems, log
out and log in again.

To change permissions, you will need to authenticate as an Administrator User.
You can then change the owner to the correct (or desired) user. If you have
contents within that folder, you will also need to recursively apply those
permissions to all the files and folders enclosed within. This may take time
and may not work the first time.

Left: To change permissions for a folder, or in this
example, a User’s folder, Select the folder in the
Finder and select ‘Get info’ from ‘File’ Menu, or
control click to access the Contextual menu or use
the command I (keyboard shortcut). Below: To
apply permissions to all items within a nested
folder, use the Cog icon pop-up menu to ‘Apply to
enclosed items’.

Below: To copy files from another user, you may need to
change the group to ‘Administrators’, to provide read/write
access and apply changes to enclosed items (see above).

Transferring data from one user to another user
You can copy over your relevant contents from any previous or corrupted ‘users’
folder. You will need to ‘Get Info’ on the corrupt users folder and change the
Ownership to you(me) and ‘apply to enclosed items’. It may not work first go.

Refer to Permission quick fixes
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Virtual Memory & Free Space Requirements

About swapfiles
At boot time, a small amount of memory is ‘paged’ off to your startup drive as
a ‘swapfile’. When application memory exceeds available RAM space, another
swapfile is created. These files require contiguous free space in which to exist.
A badly fragmented hard drive low on available free space will slow your Mac
considerably as it tries to ‘page’ in or out swapfiles. Over time, they will
propagate to occupy a sizeable amount of space, located within /var/vm/.

Virtual memory works fine for most users, provided that your free space on
your startup drive is equivalent to three times the available RAM you have
installed. You can get by with less, i certainly do :)

640mb RAM – 1.8gb of freespace is recommended
1024mb RAM – 3.1gb of freespace is recommended
2048mb RAM – 6.2gb of freespace is recommended
4096mb RAM – 12.3gb of freespace is recommended
8192mb RAM – 24.6gb of freespace is recommended

Other free space requirements
The above recommended free space does not account for your own storage for
data files, or for temporary files, cache files or scratch space required by
Photoshop, Final Cut Pro, iDVD or Apple CD burning software. In particular, if
you are burning a 4.7gb DVD, you will require that amount of space in addition
to the virtual memory recommendations above.

For example, burning a DVD on a MacBook (with 2gb RAM) requires up to
10.9gb of free space on your startup drive.

As you can see from the figures above, you really need to have between 5 to
25gb of free space on your startup drive. If you don’t, it’s time to upgrade.
If upgrading is not convenient, then read on.

Virtual Memory Problems
When your system reaches a point where you start getting low disk space
alerts, you really have to save your work and restart your Mac to remove the
swapfiles that have accumulated over time. It’s the only way.

Left: Don’t bother with
the checkbox. It will be
back before you know it.
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Quick solutions to create free space

Here are some quick remedies that might help you before springing for a hard
drive upgrade.

Option 1 – Free up space and remove unused resources
I can’t tell you specifically what you don’t need as each person’s requirements
are different. But for removing un-used languages from Mac OS X, I suggest
Monolingual. This will remove anywhere upwards of 1gb of languages files.

Left: Monolingual can delete any language
you select. I would advise against
removing any English resources as they
can be the only option for some shareware
programs. Right: You can specify other
folders and hard drive volumes in the
preferences window.

Option 2 – Delete support files for programs you won’t ever use
I know only one person who uses GarageBand. So, if you don’t use it, get rid
of the default installed sound files that are residing on your hard drive, taking
up around 2.5gb of space. They’re located innocuously in two places:

/Library/Application Support/GarageBand/Apple Loops
/Library/Audio/Apple Loops/Apple/

Option 3 – Microsoft Office Users
If you’ve ever rebuilt an entourage database, a backup database is created as
a part of the repair process. The original and sometimes massive file (I’ve
seen upwards of 30gb) is left behind neglected and unused. Check in each
Users folder for old databases that are obsolete. Check the modification dates
to be sure they are unused. Deleting a file has never been so satisfying!

/Users/USERNAME/Documents/Microsoft User Data/Office 2008 Identities/USER/

 

http://monolingual.sourceforge.net/
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Option 4 – Delete the Sleep Image

If you have a MacBook, you’ll find there is a great big whopping sleep image
equivalent to the size of RAM that you have installed. This is used for
hibernation mode. If you want your Mac to sleep instantly and save space, use
terminal to run these commands as follows:

First, you need to disable the hardware call for hibernate. This command is all on one line:

sudo nvram nvramrc='" /" select-dev " msh" encode-string " has-safe-sleep" property
unselect'

Secondly, turn hibernate OFF on the power management system

sudo pmset -a hibernatemode 0

Finally, remove the sleep image from the VM location. Don’t delete anything else! Restart!

sudo rm /var/vm/sleepimage

Option 5 – Moving a large Users folder (advanced) (10.5 >)
You can move your Users folder to another drive (or partition) if you want to
keep your data located away from the boot volume. This can be done using
ditto in the command line to copy data to new location. After this, edit the
User account from the system preferences (see below) then re-login. When
done, the original Users folder can be trimmed or deleted (if there are no other
users). If the new location is not available at boot time, the original Users
location will be used, with default or existing preferences (if they still exist).

sudo ditto -rsrcFork -V /Users /Volumes/VOLUMENAME/Users

Above: Control click on the
User account you want to

edit. Right: Edit the ‘Home
Directory’ path to suit the

new location.
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Time Machine Backup Failed - Cannot find backup volume

Time Machine references backups on your backup drive by using your MAC
address as an identifier. If you are using more than one Macintosh to the
same Time Machine drive, you’ll notice a folder for each Mac within the
Backups.backupdb folder. If your Mac has had a motherboard replacement, the
MAC address will have changed and Time Machine will no longer find your
previously setup backup location. If you reselect the same drive again within
the Time Machine preferences, it wil likely create a whole new backup again.
Avoid this by running the following commands in Terminal.

First you will need to turn Time Machine OFF

defaults write /Library/Preferences/com.apple.timemachine AutoBackup -boolean false

You then need to obtain your new MAC address.

ifconfig -a

in the listed results, after ‘en0’, look for the hexadecimal number sequence after ‘ether’
(an example would be 00:30:4b:d7:20:fc) Copy the relevant MAC address result of your Mac’s
en0 to the clipboard. You’ll be pasting this later.

Navigate to the Time Machine backup drive (substitute the uppercase names).

cd /Volumes/NAMEOFBACKUPVOLUME/

Remove the ACL permissions from the Backups.backupdb folder

chmod -N Backups.backupdb

Next navigate into the folder

cd Backups.backupdb

Remove the ACL permissions from your actual Backup (substitute the uppercase names).

chmod -N BACKUPNAME

Now relink the new MAC address to your actual Backup

sudo xattr -w com.apple.backupd.BackupMachineAddress [MAC_ADDRESS] BACKUPNAME

Turn Time Machine back ON

defaults write /Library/Preferences/com.apple.timemachine AutoBackup -boolean true

Time Machine should now find your previous backup. It will need to spend a
about 30 minutes traversing your existing files before it will start backing up
again. After which, your old time line should be available again.



I’m stuck in GMT timezone (changes won’t stick)
After an upgrade, many users have encountered the mystery of being stuck in
the GMT timezone. This causes annoying problems with programs that use the
system clock (iCal, Mail, iChat, Safari, Software Update etc). The normal way
to remedy this problem is to set the Date and Time System preferences.
However, this may not work if the migrated timezone info was copied over with
only ‘root’ user access, or if your default NSUMask was incorrectly set (for
whatever reason). In some cases, the timezone data itself maybe corrupt, as
can be the case in Carbon Copy Cloner or SuperDuper! bootable backups.

The default NSUmask should have a value of 18 (octal umask setting 022)
which provides permissions (Owner/Group/Everyone) for all users as:

644 for new files (owner; read, write - everyone else; read)
755 for new folders (owner; read, write, open - everyone else; read, open)

In other words, groups and other users can read the files and open (execute or
traverse) the folders, but only the owner can make full changes.

In most cases of this problem, the System Preferences creates a symbolic link
/etc/localtime to the correct timezone file as 'root' user but prevents access
to other users of the system. If you logged in as root, there would be no issue.

Just in case the NSU Mask is incorrect, we need to set it to the default value of 18

sudo defaults write /Library/Preferences/.GlobalPreferences NSUmask 18

For changes to take affect you need to log out & in again.

Then you need to remove the (incorrect) timezone symbolic link

sudo rm -rf /etc/localtime

Now go back into the system preferences and set the correct timezone again.

If the problem persists, it’s possible that the zoneinfo files located in
/usr/share are actually corrupt or contain no data (0 bytes). You may need to
replace the whole folder with like for like from another version of Mac OS X
with known good timezone files (they’re 4k in size each). Unfortunately, you
cannot obtain international timezone files off the installer DVD.

You can download the full set of timezone files (may work in 10.4 or 10.6)
from http://fixa.troubledmac.com/zoneinfo.zip
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Tracking down problems
Mac OS X can be a mystery to troubleshoot. Using a tool like fseventer takes
the mystery away and makes it unbelievably easy to find what .plist, cache, or
invisible temp file is being accessed by each component of Mac OS X and the
applications that you are running.

Rosetta applications are not launching! (< 10.4.7)
This has been resolved with 10.4.8, which contained a major update to
Rosetta, which is the environment that runs powerpc code applications on an
Intel processor Mac. In earlier versions, you needed to either restart to solve
the problem, or run this command in terminal (which I did many times).

sudo killall translated

What is LaunchCFMApp?
Some Carbon based Applications like Timbuktu and Retrospect, still use the
older code frameworks, like the Code fragment manager that was used In Mac
OS 9. As a result, when these programs are running, they appear as an
instance of LaunchCFMApp in Process viewer, or top, or ps. For example, if you
are using both Retrospect and Timbuktu as the same time, you will see two
instances of LaunchCFMApp. It’s good to know, especially if one of those
famous applications has hung and is using 99% of your CPU’s power :)

‘Opening using Rosetta’ to load PPC plug-ins
Some plug-in components that are still PPC code will not load if the primary
application you are using is compiled as a Universal Binary. You can override
this using ‘Get info’ on the application icon (using the finder).
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Above: With fseventer running, you can get an overview of what files are being used or
created by any active program. Double click on a file name (at the end of a path) and it
is revealed in the finder. (the red filenames are temporary files that are not accessible).

Left: Adium chat client (which is a universal binary) uses a plug-in
architecture, for extending it’s capabilities. One example of this is a
SIP/VOIP plug-in called Gizmo, which enables voice calls from within
Adium. This plug in will not load unless you run Adium using Rosetta. 

http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~rpointon/osx/fseventer.html
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Update Mac OS X manually
This guide is provided if you really need to manually update Mac OS X from ‘web
downloaded’ software updates rather than use the software update from the Apple
Menu. If you have an emergency firewire drive, save your downloaded software
updates for support purposes. It is always a good idea to repair permissions and to
also backup before updating.

Mac OS X 10.4 > updates: http://support.apple.com/downloads/
Mac OS X 10.3 Updates: http://support.apple.com/kb/TA22415

Applying Downloaded Updates
• Where possible, update Mac OS X using the latest ‘Combo’ Updater. This

generally gives you a ‘cleaner’ upgrade than the ‘delta’ updates and includes
all security patches. Always repair permissions before and after installing
Major updates. 

• It is important to apply software updates in the correct order. Use the above
Apple site to find the correct order in which to apply them. The website lists
the updates in order of release date, with the latest being at the top.

• You can skip certain updates for specific programs, but it is unwise to skip the
security updates that Apple releases in between Mac OS X sub revisions.

Major Revision Updates
Apple only releases updates from 10.3 to 10.4, and 10.4 to 10.5 as
CD/DVDs that you purchase. They can be either the full installer; that can
install a new fresh version of Mac OS X, or they can be upgrade installers that
require a previous installation of Mac OS X. If you have a choice, go for the full
install option, as you will be glad to have your own full version CD/DVD
installers incase if you ever have to reinstall after a hard drive failure. 

What if a software update does not work?
In the unlikely event of this happening, I am under the impression that you can
locate the failed install receipt, remove it and re-install the update again. See
next page for information on receipts. If you delete receipts, the updated
software components will not have their respective permissions repaired.

Refer to: http://support.apple.com/kb/TS2023

Preventative maintenance with third party updates
Some third party installers may incorrectly set the wrong permissions on
certain system files. Try Repair Permissions using Apple Disk Utility.

Refer to Step 3a, b, c – Repair the Disk and Repair Permissions. 

http://support.apple.com/downloads/
http://www.info.apple.com/kbnum/n25633
http://support.apple.com/kb/TS2023
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Installing missing or corrupted software (using Pacifist)

ls -al /Volumes/NAMEOFINSTALLERCDORDVD/

if the folder is called ‘.images’ (invisible files or folders have a dot preceding the name)

open /Volumes/NAMEOFINSTALLERCDORDVD/.images

The Mac OS X 10.4 installer DVD has installer packages located at:
Mac OS X Install DVD/System/Installation/Packages/

If you accidentally deleted iTunes or
need to add a printer driver, reinstalling
it may not be as easy as downloading it
from the Apple website. Many of the
Apple software programs that are
installed with Mac OS X, are actually
incrementally updated. What happens if
you want to install an older version of
iMovie? If you run an earlier version of
Mac OS X over a newer version, the
installer will simply not run. The
solution is to use Pacifist. 

If you insert an Apple Restore DVD, you
may find that the installer disc images
or installer packages are not actually
visible in the finder. In which case you
will need to use terminal to find and
open the invisible folder and copy the
items you need first.
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Install Receipts

Whenever you install software or update Mac OS X, a ‘receipt’ is saved in your 
Library > Receipts folder. If you look in there, you can see when and what was
applied to your system. It’s like a log to keep track of what was done.

Circled: Apple security update. It’s prudent to apply security updates a few days after they
come out, in case there are any compatibility problems. Watch the Apple Discussion forums if
in doubt. As you can see here, this is an old picture.

Above: Use Pacifist to open the desired
package to manually install the
components you need. You can even
extract individual items.

http://www.charlessoft.com/
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How to Rebuild Mac OS X from Scratch
There are two methods of installing Mac OS X from scratch. The Apple CD/DVD
installer method. For information on using the ‘Archive and Install’ refer to:

http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1710

I recommend the emergency firewire drive method (using Mac OS X and Carbon
Copy Cloner). ‘Archive and Install’ method does not backup Application Support
files in the root level Library folder or any third party extensions (kexts) located in
the System folder or any modified unix scripts or modifications to php, perl, apache
/etc/rc. Using this method to update 10.4 to 10.5 has proved problematic with
Users permissions, as Private Groups are not migrated to 10.5 using this method.

Refer to How to make an Emergency Firewire Drive

Step 1 – Backup the User(s) folder to a spare hard drive or partition, over via
ethernet to another Mac. This will essentially backup all your preferences and
preference panes, contextual menu items and fonts that have been installed
for your User(s). If you have data in other locations outside of you User(s)
folder, make sure you back that up as well. If you need to backup any system-
wide extensions, fonts, preference panes or global preferences and all your
programs, use Carbon Copy Cloner to perform an entire backup of your Mac
OS X System. This also avoids dealing with permissions issues manually.

Note: If your existing Mac OS X system is on a partitioned drive, don’t forget
to backup the other partitions if you are intending to format and ‘zero all data’.

Refer to How do I Backup using Carbon Copy Cloner?

Step 2 – Boot off your emergency firewire drive, run the Apple Disk Utility
program and either; ‘format’ your entire hard drive, or just ‘erase’ a partition if
you are installing onto an already partitioned drive that is not fully backed up.
Erasing a partition ‘should’ not affect data on the other partitions.

Apple Disk Utility Notes
A If you select a partition (within a drive), you can only erase that partition.
B If you select an entire hard drive, you can format and partition it.

Refer to: About APM or GUID Partition Scheme

A B

http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1710
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Step 3 – Use Carbon Copy Cloner or NetRestore to install a ‘default’ Mac OS X
system (disk image) from your emergency firewire drive. If you haven’t
previously created one, you will need to ‘clean install’ using Mac OS X Installer.

Refer to How to make an Emergency Firewire Drive

Refer to How do I restore using Carbon Copy Cloner?

Refer to How do I restore using NetRestore?

Step 4 – Boot off your restored Mac OS X system, create a new User, repair
permissions using Disk Utility and run any additional software updates if
required.

Step 5 – Merge your existing User folder data from your previous backup (keep
reading). You can copy over most programs manually. To install hardware
extensions (kexts), you may need to reinstall them from scratch.
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Erase and format using Apple Disk Utility (with zero all data)

If you select the entire drive and select erase, you can choose to ‘install 
Mac OS 9 Disk Driver’ (required for OS 9 booting and access). If you select a
disk or a partition you can also choose to ‘zero all data’ (security options in
10.4) which will remap bad sections so they won’t be used. This is highly
recommended if you have had a previous install failure or suffer from frequent
kernel panics. Journalling can be enabled or disabled after formatting. The
default choice; Mac OS Extended (Journaled) is recommended.

B



The top level Library and System folder
Library contains Application support files, preference panes and fonts that are
installed for all Users. Some installers only install into the active Users folder
> Library, whereas other installers may place items into the top level Library
folder. Some may even install files into all the Library locations, in which case
you may get duplicates showing up.

The only time you need to consider the System folder is when you need to
restore that elusive third party Kernel extension (kext) or hardware driver.

In Mac OS X 10.3 or later you can add and delete items within the top level
Library and System folder, but you will need to authenticate to do this.
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About Restoring individual components of Mac OS X from a backup

There are a number of locations within the ‘top level’ Library and System
folder and the ‘Users’ folder that you need to be aware of when merging
previously backed up extensions, preferences, preference panes, fonts etc. 

Top level Library folder items System folder items (for kernel extensions)

Left: Locations of important Application support files.
Right: Kernel Extensions (3rd party hardware drivers).
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The (active) User Folder

You can add, delete or rename any items within this folder. It is essentially
yours to destroy if you want to. You can restore your previous user preferences
into the relevant locations without much trouble. A logout may be required.

Left: You can replace these
folders from a known good
(non corrupt) backup.

important stuff, including your mobilesync folder for iPhone backups!

iCal calendars

3rd party contextual pop-up menu items

custom installed fonts
additional software installed by some third party applications
custom installed web browser plug-ins 

shortcuts to servers and folders

often used for identifying you for website preferences or logins

important private password and login data
used if you’ve created launchd background tasks

3rd party user installed system preferences

if you’re using Apple’s mail, this is where your emails are kept!

preference .plist files for every program you run

software installers keep data here for comparing updates

this is where iPhone restore ipsw images are kept

dashboard widgets
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The Nature of Fonts
When font metrics themselves become corrupted, or cause corrupted font
caches, programs start to take on a life of their own, usually when you try to launch
them or try to output a file to the printer or make a PDF document (like this one).

Font troubleshooting
I currently recommend FontNuke, as it removes corrupt font caches including
Quark Xpress v6 & v7 font caches, AdobeFnt font databases, Microsoft Office
font cache and well as the user font caches used by most other programs.

If you intend to remove a suspected font cache, make sure you quit the affect
program (or all programs) before hand. The relevant font cache in question will
be rebuilt when you launch the program again.

For additional information, refer to: Create a font library 

Strange ugly fonts on websites when using Safari 3 (& other webkit programs)
When 10.4.11 came out, it installed Safari v3. I experienced a problem where
some web pages (which used Arial fonts) displayed big ugly bitmapped text.
The problem turned out to be a newer set of the Arial font was installed. I
resolved the problem not by deleting font caches or disabling duplicates using
font book, but by removing the newer version of Arial. I actually deleted it and
replaced it with the older one from Applications > Microsoft Office > Office >
Fonts (assuming you have MS Office installed). Go figure.

Above: FontNuke is easy to use, for inspecting caches and removing suspected corruptions. 
Top Right: Adobe font caches are numerous to find. Do a search using the Finder (Command-F)
and systematically find each AdobeFnt.Ist and delete. Avoid directly deleting AdobeFnt.db font
database file. Lower Right: Microsoft Office font caches are located in each User’s folder.

http://www.jamapi.com/pr/fn/index.html
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Printing problems
One program does it all; Printer Setup Repair. Phew, that was simple...

Troubles adding a new printer? (server-error-service-unavailable)
Apple Printer Setup Utility in 10.4 or later now sports a ‘Reset Printing System’
feature. Using it will delete all outgoing jobs, printer queues, printing
preferences and will repair permissions on the /tmp folder if required.

If you are using 10.3 or 10.2, you will have to go into terminal as follows:

cd /var/spool/

sudo mkdir cups

sudo chown daemon:admin cups

sudo chmod 700 cups

Where is my Adobe PDF Printer?
This can disappear after a software update or Archive and Install. It can easily be
setup again from the Printer Setup Utility located in Applications/Utilities/. Use the
option key when clicking on ‘More Printers’ button to get the dialogue box below.

Left: This program does it’s job very well. It
is most excellent at removing corrupted
preferences.

Make sure you use the correct version for
the Mac OS X version you are using:

v6.0.7 for 10.5 Leopard or later
v5.0.3 for 10.4 Tiger
v4.2.2 for 10.3 Panther
v3.0.3 for 10.2 Jaguar
v1.4.2 for 10.1 Puma

Left: Select
the advanced
pop-up menu,
then select
‘Adobe PDF’.

Correct URL
Printer model
and PPD file
will then be
selected
automatically.

http://www.fixamacsoftware.com/software/psr/
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Background maintenance tasks (advanced users only) (10.4 >)
Mac OS X has its own maintenance tasks set to run at a specific time.
Unfortunately, this can coincide when your Mac is either turned off or asleep.
You can edit these ‘periodic’ maintenance tasks to run at a more suitable time
by using Lingon to edit the Launchd .plist files. There is no real need to edit
‘periodic’ in 10.5 or 10.6, as Launchd checks missed tasks and runs them
when required. Still, there are other tasks that might need tweaking :)

Have a maintenance plan 
I have a maintenance plan for Mac OS X, which I invoke at will, usually when things
start to get slow or play up. Follow this plan once a month to keep Mac OS X happy.
Try Main Menu. The need for keeping a watchful eye is much less these days.

Refer to: Does Mac OS X need optimising? (or maintenance)

Left: Main Menu offers easy
access to all those preventative
maintenance tasks that keep 
Mac OS X in optimal condition. 
Setup ‘Batch tasks’ to save time.

‘Other Tasks’ offers some handy
commands like ‘Remove Temporary
Files...’- useful if a program has
crashed and won’t clean up after
itself.

‘Flush DNS Cache’ is helpful if your
domain name lookups need to be
cleared of old lookup addresses.

Right: Lingon can be used to edit
launchd which effectively replaced

Crontab in 10.4 or later. 

Below: the maintenance task, ‘periodic
daily’ is by default set to 3.15am

You could change this run at a more
reasonable time like 9pm  

http://creativebe.com/mainmenu/
http://lingon.sourceforge.net/
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Spotlight Issues

Having trouble with Spotlight? (10.4 >)
Is your spotlight index is not giving you the results you want? Try Spotless. It is
the simplest way to delete or rebuild spotlight indexes from scratch on a per
volume basis. I have found that Apple’s System Preferences for Spotlight
Privacy to be somewhat dumb with regards to giving you an idea as to what is
really happening. Hard drives that you select for privacy often don’t show up,
causing much exasperation when trying to figure out what is going on.

If you prefer to use the command line to disable indexing;

sudo mdutil -i off /Volumes/VOLUMENAME

substitute the VolumeName with the hard drive you wish to prevent spotlight indexing on.

Spotlight keeps indexing my bootable backup!
If you regularly clone your system to a bootable drive you will run into the
problem of Spotlight indexing your backup drive as files are being written
(slowing performance considerably). Use Spotless to turn off indexing on the
backup drive, then avoid copying the .Spotlight-V100 folder on the root level of
your source drive. Make an exclusion of this folder in the backup method of
your choice.

Spotlight indexes my source when booted off my backup!
Now this is getting silly. Short of disabling Spotlight altogether, I haven’t found
a graceful way to avoid this un-necessary indexing.

Is the Spotlight icon taking up precious menu space?
You can relocate (copy) the search.bundle found at
System/Library/CoreServices/Search.bundle to somewhere else and delete
the original Search.bundle. You will need to authenticate to do this and log out
to see changes.

For more info, visit: http://www.thexlab.com/faqs/stopspotlightindex.html

Left: Spotless takes you straight to the
buttons that actually do what they have written
on them. If you hate spotlight, or suffer from a
slow hard drive, or wish to disable indexing on
your backup drive, this program can delete the
index (free up a bit of space) and turn off
Indexing (improve performance) for that drive.
If you wish to terminate your spotlight
relationship, just turn off spotlight once and
for all.

http://www.fixamacsoftware.com/software/spot2/
http://www.thexlab.com/faqs/stopspotlightindex.html
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Force Spotlight to index excluded folders

The default rules in Spotlight may not allow you access to particular folders on
your chosen hard drive. You can override the default settings and add new
inclusions from the command line as follows:

sudo pico /.Spotlight-V100/_Rules.plist

This opens the rules .plist file for the startup drive that Mac OS X uses. If you need to modify
rules for other drives, do the following:

sudo pico Volumes/NAMEOFDRIVE/.Spotlight-V100/_Rules.plist

Substitute NAMEOFDRIVE with the relevant name.
You will see the _Rules.plist default file contents like this (header xml tags not shown):

<plist version=”1.0”>
<dict>

<key>EXCLUDE</key>
<array/>
<key>INCLUDE</key>
<array/>
<key>NOTE</key>
<string>Specify paths to include or exclude, preceding 
rules which target user-homes with ~/</string>

</dict>
</plist>

Here is an example (in bold) of how to add include(s), note <array> </array> before <array/>

<plist version=”1.0”>
<dict>

<key>EXCLUDE</key>
<array/>
<key>INCLUDE</key>
<array>
<string>/Users/dirtymouse/Library/Application\ Support/FOLDERNAME/</string>
<string>/Developer/Documentation/</string>
</array>
<array/>

<key>NOTE</key>
<string>Specify paths to include or exclude, preceding 
rules which target user-homes with ~/</string>

</dict>
</plist>

After editing and saving the file, you will need to force Spotlight to rebuild the index for
that volume. This command rebuilds the index on the startup volume. 

sudo mdutil -E /

Default exclusions are located here:
http://www.macosxhints.com/dlfiles/spotlight_excludes.txt

http://www.macosxhints.com/dlfiles/spotlight_excludes.txt
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Have a backup plan 
Perform it regularly. All the time, every day, every week, every month. Your backup
plan and method will vary based on your own setup. Lots of people are confused by
how to backup when using Mac OS X, but since the introduction of Time Machine in
Leopard, backing up has finally entered the collective consciousness. Time Machine
is an excellent solution for creating recent archived versions of files, that are easily
searchable using the timeline. However, Time Machine is only half the backup
solution, because it does not create a permanent archive of your files and it
doesn’t create a quick recovery solution in the advent of total hard drive failure. In
this chapter, i’ll cover some of the basic backup options and also cover some more
advanced solutions that are quite powerful to use once you’ve figured out your
backup plan. This following section follows the ideas from simple, though to delving
into the command line to create really powerful backup solutions.

What to backup? (if you don’t know, you should find out)
- Your User(s) Folder (contains preferences, emails, photos, documents etc)
- Your massive mp3 Library (if located outside of the User(s) folder)
- Your ‘work in progress’ and other data (if located outside of the User(s) folder)
- Your entire Mac OS X boot drive (as a fully bootable clone)

Option 1 – Manually backup selected folders using the Finder
If you have a external hard drive or iPod or network file server, then you can
very easily backup (without additional software) your selected data by dragging
it to your chosen destination, using the Finder. Most of the time this will work.
Occasionally, a file or folder will be locked or may have an incorrect permission
set which will prevent you from completing a backup. To add to the annoyance,
the Finder won’t report which files failed to copy so it’s guesswork.

Overcoming permission issues, Refer to: Option 4 – Carbon Copy Cloner

Option 2 – Manually backup selected folders using Toast
Depending on the size of your backup, you may be able to use CD or DVD
using Roxio Toast. Toast is the preferred CD/DVD burning method as it is
much faster than using the ‘Apple CD burning from the Finder’ method. Toast
does not require making a temporary disc image beforehand, (which is a full
duplicate of your data located in your Mac OS X /tmp folder). The major
benefits of optical media are; longer term storage and not having to rely on
one physical retrieval mechanism (unlike a single hard drive).

Left: Drag and drop the desired files from the
Finder onto the Toast data window. A CD
typically has 648mb of available capacity, a
DVD has at least 4.4gb for a single layer.
Keep an eye on the cumulative size of
multiple items in your backup. 

http://www.roxio.com/en/products/toast/index.jhtml
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To do this automatically, refer to: Option 6 – SuperDuper!

for more options, refer to Option 8 – Using hdiutil

Option 3 – Manually backup using Disk Utility and Apple .dmg images
Apple’s Disk utility can create a .dmg image which can be mounted as a
storage volume. From there you can copy files and folders using the Finder.
When you are done, you can then use Disk utility to burn to CD or DVD.
Alternatively, just copy the .dmg image to a removable firewire/USB drive.

Left: Create a ‘New Image’ and save it to
your desired external hard drive. The file

created is a virtual ‘hard drive’ with its
contents stored within. The .dmg (fixed

size) or .sparseimage (flexible size) will be
‘mounted’ in the Finder, where you can

access it to backup (or later restore) data.

Right: Restoring from a disc image can be done wholly using the restore
option (recommended for a full drive restore), or alternatively just open/mount

the disc image and copy over selected files you want using the finder.

Left: Carbon Copy Cloner is designed
primarily to make a full bootable clone
of your startup disk, with the option to
be selective about the items you want
to include. If you are backing up to the
same drive, you can also make an
incremental backup of changed files.

You can also backup to disc image
(sparse, compressed and encrypted)
but you can no longer create an asr
disc image (without User data) from
within Carbon Copy Cloner. To do this,
you will need to use Netrestore helper.

Option 4 – Manually backup everything using Carbon Copy Cloner
The simplest method. Select the source drive you want to backup and the
destination drive you want to backup to. Carbon Copy Cloner will backup the
whole lot and make it bootable. The underlying method is actually ‘ditto’. 

Refer to How do I transfer my Mac OS X system to another volume? 
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Option 6 – Automatically backup using SuperDuper!
Use SuperDuper! if you want to create a reliable clone of a bootable disk, or
automatically backup specific folders while preserving permissions, full
metadata and modification dates. SuperDuper! is the best all-rounder.

Above Left: You can scheduele automatic backups. Above Right: If the preset scripts
don’t work for you, just edit/rename them and just specify only the items that you need

Left: SuperDuper!
interface. Below:
Editing a script to
make a custom
backup.

Option 5 – Time Machine for incremental ‘temporary’ backups  (10.5 >) 
If you want to create an automatic incremental backup, Time Machine is the
easiest way to go for most users, especially as it’s integrated into the finder
and is ‘timeline’ searchable. Do keep in mind that Time Machine is not a full
backup, it’s incremental, until you run out of space, then older files get nuked.

For full bootable clone backup, refer to: Option 6 – SuperDuper!

TimeMachine can get annoying if you’re often plugging in new hard drives.

defaults write com.apple.Timemachine DoNotOfferNewDisksForBackup -bool TRUE

You can view or edit the TimeMachine standard exclusions plist:

sudo pico /System/Library/CoreServices/backupd.bundle/Contents/Resources/StdExclusions.plist

Backups failing? - Refer to: Could not disable ignored permissions

Far Left: adding Time machine
exclusions Left: You can edit when
time machine runs a backup, by
using TimeMachineEditor

http://timesoftware.free.fr/timemachineeditor/
http://lingon.sourceforge.net/
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Left: Copy script from ‘Scheduled Copies’ into
‘Saved Settings’, located in: 
USERNAME/Library/Application Support/SuperDuper!/ 

Right: The symbolic linked file (indicated with an
arrow) can be now relocated from the ‘Saved
Settings’ to wherever you like (finder, dock).

Left: Create your shell script in a text editor
using diskuti command to mount a disc image.

Right: to obtain the (long
annoying) path your

SuperDuper! script, drag
it into a terminal window. 

Left: Copy or drag the pathname from
the terminal into your text editor after
the ‘open’ command. (leave a space).
Repeat if you have other events to add.
Save your script with a .sh suffix.

Right: Using Platypus, drag the saved
shell script into the ‘script path’, give

the script a name and enable
‘Progress Bar’. Once created/saved,
your new executable program can be

given a custom icon (in the Finder)
and used by any Application launcher.

‘double click’ to run a SuperDuper! backup
You can run a saved SuperDuper! script as a ‘clickable’ program.

Run a SuperDuper! backup sequence from other programs
You can create a shell script that mounts a large .sparseimage from an
external hard drive, waits for the volume to mount and then launches a saved
SuperDuper! script that runs a custom backup. This type of script can be used
in the Finder, or in a menu bar program like Butler, or run periodically using
DoSomethingWhen. You need to ‘wrap’ it as an executable program, which you
can create using Platypus. It may sound complicated, but it is well worth it.

Using Terminal, navigate to the SuperDuper! Saved Settings folder (substitute USERNAME)

cd /Users/USERNAME/Library/Application\ Support/SuperDuper\!/Saved\ Settings/

Create a symbolic link of the backup script. In this example, we are creating a link called ‘foof’

ln -s Smart\ Update\ foof_BU\ from\ dirtymouse.sdsp/Copy\ Job.app foof

http://www.manytricks.com/butler/
http://www.sveinbjorn.org/platypus/
http://www.azarhi.com/Projects/DSW/
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Using Butler for backup jobs
Butler is a great menu bar application launcher, with assignable keyboard
shortcuts for running backup programs and scripts covered in this chapter.

Run a SuperDuper! backup when a hard drive mounts
DoSomethingWhen is a preference pane that can run a SuperDuper! backup
script or event sequence previously created in Platypus. This can also be
achieved using Launchd (edited using Lingon) if you’re feeling adventurous.  

Right: Butler’s
system menu bar
program launcher

for backups. 

Left: Configuring Butler. Each item
can be arranged and assigned a
keyboard shortcut

access to the right tools for
the job - you won’t use

them if they are invisible

encrypted .dmgs are great
for offsite files services like

dropbox or jungledisk

the iPhone is a perfect
omnipresent backup device

scripts that you can run at
any time on your local

wireless devices

Left: I have a hard drive (on a
JBOD) that is mounted
infrequently (every few days), it
contains a primary repository of
all my backup .sparseimage files
for various backups.

In this example, when that hard
drive is mounted, it automatically
runs a SuperDuper! incremental
backup to a disc image that i
later copy over to my iPhone via
USB (using iPhonedrive). A delay
of 30 seconds allows for the
entire JBOD to come online and i
have time to eject it before the
backup occurs if i need to.

Option 7

Option 6

Option 10

Option 8

http://www.sveinbjorn.org/platypus/
http://lingon.sourceforge.net/
http://www.azarhi.com/Projects/DSW/
http://www.manytricks.com/butler/
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Generating the keys for a security certificate (using openssl) (10.5)
You need to create a security certificate before encrypting disc images
automatically in the second hdiutil example above.

Substitute ‘nameme’ for the identity of your desired certificate for all the following commands.
Firstly you will be creating a ‘certificate authority’ (4096 bit RSA key), then setting expiration
(days) for the certificate (two separate commands). Answer all questions when asked.

openssl genrsa -des3 -out namemeCA.key 4096
openssl req -new -x509 -days 7300 -key namemeCA.key -out namemeCA.crt

Then creating a private key and a certificate signing request (two separate commands).

openssl genrsa -des3 -out nameme_vol.key 4096
openssl req -new -key nameme_vol.key -out nameme_vol.csr

Then create the certificate in PEM format (one singe command, space before namemeCA.key). 

openssl x509 -req -days 7300 -in nameme_vol.csr -CA namemeCA.crt -CAkey
namemeCA.key -set_serial 01 -out nameme_vol.crt

The copy the certificate in DER format (which is used by hdiutil) and package the PEM
certificate and the private key (two separate commands).

openssl x509 -in nameme_vol.crt -inform pem -out nameme_vol.der -outform der
openssl pkcs12 -export -in nameme_vol.crt -inkey nameme_vol.key -out nameme_vol.p12

Option 7 – disc image creation using hdiutil (10.4 >)
Batch backup to multiple disc images and save them to an external hard drive
or offsite file service like Dropbox. A hdiutil shell script can run as many
sequential backups as you like. Wrap them in Platypus, launch them in Butler!

For the hdiutil command, you will need to substitute all UPPERCASE NAMES. The commands
below are examples. If using -encryption, you can avoid password manual entry using echo or
if you’re feeling advanced, try setting up a security certificate (see below for information).

echo "PASSWORD" | hdiutil create -encryption -srcfolder /Users/USERNAME/Library/Mail/
-format UDBZ /Users/USERNAME/Desktop/Mail_BU.dmg

This second example creates an 256 bit encrypted disc image, using a security certificate
instead of a password. This is great for un-assisted automatic encrypted disc image creation.

hdiutil create -encryption aes-256 -certificate ~/dirtymouse_vol.der -srcfolder
/Users/USERNAME/ -format UDBZ /Volumes/NAMEOFDRIVE/PATH/FILENAME.dmg

Left: Certificates are created in your
home folder. To import into a keychain,
double click p12. Middle: Add to login. 

Right: a keychain request
when .dmg is mounted.

http://getdropbox.com
http://www.sveinbjorn.org/platypus/
http://www.manytricks.com/butler/
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Option 8 – Network backup using rsync & launchd (10.4 >)

Rsync allows you to incrementally backup to another Macintosh on your local
network or over the Internet. Rsync ideal for lots of constantly changing data
like emails and images. Data can be backed up encrypted and incrementally
(without deleting obsolete files) and run automatically (using launchd). It
however, won’t preserve creation dates, ACL or BSD flags or preserve HFS+
extended attributes or metadata. Use SuperDuper! for those requirements.

Rsync when utilised with SSH, means you can backup many small files from a
laptop anywhere in the world to another Mac at home or in the office (provided
you use a fixed IP address or a dynamic DNS resolving service). 

You will need both the client and host Macintosh to be running at least 
Mac OS X 10.4.9. You also need to enable ‘remote access’ on the host Mac
(the one you want to backup to). You might need to setup router port
forwarding if you want to backup over an internet connection.

Refer to: TCP port forwarding

To start, you need to generate a SSH encrypted key to enable automatic
backup without the need for a password (otherwise rsync will not run
unattended) and copy your ‘public key’ to the host Mac to enable automatic
SSH login.

Then you need to create a rsync shell script with your backup instructions and
setup launchd to run automatic backups. Easy! Read on, it won’t take long.

Generating an encrypted key for an automatic SSH-2 login
This is performed in the terminal on your Mac to create an encrypted key set.

ssh-keygen -b 1024 -t dsa

Say yes to the defaults and just press ‘return key’ when asked for a password phrase. If you
do use a password, then the SSH login won’t be automatic and will time out waiting for a
password to be entered. You can delete previous public keys using the terminal. These files
are located in Users/YOURUSERNAME/.ssh/id_dsa.pub (the ssh folder is invisible)

scp ~/.ssh/id_dsa.pub IPADDRESS:/Users/USERNAME/.ssh/authorized_keys2

The above command copies your public key to your host Mac, substitute the IPADDRESS with
that of your host Mac LAN IP address (if on a local network) or a REAL IP address (if you are
outside of your local network). Substitute USERNAME with your actual username.
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Creating a shell script for rsync backup over a local network

This can be created using a plain text editor of your choice. Save the file with
a .sh suffix, to your User folder, perhaps in a folder titled ‘scripts’. This is an
example shell script with one rsync command included as follows:

#!/bin/sh
date >> /Library/Logs/rsync.log
rsync -e ssh -atv /SOURCE \USERNAME@IP:/DESTINATION/ >> /Library/Logs/rsync.log

Substitute SOURCE with the path to the folder you want to backup on the source (your Mac)
Substitute USERNAME@IP with the SSH login username and IP address (host Mac)
Substitute DESTINATION with the path to the backup folder (host Mac)

Notes: -e (tells rsync to use ssh) -a (archive) -t (preserve modification dates) -v (verbose).
>> outputs rsync progress to a log file

You can have multiple backup events in a shell script. They can be to different volumes on the
same host Mac or to another Mac (on any network). Avoid using DHCP assigned IP addresses.
For over the internet rsync use, TCP port 22 (or DMZ) needs to be forwarded from the router
to your host Mac. Use a dynamicDNS service with your router to avoid problems with changing
DHCP assigned WAN IP addresses. This should work on both sides of your network if you’re
using a modern router, like a Netgear DG834G or SnapGear SG560. 

To check that your backup script is working, manually run it from the command line:

/bin/sh /Users/USERNAME/[PATH TO SCRIPT SCRIPTNAME]

To view the log to see what is happening, use this command. It should open in Console.

open /Library/Logs/rsync.log

Setup launchd to run your rsync shell scripts
Use launchd to scheduele automated rsync backups. Lingon is a nice simple
GUI .plist file editor specifically for launchd agents. Once setup, periodically
check your destination disk space as an rsync archive will grow (the default is
to NOT delete obsolete files). Use GeekTool to monitor your your rsync log for
any errors. Remember automatic, invisible backups can lead to complacency.

Left: You can create a launchd event that runs
a rsync script at an interval or specific time.
The interval resets after a restart.

If you change the name or location of the
rsync script in the finder, don’t forget to
update the new location in launchd.

http://lingon.sourceforge.net/
http://projects.tynsoe.org/en/geektool/
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Option 9 – Automatic backup using Ditto & Crontab (10.3, 10.4)

Using ‘Ditto’ (to backup) and ‘crontab’ (to scheduele) both are editable by
Cronnix. Keep in mind, ditto does not preserve all file metadata and HFS+
extended attributes. Crontab is still available in 10.5 and 10.6, but has been
replaced in functionality by launchd. You can use ditto and launchd as an
alternative.

Option 10 – Advanced multipurpose scripts
You can create a shell script that does a number of backup tasks. This is an
example of backing up via rsync, some filemaker database files (located on a
Mac Mini server) to a MacBook, then mounting a ‘Jailbreaked’ iPhone (OS 3.0)
with Netatalk installed. The ‘copy’ command is used to transfer to the iPhone
(via an mounted AFP sharepoint) over a specific local wireless network.

This backup can be run from a Butler menu item, just as i’m racing out the
door. There is no interaction required with the iPhone (just be awake). The
backup takes about 60 seconds and in this time, important files are backed
up to two locations; first to the MacBook and second, to the iPhone.

Setting up a Ditto Command in Crontab
The “If test -d” is used to avoid ditto blindly filling up your /Volumes/ directory with your
backup data, should the backup drive be offline. Substitute all UPPERCASE NAMES. 

if test -d "/Volumes/NAMEOFDRIVE/PATH/TO/LOCATION" ; then 
ditto -rsrcFork -V /Volumes/NAMEOFDRIVE/PATH/TO/SOURCE/
/Volumes/NAMEOFDRIVE/PATH/TO/DESTINATION/; fi

Left: Cronnix for editing crontab. Assign it
to ‘root’ user to avoid permissions issues.
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Setting up new network connections (10.5 >)
Required to create a VPN or Firewire IP connection or to edit your TCP/IP settings.

A Use the ‘Add’ button to create a new network port connection 
B Use the ‘Cog’ pop-up menu to prioritise your network port connections
C Use the ‘Advanced’ button to edit the settings of an existing interface

A B C

Above: This setup works on a MacBook that
frequently swaps between wireless, ethernet
and firewire networks, as well as using VPN
to access another secure network over an
active internet connection. This setup also
has duplicate airport interface (with a static
IP address - so it can be accessed as a
server on a wireless home network). Left:
Interfaces for VPN and PPPoE connections
can be added as required.
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Setting up new network connections (10.3 & 10.4)
Required to create a Firewire IP connection or to edit your TCP/IP settings. 

A Use the ‘Show’ pop-up menu to access your network port connections
B Use the ‘New’ button to create a new network port connection 
C Use the ‘Configure’ button to edit the settings of an existing interface

B

A

C

Above: This setup works on a
iBook that frequently swaps

between wireless, ethernet and
dial-up connections for Internet

access. Right: Additional network
interfaces can be added over usb

or firewire protocols.

 



Setting up a TCP/IP Connection
If you don’t understand the basics of TCP/IP networking you really should read the
beginning of this book that covers the section on networking. If you don’t know your
network setup, get someone who does, please don’t guess the numbers. 

Refer to What do all the numbers mean?

Configuring TCP/IP settings for a network interface (using 10.5 >)

A Automatic Setup using DHCP (dynamic host configuration protocol)

B Manual Setup will require a (unique) IP address with a subnet mask.
Internet access also requires correct router and DNS server IP addresses.
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Above: Renew DHCP lease button is very useful when troubleshooting DHCP address issues.
You can also select DHCP with manual IP address from the Configure IPv4 pop-up menu. 

Above: DNS is configurable for either DHCP or Manual settings. You can include alternative
DNS Servers (different from those supplied by the router which are shown in grey) if you are
having slow domain name lookup issues. A symptom of this would be long delays before
your web browser finds a new website. You can safely use 208.67.222.222 and
208.67.220.220 as they are from the free domain lookup service called OpenDNS.

A

Essential for basic networking
eg: printing and file sharing

Essential for internet access

B

http://www.opendns.com/
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Configuring TCP/IP settings for a network interface (10.3 & 10.4)

A Automatic Setup using DHCP (dynamic host configuration protocol)
You can also add additional DNS Server IP addresses (optional)

B Manual Setup will require a (unique) IP address with a subnet mask.
Internet access also requires correct router and DNS server IP addresses.

Refer to What do all the numbers mean?

Refer to What does a router actually do?

Refer to TCP/IP number rules

B

Essential for basic networking
eg: printing and file sharing

Essential for internet access

A

Above: Renew DHCP lease button is very useful when troubleshooting DHCP address
issues. You can also select DHCP with manual IP address from the Configure pop-up
menu. DNS Servers can also be different from those supplied by the router. 
‘Router supplied’ DNS numbers are not shown here even if they are active. This is
simply so you can choose to override the default DNS settings if required.
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Setting up Appletalk (or is it working?)

Even though Appletalk is being (or has been) phased out of our lives, some of
us still use it with older Appletalk only printers, or file sharing with real old
versions of Mac OS (think Mac OS 8). Appletalk sometimes has a habit of not
working which requires some little tricks to bring back to life.

In the Network preferences Above Left: (in 10.4 & 10.3) Above Right: (in 10.5), open the
relevant interface (ethernet or airport) and select the Appletalk tab. Enable the Appletalk
active checkbox. This is necessary for printers that are only communicable via Appletalk
names. Appletalk is available only on one interface, so typically this would generally be
ethernet for older style devices. 

Above: If you are having troubled ‘seeing’ Appletalk devices, you may also need to
enable Appletalk in the Directory Access program located in Applications > Utilties 
in 10.4 or earlier.

Forcing Appletalk using the Terminal

sudo appletalk -d

sudo appletalk -u en0 

The second command assumes either en0 (for ethernet) or en1 (using airport wireless)



Setting up a dial-up modem for PPP and TCP/IP (10.3 & 10.4)
TCP/IP settings are normally assigned by a PPP server when your modem
connects to your Internet service provider (ISP). You can also configure TCP/IP
manually if you are running your own remote access dial-in server or router.
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Above: DNS IP addresses are supplied by a PPP server, but do not show up in the
Network preference pane unless you override them with your own chosen DNS
server IP addresses. If you have trouble accessing domain names, add a DNS.

Above: Having trouble authenticating to an ISP? Make sure your username or 
password is correct (doh!), but also make sure you don’t have any spaces that may
have been inadvertently mistyped. This is the most common problem with failed logins.

Above: If you are encountering problems with modem connections (particularly
roaming laptop users), turn OFF ‘Wait for dial tone’. Try selecting a slower modem
configuration like (v.90) or (v.34) from the pop-up menu. In later revisions of this book,
I may feel compelled to write a section on Global Roaming with GRIC or iPass dial-up
software, GPRS roaming or Wireless roaming in foreign countries.
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Setting up a Bluetooth device that has a 3G (UMTS, EVDO or WCDMA) modem
Firstly, you need to ‘pair’ the bluetooth device with your Mac. On the device
side, you will need to enable bluetooth and make it ‘discoverable’. On the Mac
side, go into the System Preferences > Bluetooth and do the following: Turn
bluetooth ON, check ‘Discoverable’ and check ‘Show Bluetooth Status in
Menu’. From the devices tab or bluetooth menu, you can setup a new device.

Setting up a CDMA or EVDO modem for PPP and TCP/IP (10.3 & 10.4)
Plug the device in. Mac OS X will usually recognise it once you open the
Network preferences. The important thing is getting your PPP login correct. You
can spend hours talking to your mobile telephone provider trying to get them to
understand what you are talking about. Make sure you confirm with them the
actual syntax for your Account name and the password. Also confirm the
access number (it will be a strange short series of digits). Also make sure you
have data access enabled on your account. TCP/IP settings willl be
automatically assigned by a PPP server when you connect.

Above: Most mobile data providers bill you according to your CDMA device profile,
so a unique password is not normally used. It’s probably just ‘guest’ or ‘password’

Left: CDMA or EVDO (USB or PC Card) devices,
will require a modem script. You can try some
of the modem scripts included with Mac OS X.
Try ‘Verizon Support (PC 5220)’ or 
‘I-O DATA USB-CFADP’ (for Qualcomm chip sets)
or  ‘Vodafone VC701SI’ (for some Motorola &
SonyErricsson devices)

Left: Pairing will involve typing in passcodes
and pressing ok on both the bluetooth device
and on your Mac a couple of times. Eventually,
you will get to this part which is important.
Make sure you select ‘Use a direct, higher
speed connection’ before finishing up the
setup. Once setup, your Mac should be able to
connect to your new bluetooth modem when
initiating an internet connection. Read on, you
are not finished yet...
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Setting up a Bluetooth modem for PPP and TCP/IP (10.3 & 10.4)

Turn on bluetooth on both your Mac and the modem. You might want to set
your device to automatically accept data connections otherwise you might go
insane, especially if reception is poor and the bluetooth phone or pda is sitting
on a window ledge on the other side of the room. If you are using your modem
as a UMTS or GPRS connection, rather than EVDO, you need to ask your
mobile telephone provider for the APN (access point number) or service profile.
This is what you enter into the telephone number section (see below).

Global Roaming with a 3G enabled device
It works, I haven’t tried it myself, but I know others who have. You generally
don’t need to change any settings (which is a relief), as the APN and your
mobile number will sort out who gets the bill. It can be expensive, so check
with your telephone provider before downloading the internet. Also, get them to
enable global roaming as well. This can help.

For a list of APN (service profiles) for GPRS & 3G services in most countries:
go to: http://www.unlocks.co.uk/gprs_settings.php

Above: Most mobile data providers bill you according to your mobile device profile,
so a unique username and password is not normally used. It’s probably just
‘guest’ & ‘guest’. Having said that, check out the APN link below for specifics.

Left: If Mac OS X does not have any modem scripts
that support your esoteric 3G device, then you can
try other similar scripts (see link below). Most
scripts are generally just a generic modem
command set that can work across numerous
models from one hardware vendor (sometimes from
other vendors). In this example, a Nokia 6233 uses
a standard Nokia 3G CID1 script. Scripts should be
saved in /Library/Modem Scripts/

For modem scripts for 3G, GPRS, GSM, HSCSD and CMDA devices, 
go to: http://www.taniwha.org.uk/

http://www.unlocks.co.uk/gprs_settings.php
http://www.taniwha.org.uk/
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Setting up a VPN connection (10.5 >)

A VPN (virtual private network) connection allows you to access services of a
remote network via your internet connection. For example, if you work from
home but need to access services that are available only at your work office or
studio (file servers, printers etc), you can do this if the remote network has a
VPN setup (using Mac OS X Server, VPN compliant router etc). 

You can add one of two VPN protocols; PPTP (less secure) and L2TP (more
secure). Once setup, you can connect to the remote network and appear as an
entity on that network, just as if you were physically located there. You can
setup a VPN to also use the remote internet connection, which would be
beneficial if you were wanting to operate securely over public wireless network. 

Important note: your local IP range used on your network connection (for
wireless or ethernet) must be different to the remote network IP range.

Above: It is preferable to have the VPN 
connection as the lowest priority service network port to avoid interfering with your normal

internet access for email and web browsing. Generally you will use the VPN implicitly, via IP
address for file servers or network printers. Left: Authentication options for L2TP Right: Advanced

options where you can enable the VPN for internet usage when the connection is active.
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Top: You can manually join a
wireless network from within
the Network Preferences.
Left: You can edit/delete an
existing joined wireless
network (from the advanced
button). This is useful if the
authentication method has
changed and you need fix the
changes. Dragging the most
frequently used wireless
network to the top will also
speed up joining after sleep.

Setting up Airport (or Wireless connection) (10.5 >)
You can setup your Airport connection to automatically join an existing network
when your Macintosh comes into wireless range. You can also choose which
network you would like to join and setup automatic authentication as required. 



Top: If you select ‘Preferred
networks’ from the ‘Join’ menu,
you can add new and also edit

or delete any wireless networks
you’ve joined previously.

Particularly useful if you need to
troubleshoot changed login

passwords or security settings.

Top: Sometimes you might need to
use a $ to indicate hexadecimal
otherwise your password might be
read as ASCII. Check ‘show
password’ to make your typing a
sane experience. Left: Unchecking
or checking ‘automatically add new
networks’ might also make life
easier, depending on the way you
work, roam or connect. 
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Setting up Airport (or Wireless connection) (10.3 & 10.4)

You can setup your Airport connection to automatically join an existing network
when your Macintosh comes into wireless range. You can also choose which
network you would like to join and setup automatic authentication as required. 



Left: Setup your ‘host’
Macintosh Airport
TCP/IP settings.

Above: Select ‘Internal Modem’ (actual Internet connection) and the interface that
you want to share (or ‘host’) the Internet connection with other ‘clients’.

Left: I have used this
port configuration
successfully with
Native OS X and
Classic OS 9
programs.
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Setting up Internet sharing for a wireless network (10.3 & 10.4)

Provided you already have your Internet connection setup through a modem or
ethernet connection, sharing it via another network interface is fairly simple.

Here is an example setup for sharing a PPP modem connection over a small
wireless network. This type of Internet sharing is fairly basic, providing for
essential email and website access. You cannot ping the outside world, use
ICMP or port requests. However, it’s useful if you are in a remote location (like
outback Australia) with numerous wireless laptops and one dial-up connection. 

Step 1 – Setup the ‘host’ Macintosh
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Step 2 – Setup the airport network (software basestation)

There are two ways to setup a wireless network. For Internet sharing you must
use the ‘Airport Options’ in the Sharing preference pane. Do not use the
‘Create Network’ from the airport menu. 

Right: When creating a
wireless network connection,

you will to make up a
network name (or SSID). If

there is another wireless
network nearby, make sure
your channel number is as

‘far apart’ as possible from
the other network channel,

to avoid interference. Enable
WEP to protect your

‘broadcasted’ data with 
128-bit encryption.

Left: Using WEP is important, because there are
people like me driving around in a car late at
night, with an iBook on the passenger seat,
running Macstumbler software, searching for
unsecured networks. 

Alternatively, you might be traveling looking for
internet access. May I suggest using WiFind
which is a menu item that shows signal
strength, channel and encryption details 
along with the SSID.

By the way, the keyboard shortcut to my
wireless network ‘foof’ is done using the cool
Menu Master from Unsanity.

http://www.macstumbler.com/
http://www.tastyapps.com/
http://unsanity.com/haxies/menumaster/
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Step 4 – Setup the ‘client(s)’ Macintosh(es)
Each ‘client’ Macintosh on the wireless network will need to be on the same
private IP address range and subnet. This will require having a unique IP for
each wireless ‘client’ and the same router IP address which is that of the
‘host’ Macintosh. Don’t forget to use a DNS server IP address.

Any Problems?
Try restarting the ‘host’ Macintosh. If the Airport icon does not appear to
indicate that Internet sharing is ON, you may have to try turning it OFF / ON
again from the Sharing preferences pane.

Can the ‘host’ ping a ‘client’? Can the ‘client’ ping the ‘host’? If not, check the
Network preferences pane on each Mac again. Don’t try pinging the outside
world. Internet sharing does not provide ‘pass-thru’ ICMP traffic.

Quick troubleshooting tips:
1 - Try turning OFF any firewall software (on ‘hosts’ and ‘clients’)
2 - If you change your network setup, toggle airport OFF / ON

Step 3 – Activate Internet sharing on the ‘host’
Once the ‘host’ is configured, enable Internet sharing in the Sharing
preferences pane.

Above Left: Now you can press this button. If you press it prematurely, you’ll mess everything up.
Above Right: This icon in the menu bar is the first small step to success. 

Above Left : Setup each ‘client’ Macintosh with Airport TCP/IP settings.
Above Right: All wireless ‘clients’ should now ‘see’ your network name (or SSID) in their respective
airport menu bar. If you enabled password protection, they will need to authenticate. Once a
connection is established, the ‘client’ should be able to ping the ‘host’ (or router) IP address to
check the link. In this example, using the terminal: ping 10.0.1.1

A unique number between
10.0.1.2 – 10.0.1.254
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Setting up File Sharing and Remote Access
Your Macintosh can be used as a low capacity file server, suitable for a small
workgroup of people. For more users, I strongly recommend a proper Mac OS X
Server. If you set up your Mac as a ‘server’, the computers that connect to your
Mac do not need to have file sharing turned on as well. Only the server does the
sharing. Apart from sharing files, you can also allow printer, DVD, web sharing and
allow remote access to your Mac via screen sharing, remote login, remote
management. As a rule, don’t turn on any of these services unless there is a real
need, or if specifically required to by your IT department (if you have one). Keep 
your Mac safe, turn off any file sharing services that are not required.

Customising File Sharing (Mac OS X Client) (10.5 >)
Leopard has customisable file sharing built-in, so there is no need for the
venerable sharepoints program anymore.

Refer to: Setup a Mac OS X Server

For security issues, refer to: http://www.securemac.com/macosxsecurity.php

Above: File sharing is quite a bit more powerful in
Leopard 10.5, with the provision for adding specific

sharepoints (shared folders) and per user based
permissions. Right: ‘Options’ button to enable; 
AFP (Appleshare over TCP/IP), FTP (for use with
Fetch or Cyberduck etc) and SMB (for windows

users) file sharing protocols as required.

http://www.securemac.com/macosxsecurity.php
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Remote Login (10.5 >)

Only enable Remote Login if you need to be able to SSH or SFTP (port 22) into
your Mac for a specific reason, or Screen Sharing if you need to remote control
your Mac via VNC (port 587) from an iPhone or other computer. 
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Application firewall (10.5 >)

Leopard has built-in application firewall software located in the Security
preferences. It filters incoming (or inbound) network requests on a per
application basis. TCP & UDP ports are dynamically opened based on the
networking requirements of each program that you run, which makes the whole
affair easier. You need to specify allow or deny the first time a networking
program runs. Application firewall can be used in conjunction with an IP

TCP/IP firewall (10.4 >)
A security conscious person should not rely on the built-in Application Firewall.
I strongly advise on a real TCP & UDP IP unix firewall like DoorStop. I’ve tried
all these others, but none are as simple or effective changes immediately.

Above: These are custom
firewall rules that can be used

if you are using Internet
Sharing. If you do not enable
the first set (at the top), your

connected users won’t be able
to use the web or email.

Top: DoorStop X Firewall looks simple,
but it can be used to quickly setup
allow or deny rules for multiple IP
ranges. Left: You can create custom
TCP ports, or use presets from the
extensive list. To enable UDP rules,
check ‘include server ports in list’

Left: Shared services enabled in the
‘Sharing’ preferences are auto enabled.
Applications that you run, can be added
and set to either be ‘allowed’ or
‘denied’. Unfortunately, there is no fine
grain control over specific IP ranges or
subnets. Below: Enabling ‘Stealth mode’
may interfere with keeping a DHCP
assigned IP address from your router.

http://www.opendoor.com/doorstop/DoorStopDownload.html
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Additional TCP & UDP Ports (to add to your IP firewall)

If you enable any networking services that require two way communication, like
VPN software, you will need to enable TCP (or UDP) port numbers to receive
any inbound network traffic for that service. Ports indicated with * below are
always available regardless of 10.5 or 10.6 Application Firewall Settings.

Refer to Securing Mac OS X which covers more firewall options and other
security issues, including outbound network traffic blocking.

TCP and UDP Port numbers used by Mac OS X Services
Common port numbers used by Apple Services and third party software.

TCP Port Allocated Usage
20 FTP data
21 FTP control
22 SSH (secure shell) SFTP
23 Telnet
25 SMTP (email)
53 * DNS (domain name)
79 Finger
80 HTTP, .Mac, Software Update etc
88 * Kerberos 

106 PASS (change password)
110 POP3 and APOP (email)
111 Remote Procedure Call 
113 * AUTH
115 sftp (simple file transfer protocol)
119 NNTP (news)
123 * NTP Network Time Server synchronization
139 SMB (windows sharing), Netbios session
143 IMAP (email)
311 ASIP remote admin, Server Monitor
389 LDAP (directory), LDAP search
407 Timbuktu
497 Retrospect Login
427 SLP (service location)
443 SSL (HTTPS), Skype
514 shell
515 LPR (printing)
548 AFP (AppleShare, File Sharing), iDisk
554 Real-Time Streaming Protocol (QTSS)
587 Authenticated SMTP
591 FileMaker Pro Web
666 Now Contact Server
600–1023 RPC-based services, Netinfo
626 IMAP Administration
631 Printer Sharing
636 Secure LDAP (directory(
660 Server Admin
993 IMAP (SSL) Secure Mail
995 POP (SSL) Secure Mail
1215 Open FT (xfactor)
1417 Timbuktu Control
1418 Timbuktu Observe
1419 Timbuktu Send Files
1420 Timbuktu Exchange
1701 PPTP (VPN)
2041 FastTrack (xfactor)
2049 NFS v3
2216 OpenFT (xfactor)
2236 Macintosh Manager
3031 Program Linking (Apple events)

TCP Port Allocated Usage
3283 Apple Desktop Remote, ARD management
4000 Now Public Event Server
4199 EIMS Admin
4500 IKE NAT Traversal (VPN, Mobile Me)
5003 Filemaker Server
5190 Adium or AOL Instant Messenger
5222 Jabber, Googletalk
5223 iChat Server, Mobile Me
5900 VNC, Screen Sharing, ARD
5988 ARD 2.0
6346 Gnutella (limewire)
6512 Gnutella (xfactor)
6881–6999 BIt Torrent
6891–6900 MSN Messenger
7070 Real Time Streaming Protocol (QTSS)
7777 iChat server file transfer proxy
8080 Alternate port for Apache web server
51413 Torrent (Transmission etc)
54045 Skype

UDP Port Allocated Usage
53 * DNS (domain name)
67 * DHCP server (BootP)
68 * DHCP client
69 Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP)

111 Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
123 Network Time Protocol
137 Windows Name Service (WINS)
138 Windows Network Neighborhood
161 SNMP
192 Airport Admin Utility
427 SLP (service location)
407 Timbuktu
497 Retrospect Login
500 ISAKMP/IKE (VPN)
513 who
514 Syslog
554 Real-Time Streaming Protocol (QTSS)
600–1023 Mac OS X RPC-based services, NetInfo
1701 L2TP (VPN)
2049 Network File System (NFS)
3031 Program Linking
3283 Apple Remote Desktop
5353 * Bonjour mDNS Responder, 
6970–9999 QTSS Quicktime streaming server
7070 Real-Time Streaming Protocol (QTSS)
16384–16403 Real-Time Transport protocol (iChat AV)
42000–42999 iTunes Radio Streams
51413 Torrent (Transmission etc)
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Advanced Networking

Using SSH for file sharing
Apart from File Services and Windows File Sharing, you can also transfer files
to or from any network (or Internet) connected Macintosh using Secure Shell
(SSH). There are two main benefits. Firstly, it’s fast. The core software does
not have to deal with transferring and displaying numerous icons that can slow
a network connection, especially a folder with 1000 files, each with custom
icons over an Internet connection. Secondly, it’s secure. The password is
encrypted and the data is encrypted.

SSH Requirements
• You need to have ‘Remote Access’ (SSH) turned ON in the Sharing preference

pane on the Macintosh you want to access.

• You need to know the IP address of the Macintosh you are trying to access, or
the real IP address of the network you are trying to access.

• If you are accessing a Macintosh on a LAN from a remote location (home,
overseas), you will need to have the router or gateway configured to redirect
incoming traffic for SSH (Port 22), to the relevant Macintosh’s IP address you
are trying to access. Also make sure the Mac OS X software firewall is
configured to provide access.

• You need to have an active ‘user’ account enabled on the Macintosh you want
to access. Alternatively, if you are permitted, you can just use the ‘main user’
account with an administrator password. This will provide full access to the
entire Macintosh. Essential if you need to access other internal or local hard
drives on that Macintosh.

SSH is actually a suite of protocols
• You can access the entire remote Macintosh from the command line. You can

copy files locally, do diagnostics, repair permissions, even restart.

• You can securely transfer a single file or a group of files via SCP (secure copy
protocol).

• You can use SFTP, which is a secure version of FTP (File Transfer protocol) that
provides the ease of directory navigation. This will require a client program.
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Secure Copy via SSH (in the Command Line)

It is important to understand how to do it, in case you don’t have access to
secure file transfer software. 

Type each of these commands (bold text), followed by pressing the Enter Key
at the end of each line break 

scp -rpC /PATH/SOURCE/FILENAME USERNAME@IPADDRESS:/PATH/TO/DESTINATION/

The above command will PUT via secure copy (a single file) from the SOURCE to the
DESTINATION. Substitute the relevant path names, username and IP address. Also, note the
space between the SOURCE and DESTINATION. -rpC means recursively (collect contents of
folder), retain permissions, and compress (if possible).

After a few seconds, you will be prompted for your SSH login password.

After which, the transfer should start, with an ascii status bar indicator like 
% |************** time estimate and status.

When finished, your percentage should be 100%. If there is interruption to the transfer, you
will get a STALLED alert. If it does not exceed the timeout, your transfer should resume.

Alternatively, you can transfer a whole folder (-r will recursively copy the folders contents)

scp -rpC /PATH/SOURCE/FOLDER/ USERNAME@IPADDRESS:/PATH/DESTINATION/

If you want to GET a file from the Mac instead (assuming it is setup as above):

scp USERNAME@IPADDRESS:/PATH/SOURCE/FILENAME /PATH/TO/DESTINATION/ 

Test it beforehand, you may only have access to a home directory on the DESTINATION
computer;

scp USERNAME@IPADDRESS:~/FILENAME /WHATEVERLOCATION/ 

Note: In each example, there is always a space between the SOURCE and the DESTINATION
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Using Cyberduck for SFTP
‘One shot’ file or folder transfers are fine, provided you know exactly where to
put the file(s). In the case of finding files, using SSH in one command line
session and SCP in another session can be a bit to juggle. The ability to
navigate a remote Macintosh (or other SSH file server) can be easily achieved
by using Cyberduck.

Alternative Method of SCP using On My Command (OMC)
You can use shortcuts of SCP commands using the Contextual Menu in the
Finder using the OnMyCommand plugin and the OMCedit program

scp -rpC --OBJ_PATH-- dirtymouse@192.168.1.2:/Volumes/firewireHD/
The red text is an OMC specific function. In this case; “the path of the file or folder” that
you are intending to PUT via SCP. The blue text is an example of the SCP command.
Substitue your own login, IP address and path on the remote Macintosh.

Above: Using SFTP in Cyberduck is just like using FTP in
Interachy or ForkLift. To transfer files securely, drag them
from (or to) a finder window into (from) the Cyberduck
window of an open SFTP session. You can specify which
type of protocol to use (FTP or SFTP) in your bookmarks.

 

http://free.abracode.com/cmworkshop/on_my_command.html
http://free.abracode.com/cmworkshop/omcedit.html
http://cyberduck.ch/
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Not able to send email?

Mac OS X has a Postfix mail server installed. All you need to do is enable it.
But why would you want your own mail server?

Roaming flexibility
If you use a MacBook and do a lot of traveling, then changing (wireless)
networks regularly may have exposed you to the problem of not been able to
send email using your normal SMTP (sending mail) server. The reason for this
is that most ISP’s block people from using their SMTP sending mail server
from other networks. This is technique is designed to prevent email abuse (or
spamming). If you are constantly changing networks and you cannot use an
SMTP server that uses secure authentication (SSL or STARTLS) then you might
be interested in Postfix enabler (10.3 & 10.4) or MailServe (10.5)

Quick & dirty localhost SMTP server
You can run your own SMTP server straight from your MacBook allow you to be
able to send emails 90% of the time. The remaining 10% may fail due to some
receiving mail servers being configured not to allow incoming mail arriving from
a non static IP address or IP address without a fully resolvable domain name.
It’s a great emergency solution, if you really have to temporarily send email
whilst on the road. You only have to set it up once and postfix will run every
time you boot up. You will also need to setup your mail program with your own
SMTP server details. Use your own localhost IP address which is 127.0.0.1. 

You can view a realtime log of your outgoing mail as follows, using the Terminal program.

tail -f /var/log/mail.log

Above: For quick and dirty SMTP
sending mail server, create any
domain name to masquerade as.
robalgloaming.net is my favorite.
Left: You also need to edit or
create a new SMTP setting in
your email program. 127.0.0.1
points to your Mac (localhost).

http://www.cutedgesystems.com/software/PostfixEnabler/
http://www.cutedgesystems.com/software/MailServeForLeopard.html
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More sophisticated configuration (for SMTP forwarding)

You might have an internet service provider (ISP) that uses draconian methods
of spam fighting. It is becoming more common place for the default SMTP
service on port 25 to be blocked to any SMTP transaction unless you use your
local ISP’s SMTP server directly. This is annoying if you already have access to
your own mail server through another hosting provider or via your own private
mail server. You can bypass this annoyance using your own Postfix server
locally on your Mac, to forward SMTP traffic via another TCP/IP Port number.
Some mail servers may additionally require some level of authentication to
open an SMTP connection from outside their network. You can configure both
port number and authentication using MailServe or Postfix enabler.

Above: replace mail.domainname.com with the domain name your own real
mail server uses. If your ISP blocks port 25, you can specify using a higher
SMTP port number 587 (as above).

If you need to use SMTP authentication, enable that and substitute the
relevant username and password credentials.
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Mac OS X Security
As Mac users, we generally approach security with the slightly smug attitude that
‘Microsoft-like’ secure holes and rampant viruses, worms and trojan horses do not
affect us. Let me say this; all operating systems are vulnerable to security issues,
no exceptions. The reason we have not encountered very serious problems with
Mac OS X has a lot to do with the low interest by malicious script writers. Such evil
internet citizens simply target Microsoft because they have over 90% market share.
Their motivation is to cause havoc and interruption to the majority of computer
users. Mac OS X continues to be perceived as very secure, being built on UNIX and
having security measures in place by default. You, the user, needs to be aware of
security. As with any system, it is only as secure as the users who operate it.

This chapter will take a common sense approach to making your Mac less
vulnerable to these security problems.

Idea 1 – Your User’s Password that you login with
Mac OS X is only as secure as your password. From the point of view that
security starts at the keyboard on your desk, password is the first measure of
protection. Do not use any names (even pets), dates or any word that appears
in the dictionary. You have to make it near impossible for a password kracking
program to guess. Keep in mind that such software exists and can make
thousands of password guesses a minute to try and determine your password.
Variations like cat, cAt, Cat, CAT, caT, tAc, taC, TAC, Tac are easily guessed.

This is an example of a secure login or administrator password, that contains
more than alphanumeric data. Extended characters and space are permitted!

¡0wlsRn0TWOTh#yS33M!

Idea 2 – Your Keychain Password should be different to your login
By default, Mac OS X creates a User password and sets the Keychain login
password to be the same. That’s convenient, but not at all secure. In addition
to this, changing your password in the Account preferences also updates the
same password in your login keychain. You need to turn off the feature from
within the ‘Keychain Access’ program located in ‘Utilities’.

Left: Uncheck synchronise the
login keychain so that when you
change the User password in
Account preferences, it no
longer updates the default
keychain ‘login’ password.
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To be more secure, make the keychain password different to your User or
Administrator password. Keychains invariably contain sensitive passwords!

Keychain Security Options
If you are away from the Mac, I strongly recommend activating the screen
saver with password enabled. Locking the keychain is a good thing as well.

Viewing Keychain passwords
You can use Keychain Access to view, add or delete passwords that you have
saved within the ‘login’ keychain.

Left: You can enable keychain access from the menu bar. Turn this
option on in the Keychain Access program. Once you see the
unlocked padlock icon, you are aware of security. Lock it when you
leave the Mac unattended. You can assign keyboard shortcuts using
a program like Menu Master.

Above: The Keychain access program allows
you to view or delete your passwords. Right: Do
not allow your keychain to permanently provide

viewing access to your passwords. DO NOT
PRESS ‘always allow’.

Left: If your keychain password is weak or
matches your User password, consider changing it
using the Keychain Access program. In the ‘Edit’
menu, choose; ‘Change Password for Login’. 

The administrator password rule (don’t trust anything)
Do not use your administrator or keychain password for your ftp, email or
websites! Some software will send passwords as cleartext that can be sniffed.

 

http://unsanity.com/haxies/menumaster/
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Idea 4 – Turn on a real firewall
The GUI for the built-in firewall in Mac OS X has always been a bit basic. Even
today, 10.6 still won’t log who has successfully accessed your Mac. It will only
log blocked attempts, which is kind of pointless. Also, you cannot specify
‘allow’ rules for local trust network access, it’s either allow or deny for
everyone, trusted and evil people alike. Either configure IPFW in the command
line, which i wouldn’t wish on anyone, or struggle with a open source program
or shell out some money and get something that works, like DoorStop.

Refer to: Additional TCP & UDP Ports

Idea 3 – Turn off Sharing Services
Any computer is easy to hack into if it is enabled to communicate. Once the
this starts, you are relying on all the security measures put in place to prevent
any bad behaviour from an unknown or malicious third party. To avoid any
unnecessary risk, turn OFF all the services in the Sharing preferences.

Left: Sharing
Preferences.
Don’t leave
anything on
unless required. 

Left: Create custom port lists, or use 
the presets from the services list. 
Above: You can specify (by IP address, 
range or subnet) who gets access to 
your services. This is particularly useful if you want to enable a
potentially unsecure service like VNC. Using a firewall, you can
allow VNC access to local trusted users on your own LAN.

 

http://personalpages.tds.net/~brian_hill/flyingbuttress.html
http://www.opendoor.com/doorstop/DoorStopDownload.html
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Idea 6 – Close off security holes
It has been discovered that the functionality of being able to automatically
mount disk images (after download) and the ability of Help Viewer to
automatically execute potentially malicious commands (using Terminal) has
raised a lot of concern in the Mac community. In addition to this, telnet can be
activated via an URL to run a command that can write (or overwrite) a file of
folder in the active users home folder. Install RCdefaultApp which enables you
to access and edit the URL helpers for launch services. 

Above: Default App enables you to
change the URL handlers for any
protocol that you deemed unsafe and
exploitable.

Idea 5 – Alternate Application Firewall
Protection from incoming threats is one thing, but what about from within? A
malicious program could turn the firewall off or worse, write its own firewall
rules. The built-in Application firewall in 10.5 or 10.6 goes a fair way to
addressing this issue, but without fine grain control. If you want to be selective
about what TCP connections an application makes, Little Snitch is still the
superior option. You can allow one off events (great for when testing software)
or exclude a specific IP address.

Left: Little Snitch allows you to
manage the rule decisions you
have made. It is setup on a per
application basis and works as a
layer of protection, that works in
addition to an IP firewall.

 

http://www.rubicode.com/Software/RCDefaultApp/
http://www.obdev.at/products/littlesnitch/index.html
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Idea 7 – Protect a stolen Macintosh

Backup your data. Turn off automatic login. Use a hard to guess User
password. Modify the Mac OS X login window to show your ownership details
with Visage. Then, if the unthinkable happens, every time the stolen Mac is
booted, up comes that lovely splash screen with your full name, contact phone
number and email address plastered all over the front. The thief will be
unlikely not know how to remove it and whomever they show it too, might just
back away, and say; ‘sorry man, I don’t know, it’s like stolen or something’.
The chances of getting the Mac back are pretty slim. Consider it your enforced
Mac Upgrade plan. Still, you never know, it might end up in the right hands.

In addition to this, create a non-privileged guest account with an easy to guess
password, so that an exasperated and somewhat guilty thief or purchaser can
at least feel like they are in control (rather than destroy the Mac out of spite).
Setup your guest account (not an administrator user) with a nice desktop
background with some large text clearly indicating that this laptop has been
stolen and that a ‘no questions asked reward (greater than the price you paid
for it)’ will be offered for it’s safe return. Offer an anonymous solution like,
send the stolen laptop via post to a PO Box address with instructions on how
to make payment of the reward, be it by return money order or cash cheque or
whatever you feel will work for you and not put yourself at risk. This is only a
suggestion, don’t laugh, human nature is a funny thing.

Left: Full name, email
address, landline and phone
number should do the job.
Don’t include your address,
as the purchaser might just
be another thief.

http://keakaj.com/visage.htm
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Idea 8 – Encrypt your data

There is no point in having excellent passwords (and other sensitive text data)
if you email them to someone unencrypted. Most email is sent ‘in the clear’
(there is no built-in encryption). This means, that if some ‘snooper’ wants to
capture your email contents as a text file, all they need to know is your IP
address, run some ‘sniffing’ software and given the right timing, capture some
of your sensitive information. If this sounds like something you want to
address, I strongly recommend using GPG (free) or PGP software (commercial). 

Coming to terms with understanding PGP is not exactly something you can
discuss in 10 minutes, let alone grasp straight away. It took me many
attempts and strange explanations from ‘nerds’ before I got it working and
integrated into my email workflow.

How to install & setup GPG (free OpenPGP client of PGP - Pretty Good Privacy)
Installing instructions here are for Mac OS X 10.3 and 10.4 Users. You can
install for earlier versions of Mac OS X, by accessing the software directly from
http://macgpg.sourceforge.net/ 

Step 1 – Download & install GnuPG
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=20789

Refer to these instructions (they are really good and I’m not going to rewrite
what has already been written). They cover how to ‘import PGP keys from a
previous Mac OS Classic system’ (PGP for Classic needs to be installed) and
detailed instructions on ‘how to generate keys’ from scratch using the
command line.

Step 2 – Import or Generate your PGP keys – read these instructions:
http://fiatlux.zeitform.info/en/instructions/pgp_macosx.html

Step 3 – install GPGPreferences
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=20789

Above: GPGPreferences pane - provides access to editing GPG settings,
including keyserver settings.

http://macgpg.sourceforge.net/
http://macgpg.sourceforge.net/
http://www.pgp.com/
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=20789
http://fiatlux.zeitform.info/en/instructions/pgp_macosx.html
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=20789
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Step 4 – Install GPG Keychain Access

http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=20789
allows you to create, edit, sign, verify and ‘add trust’ to public keys that you
may download from a ‘keyserver’ and also export public keys to people so
they can encrypt information for your eyes only.

If you require more information on understanding how GPG (or PGP), keys and
trust work, refer to: http://www.rubin.ch/pgp/weboftrust.en.html

Left: GPG Keychain Access. Get info on a key
to view it’s details & fingerprints. 
Below: Export a selected public key (ASCII
armoured) for uploading to a PGP keyserver.

Above: A fingerprint helps to verify that the key is really from a
trusted source. Right: An uploaded public key to a server like
https://keyserver.pgp.com makes searching much easier for

people. It also serves as a database for combining signed
trusted public keys by people who need to send you sensitive

data. Below: You can sign a public key to show that it is
trusted and verified by you (required by some software).

Above: One of my public
Keys uploaded and now
searchable via PGP.
Left: If you sign a key, you
will be asked in the terminal
to enter your level of ‘trust’
to assign. You can then
upload any newly ‘signed’
key to a PGP server to show
your trust of a given public
key for other users you are
transferring data with.

http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=20789
http://www.rubin.ch/pgp/weboftrust.en.html
https://keyserver.pgp.com
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Step 5 – Get some encryption software!

Finally you need to download some software that will provide access to PGP
encryption/decryption. There are a few programs that do the same thing, so
I’ll list the ones that I use. Also, there are a few solutions for email and PGP
integration. Once you have practical use for PGP you will slowly understand it.

Above: GPGFileTool can be used to
encrypt a file that you want to send

securely (the receiver also needs GPG
and GPGFileTool installed)

Right: GPGDropthing provides a text
window where you can compose your

secret details and encrypt them for
specific email users (with trusted

public keys). The end result is
encrypted text which can then be

pasted into your email program. You
can also perform the reverse to

decrypt emails if your email program
has no third-party PGP support

Left: Apple Mail, Microsoft
Entourage, Qualcomm Eudora and
BareBones MailSmith have various
plug-ins, bundles or Applescripts
that enable more tightly integrated
functionality with PGP encryption or
decryption. Check out the links on
next page.

Here you can see an example with
Apple Mail program using
GnuPGMail.

http://www.macupdate.com/info.php/id/10797
http://www.versiontracker.com/dyn/moreinfo/macosx/13606
http://www.sente.ch/software/GPGMail/English.lproj/GPGMail.html
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Other PGP (GPG) software to download

Email Integration Tools (some are very old)
Apple Mail: http://www.sente.ch/software/GPGMail
Microsoft Entourage: http://entourageGPG.sourceforge.net/
Qualcomm Eudora: http://mywebpages.comcast.net/chang/EudoraGPG/
BareBones Mailsmith: http://alex.primafila.net/Mailsmith-GPG/

Encryption/decryption Utilties
GPGFileTool: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=20789
GPGDropThing: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=20789

Commercial PGP software (not covered here)
If everyone designed websites like this mob, i’d have to shoot myself!

http://www.sente.ch/software/GPGMail/English.lproj/GPGMail.html
http://entourageGPG.sourceforge.net/
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/chang/EudoraGPG/
http://alex.primafila.net/Mailsmith-GPG/
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=20789
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=20789
http://www.pgp.com
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Does Mac OS X need optimising? (or maintenance)

This is indeed an interesting question. You may have noticed Mac OS X does begin
to slow down a few months after a fresh installation. There are a number of 
contributing factors, determining which one, is not necessarily obvious. Perhaps
this chapter should be called preventative maintenance, but we will stick with
optimising for now ;-)

Performance Issues
Before we get serious about optimisation, there are some easy-to-remedy
problems that should be addressed before proceeding.

Problem 1 – Permissions Issues
Mac OS X is permissions based. If they are set incorrect, certain functions
may not perform when required which can contribute to performance problems
or failure of certain tasks altogether.

Solution 1 – Repair Permissions
Use Apple’s Disk Utility program located in /Applications/Utilities/Disk Utility.

Above: Repair Permissions using Disk Utility when normally booted into Mac OS X.
This task should be done at least before and after any incremental Apple Mac OS X
updates. It is preferable to repair permissions about once a month.
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Problem 2 – Cache Issues

Mac OS X makes extensive use of caches, which store frequently used data.
Corruption to these files can cause interesting & anomalous behaviour. Not to
say the least, slowness. Clean caches only if you think they are the problem.

Solution 2 – Clean up the Caches
There is a plethora of utility programs that will delete or clear out the
numerous Mac OS X cache files. The most preferred technique would be to do
this when booted from Single User Mode (safest, quickest). I recommend
AppleJack for this task.

Refer to Repair using AppleJack. 

Problem 3 – Fragmented Files (bigger than 20mb)
Mac OS X does not automatically defragment files greater than 20mb in size. If
you find that your large graphics or multimedia files are slow to read or write
to, then a file defragmentation program may be the solution.

Solution 3 – Defragment Files
I frequently use and recommend Intech SpeedTools program called Disk Defrag
for this job. This program does not optimise the directory structures on your
hard drive, nor does it move or group files by class or category. It just joins
fragmented individual files back together so that they are contiguous (in one
piece). This makes them quicker to read and write to your hard drive. File
based defragmentation is safe to use and can be performed on an active
system. Files (like spotlight indexes) that are in use are simply ignored.

Left: Defragging files using
SpeedTools. This reduces
Mac OS X from having to
search for multiple
fragments of the same
large file scattered across
a large hard drive. It does
not reduce whole disk
fragmentation as such,
doing that is just a losing
battle. Defragging individual
files is much quicker and
easy to run whilst you are
working.

http://sourceforge.net/projects/applejack
http://www.speedtools2.com/STUS.html
http://www.speedtools2.com/Defrag.html
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Problem 4 – Virtual Memory Issues

You may have noticed that your hard drive is continually thrashing away in the
background. This happens when you have lots of applications open and Mac
OS X has been running for a few hours or days. This intensive disk access is
likely the result of Mac OS X trying to free up some contiguous free space on
your hard drive, so that it can write another virtual memory swapfile. Virtual
memory needs to write contiguous (unbroken) swapfiles and on a heavily
fragmented disk, this can really slow things down.

If you feel that your system is so fragmented as described above, and that the
built-in defragmentation routines in Mac OS X are not solving the problem, then
a hard drive optimisation using iDefrag or TechTool Pro will be your best
solution. This will be slow and potentially dangerous as the structure of where
files are located are being moved on a low system level. Make sure you have a
full bootable backup of your Mac OS X system before starting. You will need to
perform this whilst booted from your emergency firewire drive. 

If you feel that backing up using Carbon Copy Cloner and then erasing the hard
drive and then restoring your system from backup again is quicker, then do
that. The only benefit from optimising as below is if you want to ensure the
category or class of files are grouped together in the best possible way.

Refer to Backup using Carbon Copy Cloner

WARNING: Make sure the optimisation program you are using is fully certified
to work with the version of Mac OS X you are using. You will need to run it
from a bootable firewire drive (or another bootable partition) in Safe Mode.

Solution 4 – Optimising the hard drive
Using either iDefrag 1.1.2 (or later) or TechTool Pro 4.0.5 (or later). 
WARNING: Micromat Drive 10 is NOT for use with Mac OS X 10.3 or later.

Left: iDefrag (by Coriolis)
offers the most user
configurable options and can
also be used in online mode;
for basic file defragmentation
without having to boot off a
firewire drive.

 

http://www.coriolis-systems.com/iDefrag.php
http://www.micromat.com/
http://www.coriolis-systems.com/iDefrag.php
http://www.micromat.com/
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Problem 5 – Keeping Optimised
The last four steps only go so far in keeping your system running as fast and
efficiently as possible. You still need to keep your system up-to-date and you
need to to make sure you have plenty of free space...

Solution 5 – Keep up-to-date and have plenty of free space
The generally agreed and preferred method of keeping Mac OS X updated, is to
download the ‘combo updaters’ from the Apple website when they are
released. Using Apple’s software update program has proved problematic for
some people. Keep 15% or more of your startup disk free. Once you dip below
15% free disk space threshold, Mac OS X starts to labour with virtual memory
and it’s built-in file defragmentation routines. Well that’s simple isn’t it?

Above Left: iDefrag contains numerous
user configurable options that affect the

time it takes to optimise and the final
result of the optimise on your hard drive.

Right: Rebuilding B-Tree files is getting into
territory that Diskwarrior is specifically

designed to do. Per Class sorting can be
controlled by editing the iDefrag class

definition file (you’d better read the manual
before messing with classes)

1 2

3

Left: You can also
defragment and optimise
using Techtool Pro 4.

You will need make sure
that the partition you are
defragging has journalling
turned OFF. Don’t forget to
turn it back ON when you
are finished defragging.

 

http://www.alsoft.com/DiskWarrior/index.html


Mac 
Startup 
Failure!

Are you
restarting

after a
crash?

Has 
anything
changed 
lately?

Have you
installed any

new hardware?
Did you install
an ATA or SCSI

hard drive?

Did you install an
external USB or
Firewire device?

Did you install any
memory?

Has the
Mac been
moved?

Phase 1 
Checklist

Phase 2 
Checklist

A

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y Y Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y N

Check your power, keyboard and 
monitor cables. Change power outlets?

Checklist
A Reset the PRAM 

(cmd-option-P-R on startup)

After each step, 
try restarting

B Unplug any external devices to 
minimise potential startup issues

Checklist (desktop)
A Check your power, keyboard

and monitor cables

B Check your internal ATA or SCSI
ribbon cables, power cables,
any PCI or AGP Cards and all
the RAM chips are all secure

C Does the power supply fan spin on?
(Perhaps the power supply has failed)

Checklist
For ATA drives
Check your Master/Slave jumper settings are correct

For SCSI drives
Check your SCSI ID and termination jumper settings
are correct. Is an LVD terminator required?

For ALL drives
Check that the correct data ribbon cables and
power cables are secure and undamaged

Did you install a PCI Card interface?
Is it compatible? Do you need a firmware update? Search
manufacturer website, Apple TIL and Google for more 
information. Refer to: Hardware reference links 

Checklist
For USB devices
Unplug to resolve startup issues
Use direct connection to Mac (or powered hub)
Replace suspect cables

Checklist
Remove new RAM to see if it resolves the startup issue
Install, reseat again. Verify the RAM are secure and making
contact with the pin connectors. Try another memory slot

Is it compatible? Check RAM speed and type. 
Slower RAM in a faster Mac will not work.

Checklist
Is it compatible?
Unplug/Disconnect to resolve startup issues
Check the relevant manufacturer website for more info
Refer to: Hardware reference links 

For Firewire devices
Unplug to resolve startup issues
Use direct connection to Mac (or firewire repeater)
Check firewire device power supply is operating
Replace suspect cables

B Eject any CD/DVDs - badly mastered media can cause
boot problems on certain older models

C Reset the PRAM (cmd-option-P-R on startup)

D Unplug any external devices to resolve startup issues

Reset the Open Firmware (cmd-option-O-F on startup)

Can you boot off Emergency firewire drive or CD-ROM?

Reset the Open Firmware 
(cmd-option-O-F on startup)

Can you boot off Emergency 
firewire drive or CD-ROM?

Refer to repairing
hard drive and
backup options

Phase 2 
Checklist

NY

Refer to repairing
hard drive and
backup options

Reset the cuda or PMU chip

Perhaps the PRAM battery 
needs to be replaced

Try reseating RAM and 
other internal components
(or refer to a qualified service technician)

Checklist (laptop)
A Check your battery and charger

is connected and charging

Perhaps the PMU needs to be reset
http://docs.info.apple.com/article.html?artnum=14449 

Perhaps the internal battery is flat or 
there is a RAM or motherboard problem
(refer to a qualified service technician)

A

N

http://docs.info.apple.com/article.html?artnum=14449


Startup
Keystrokes
http://fixa.troubledmac.com
Startup Keystrokes for troubleshooting
These keystrokes need to be pressed down within 1 second after the startup sound and definately before the 
Apple Logo (Mac OS X) or Happy Mac Icon (Mac OS 9). You have to be quick! (Or restart & try again). 

C to start up from a CD/DVD with a bootable system †
D to start up from the internal HD (PPC) ß 
D to start up diagnostic volume from Installer DVD (Intel) §
N to startup using NetBoot (if available) †
R to force an Apple laptop screen reset to default resolution
T to start up in Firewire Target Disk mode †

Shift to boot into Safe mode (Mac OS X) or with Extensions Disabled (Mac OS 9)
Option to select alternative startup disk † (press N to list first network bootable volume as well)
Command-V to startup in Verbose mode †
Command-S to startup for Single-user mode † (this is root user in unix mode, be careful)
Command-Option-P-R to Reset Parameter RAM OR NVRAM † (keep pressed until 2nd startup sound)
Command-Option-O-F to boot into Open Firmware (PPC Only) †
Option-Command-Shift-Delete to bypass primary startup drive †
Hold down Mouse button or trackpad button or F12 Key to eject the CD/DVD

† denotes protected by Open Firmware Password Protection on any Mac
ß denotes protected by Open Firmware Password Protection on a PPC Mac
§ denotes protected by Open Firmware Password Protection on a Intel Mac

Open Firmware Commands for troubleshooting (Startup with Command-Option-O-F)
These commands can only be executed when booted into open firmware on a ‘New World’ PPC Mac (G3, G4, G5)

To eject a really stuck CD or DVD 
(in a drive without a paperclip hole) ß

eject cd
(press enter)
mac-boot
(press enter)

To deep reset the NVRAM to help
resolve hardware problems ß

reset-nvram
(press enter)
reset-all
(press enter)

For more information on Open Firmware Commands:
http://www.kernelthread.com/mac/osx/arch_boot.html

 

http://www.kernelthread.com/mac/osx/arch_boot.html
http://fixa.troubledmac.com
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